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AT, analytic:a] _budy was performed to determir, e the: structural approach best
suited for the design of a Maeh 2.7 arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft.
Results, procedures, and principal justification of results are presented
in Reference i. De_ailed substantiation data are given herein. In general,
each major analysis is presented sequent_aJ.I/ in separate sections to pro-
vide continuity in the flow of the design concepts analysis effort, in
addition _o the design concepts evaluation and the detailed engineering
design analyses, supporting tasks encompassing: (i) the controls syszem
development (2) the propulsion-airframe integration study, and (3) -he
advanced _;echnology assessment are presented.
D
Reference i Sakata, I. F_and Davis. G. W. : Evaluation of Structural Design
Concewts for an Arrow-Wing Supersonic Cruise Aircraft NASA
CR- 1976
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- - INTRODUCTION
The lesign of an economically viable supersonic cruise aircraft requires
reduced :structural mass fractions attainable throu£h application cf new
materials, advanced concepts and design too_s. Configurations, such as
the arro_-wing, show promise from the aerodyn_v.ic standpoint; however,
d_tailed structura] desigrJ st,,_dies are needled to determine the Ceasibility
of constructing this type of aircraft with ._raffleiently low structural mass
fraction.
For the past several years, t,he NASA Langley Research Center has been
pursuing a supersonic cruise aircraf_ research program (i) to provide
sn expanded t_chno]ogy base Yor future supersonic aircraft,--(-2] to oro-
vide the _ata needed to assess the environmental and economic impacts on
the United States of present an({-e-_p-ecially Future foreign supersonic
cruise a'.rcraft, and (3) _o provide a sound technical basis for any future
consideration that may be given by the United States to the development of
an environmentally aceeotable an_ economically viable commercial supersonJ __
cruise aircraft.
$he analytical study, r_ported herein, was performed to provide data to
supp_rt the selectlon of the best struttLJra] conce|)L for the design of a
supersonic cruise aircraft wing and fuselage primary structure considering
n__ar-t_rm start-of-design t_chnology. A spectrum of structura2 &ppro_ches
for primary structure design that has found application or had been proposed
_ _r .
for supersonic aircraft design; such as the Anglo-French Concorde supersonic
transport, the Mach 3.[)-plus Lockheed F-12 and the proposed Lockheed L-2000
and Boeing B-2707 supersonic transports were system_-<ica].]y evaluated for
the given configuration and environmental criteria.
The study objectives were achieved through a systematic program involving
the interactions between the varlous disciplines as shown in Figures A through
C. These figures present an overview of the study effort and provides a
summary _;tatement of work, s._ follows:
(i) Task I - Analytical Design Studies (Figure A).- This initial
task involved a study wherein a large number of candidate structure
PREGEDING PAGZ BLANK NOT F[L]_ v
concepts were investigated and subjected to a systematic evaluation
process to determine the most promising concepts. An airplane
configuration refinement investigation, including propulsion-airframe
integration study were concurrently performed.
(2) Task II - En@_neer_n_ Design/Analyses (Figure B).- The most
promising concepts were analyzed assuming near-term start-of-design
technology, critical design conditions and requirements identified,
and construction details and mass estimates determined for the
Final Design airplane. Concurrently, the impact of advanced tech-
nology on supersonic cruise aircraft design was explored.
(3) Task IIl- Mass Sensitivity Studies (Figure C).- Starting with
the Final Design airplane numerous sensitivity studies were performed.
The results of these investigations and the design _tudies (Task I
and Task ii) identified opportunities for structural mass reduction
and needed research and technology to achieve the objectives of
reduced structural mass.
Displayed on the figures are the time-sequence and flow of data between dis-
eip[ines and the reason for the make-up of the series of sections presented
in %his report. The various sections are independent of each other, except as
specifically noted. Results of this structural evaluation are reported in
Reference i. This reference also includes the procedures and principal justi-
fication of results, whereas this report g_ves detailed substantiation of the
results in Reference i. This report is bound as four separate volumes.
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D Dis._.eter
e Elongation in percent; _he minim_m_ distance from a hole center line to
the edge of the sheet
E Mz,du2us of elasticity Jn tension
Mz,dulus of elasticity in compressSon
_bru Ultimate bearing stress
Fb ry
Bearing yield stress
F
cy
Compressive yield stress at which pe:_anent strain equals 0.002
-=
v Fry Tensile yield stress at which pe]nnanent strain equals 0.002
tu
Ult_mste ten_i]m stress
SU
Ultimate stress in pure shear (represents the :_v_r'ag_ shearing stress
over the cross section)
Modu!us of rigidity
KIc Plane strain fracture toughness in,_ex
KIscc Minim-mn threshold value of the stress intensity for cracked specimens
subjected to sustained load for extended period of time in a specified
environment
Longitudinal grain direction
L j
LT L_ng-transverse grain direction
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_[ATEEI#_LS AND PRODUCTT{TLTT7
TT'_TROEUCTION
The ma._erz;_]s _J.nd_w]va,n{:ed producibi]Jty methods tha.-, offer pcten ±a. str<ctural
mass savings in the design oI' the primary structure for a supersonic cruise air-
craft, are "dent,ifie_ ,_nd reported in this section. A surtmary of the materials and
_e_ee_,ea for this analytical effort is presented inFabrication techniques ' 1 _ -
T_ble 7-]. Z<_t}J metallic an.< composite material systems were selected for appli-
cation to a near-term start-of-design technolog"y airer_ft. As indicated on the
s<r_mary t:_b]e, selective reinforcement of the basic metallic structure was considered
as the appropriate level oF composite application fo :_ nhe near-term design.
V
The materials eventually selected for a supersonic cruise aircraft will be those
with the test combination of properties required for a speci-_ic desi_:. These
properLies include (I) mechanical and physical properties, (2) case of manu-
facture, (3) cost effectiveness and (_) mJnimm_ ms._s, rh_:s, material s_lee.tion
requires thorough knowledge and evaluation of materials, processing, properties
and cost, considering the design envir,nnment, for the specific design.
V:
_.LATEF,IAL S
Metallic Materials
TitanJusr._ _Aloys were considered For supersonic transport applica-dom _n the
1960 ti-r_e-period. The leading titanittm alloy for sheet metal construction under
consideration during the mid-sixties was Ti-SAI-IMo-IV alloy. At that time results
of enviror_mental tests,using a precracked frgcture specimen, demons<rated that
T_-SA!-IMc-IV was susceptible to stress corrosion cracking in salt water and o%,her
aqueous environments.
_ L
As the result of the problems encoomtere _] with the TI-SA]-IMo-IV al]o_, all .c_n-
didates w_re reevaluated with the emphasis on stress corrosion cracking. The
7-1
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Boeing Comp_ny under F#u\ sponsorship, conducted an investigation on _]-oAl-l_] an_
Ti-hAI-SM:_-hV which demonstrated superior properties as the result of the reevalua-
tion effort. The results of these studies, as well as others condu:_ted by industry -
including work by Lockheed on the Beta alloys-were reviewed and titaf_ium alloy
6AI-4V (annealed) was selected as the primary ,_;tructural material for the ner{.'-t_rm
supersonic transport design. To i.dentify the importance of higher strength proper-
ties nn design, however, the tizani_tm a].loy Betr_ C w_s slso s_]ec!,e_]. Bf_L;_ C i,_
representative of the more recently developed Beta titanium alloys which exhibit
high strength properties obtained by solution tree,tins :_.n,]:_ging _._idalto Yas hi_:h
form_ability characteristics of the unalloyea titanium.
v
Mechanical _?roperties - The preliminary design propsrties for the selected titm_<_
alloys used for superson](_ cruis_ aircraft primary wing and fuselage structlre design
arc presentod in Table 7-2. The data for Ti-6AI-hV are from Reference i. Data are
preser_ted rot the mechanical properties established under bDth the MIL-T-9047 Specifi- __
cations and the Aerospace Materlal_ Specification (AMS) 4906. Limited formability
aru] marginal fracture toughness for the solu%ion treated and aged (STA) condition
precludes i_s general use and the data is presented for comparison.purpose only.
Beta C (Ti-_AI-SV-6Cr-LMo-4Zr), Beta !II (Ti-llMo-6.SZr-4.SSn) and Ti-SMo-SV-2Ai-3Fe
data are from Reference ] and 2. They are hea% treatable beta-titaniu_ alloys of-
<ering Rul;slan_ng cold formability and simple heat treatment to high strengths.
Sheet and foil can be produced by _old rolling in cell form. Sheet can be ,_o]:] ffo_'me,_
_o complex configurations. Fo_ed parts can be subseclu_-ntl¥ aged to high strer_gth
w_th ver_ iittl_ distortion. The h_gh strength condition has the additional charac-
teristics of being tough, thermai!y stable, and relatively insensitive _o accelerate_
crack growt_ in aqueous environment and good resistance to hot-salt stress corrosion.
These alloy3 offer cost reduction potential, however, in certain appiicaticns
their use is handicapped by their high density, The data presented :for....these a!lovs,
however, show marked improvement over the titanium alloy Ti-13V-IICr-SAI (B!20VCA).
Material Efficiency Parameters - The room temperature properties of current alpha-
beta and beta titanium alloys are summarized and used to develop the various alloy
effic_enty parameters to aid in the materi_] selection pr,oees_. These parameters
include:
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TAB;,E 7 -2. PREL_T_ITNARY DESTGN PROPEB:TYES FOR TYTANILU_I ALLOY SHEET
ALLOY
Specificazion
Form
Condition
t • T,,A,.,v I  ETAt,,I8.6-,-3; M I L-T.9047 1 AMS 4906 PROD UCER'S
SHEET. STRIP. AND PLATE t CONTINUOUSLY ROLLED SHEET R, STRIP ; SHEET & STRIP
ANNEALED i_ STA ANNEALED i SOLUTIONTREATED&AGED
Thickness, in. _-_0.1875
Bas,; A
Mechanical Propert;es
Ftu. ksi
L
LT
Fzv, ksi
L
LT
Fcy, ksi
L
LT
Fsu , k_i
Fbtu, k=,i
(e/D) = 1.5
(e/D) = 2,0
Fhry, ksi
(e/D) = 1.5
(e/D) = 2.0
e, percent
E. 10 3 ksi
Ec, 103 ksi
G, 103 k$i
l
i #' Ib/in3
[
134 139
134 139 160
128 131 145
126 131 145
132 138 154
132 138 162
79 _1 100
197 204 236
252 261 286
171 178 210
208 216 232
8 a ... 5 b
a. 8 -- 0,025 to 0.062 in.; 10 -- 0.063 in. and above
";i - >0008 - 90.025 >0,025 - _0,060_ .... _--- - B S f ....S A _ B
140 c 148 140 d
122
12G c
125
129
90
216
280
166
203
7
16.0
16.4
6.2
0.31
0.160
130
140
134
144
g5
t22 e
126 d
125
129
90
228 216
295 2_
180
147 180 180
128 170 175
135 170 175
132 170 175
139 170 175
93 --. ...
b 5 - 0.050 in. a_l above; 4 - 0.033 to 0.049 in.; 3 - 0.032 in, a_l below
c The A-values are higher than N:_cificatlon values as follows:
Ftu(L | - 148ksi. Ftu(LT) = 144k$i, Fty(LT) = 134ksi
d. The A-vatues eca higher" than specification value_ as follows:
Ftu(L) = 141 k$i, Ftu(LT) = 143k$i, Fty(LT) = 131 ksi
e. Estimated value bal_d on limited te$1 data
(. Prorm_.s reflect pr_luc_r's guaranteed minimum
g. 5.4 (68 - 90OF)
h. Thickne_ 0.025 in. and above
224 ......
290 ......
t74 ......
214 ......
6 6
16.4
14.8
5.8
0.33
0.174
15.0
16.0
5.9
0.33
0.183
.... S
174
158
177
I "
!:i:]
B 120VCA
MIL-T-g046
<4.0
B
175
165
1(;7
108
255
323
224
255
4
15.5
16,0
...
0.174
J
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• Specific tensile strer_gth (F t /P) to indicate those alloys eatable of provid-U
ing minimum m&ss components where tensile loadings are critical at room
anti e levateJ temperature.
• <_,,eifie elastic modulus _E/P) to indicate those alloys that are eapab:e of
providing minim_mm mass structures where column stiffness or plate buckling
are critical structlral con<_itions.
• Da_lage tolerance capability (Kic/F%y) _ to aid in selecting alloys and/o_,'
conditions that offer the potential of minimum risk of prem_tare failure.
• Room temperature stress corrosion susceptJbi!iuy as measured by Kiscc/P.
• Room temperature foomabiiity as indies, ted _2" the ratio of bend radius to
thickness (<./I).
• [_m,:imum tension-tellsJor; fatigue s_rengnh at I0 0 cycles with R = 0.] and
K+_ = ! and K c 3 divided by density to indica'_e the susceptibility of the
titanium alloys to crack initiation and fatigue failure.
Modulus-Density Critical Elements: A review ,of Figure 7-1 indicates that for
modulus-density critical elements, such as wing skins which are critical in buck-
ling or stiffness load conditions:
• The high alumir._m alpha-beta a]loys have the highest modulus-density
ratios of any of _he current and reeensly developed titanium alloys.
Obviously, alloys such as Ti-8-1-] used in the previous SST studies would
%
i
v
5e ex_remeiy attractive besause oF its low density (0.158 Ibs/eu in.) and
_IZ- T 7 "
relatively high m0£uius (1.7-18 x ]06 psi). However, the known "water-
suscept_billty of this alloy has prejudiced its consideration in this
program.
• Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn, the current alpha-beta alloy with high modulus-density ratio
is no_ available as cold rolled sheet or strip, is susceptible to alloy _-
segregation, and is not outstanding in Jzs fracture toughness nor stress
corrosion resistance.
• Ti-6AI-2Sn-2Mo-2Cr-2Zv-0.25 Si (Ti-6-22-22) also has been reported to exhit.it _ =
high modulus-density ratios and has been rolled into sheet products. The
properties shown in Figure ?-i are for annealed = sheet. If the modulus values
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_ z
can be reproduced in sheet form, an,i the si]iec_n a']Jition (for high tem_era-
ture _roperties) does not affect _he :_tability of the a_ioy at moderate
teT_perst,l_r_s (_._,, nO0-600 F), Lhis ;_]l_y wr_,"r_:J'.._ c'onslde_-ut, i_m as _im
a.Lt.ern_te to Ti-6AI-_V,
Ti-6AA-hv is available as cold rolled sheet rand striF, can be FJrocesse_ _o
provide high fracture toughness and s_ress corrosion resistance charac-
teristics, and is considered the most promisin_ material for modulus-denslty
eritJcs_! app]ications.
• An alternate mai,eria] wi_h :ro_u!uz-densJty ratios approaching that of
Ti-6AI-hV is Ti-5A]-2.5Sn, It can be used where its lower tensile strength
or restricted hot formability (due to cold working) does not impose a weight
penalty.
V
• Attempts to obtain improved mcdulus-densi:y ratios in titanium alloys by
such techniques as texturing are ,rely partially successfu]. The resulting
dlceutiomality is a pz'L_bler:_b::_Lh im f_{br_ca_iom ani_]design and the improve-
me_t is subject to degradation upon hot workin£ to obtain complex contours.
• A :review of data on the supsr-alpha alloys (the,so alloys developed for
903 F creep applications such as Ti-][[ or Ti-5621S) has non revealed any
adTant_ge for the use of these alloys in the mtderate temperature region of
409 F-600 v, and s11ch as required f<_r supersc, nic cl_uJse aircraft design.
E
E
Th_ metallic matrix composites, s:_ch as boron-borsic/aluminum, boron/
titanium, etc., have very high modulus-density ratios and are not plotted
on the eh_vt with the titanium alloys.
Tensile-Strength Critical Elements: The most efficient material for these
applications are the solution treated an(i aged bets titanium alloys, such as
Ti-8-8-2-3. In addition, _hese al=oy_, besides being available as cold rolled sheet-
strip-extrusion, do provide the capability of room temperature forming to relatively _
complex contours. The aging process is relatively simple, net requiring rapi8
quenching From special proZective atmospheres, and can be combined with cold work
to obtain _ven higher strength levels.
Unfortunate!y, as with other t itani,mm alloys, the aging cycles used to date result
in lower fraetJr_ to zghness properties, i.e., KIe values, of approximately 50 ksi _ zn.,
7-7
and notch tensile ratios for 0.040 sheet material of approximately 0.8. Similar
data have been reported for stress corrosion resistance.
The fatigae "cut-off" on beta alloys must be higher than the alpha-beta cut-off
by at least the density-ratio (i.e., 0.160/0.17L) to avoid any weight penalties.
Unfortunately, fatigue data for beta titanium is extremely limited. Meager data
indicates properties directly comparable to and in certain instances 25-percent
greater tham the alpha-beta alloys.
Application of beta-alloys, _u:_h as TI-8-8-2-3, therefore will require:
i. The development of fatigue daba as a function of alloy and production and
assembly methods that will confirm the capability of realizing the tensile-
strength weight advantages, and
2. The establishment of aging cycles which can minimize the noted re_uctlons
_n fray:Lure toughness and stress corrosion resistance. The need to develop
such aging cycles is important s_nee it has been determined _l_at welded
or weld bonded components with this alloy offer promise for minimum weight
structures.
Aging Response.- Typical of _ny heat treatable metals th_ b_ta titaninm alloys
exhibit both a response to cold working plus a combination of cold working and
aging as yell as overaging. The results of varJo_s cold working and aging tests,
performed at Lockheed, are summarized in Figure 7-2.
Cleaning.- The normal cleaning and/or pickling solutions for alpha-beta titan-
ium alloys proved inadequate for cleaning of aged beta titanium alloys such as
Beta C and Ti-8-8-2-3. Standard shop nitric-hydrofluoric acid concentrations left
a dark smut on the surface of the aged titanium alloy products. The smut film was
not identified but on]y abrasive cleaning or extremely con3entracted solutions of
nitric-hydorfluoric acid could provJde a clean, bright surface for subsequent welding
an_/or weld bonding wcrk.
Fusion Welding.- TIG and EB welds in solution treated an_ solution treated and aged
beta titanium alloys were m_d_ utilizing techniques an_ procedures typical of standard
alpha-beta titanium alloys.
V
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Weld Bonding.- Beta titanium alloy (Ti-8-8-2-3) cold _-ol]ed snrip was aged to approx-
imately 160 ksi and resistance (spot) weld schedules developed to provide a consistent
imterfaeia! gap of 0.002 to 0.005 in. After welding, half of the specimens were
infiltrated w_th an epoxy resin (B. F. Goodrich, Type A, 1396B) in the initial
interfacia! gap by resin capillary flow during the cure cyc]e.
Test on the weld bonded specimens compared to the as-welded specimens, showed the
following resu1_s:
• Shear'strength of weld bonded specimens 2-1/2 times that of as wel_ed specimens.
• Tensile strength of weld bonded specimens equal to as welded specimens.
• Fatigue strengths and lives of weld bonded specimens imoroved greatly over
lh_ fatigue strength of as welded specimens.
Composite Materials
The application of composites to the primary s_ructure for the near-term _upersonic
cruise aircraft design was l_ited to selective reinforcement of the basic titanimm
structure. FurLhermore, based on the principles of maximum return for minimuza cosl
and risk, the a_plicai_ion was primarily unidirectional reinforcing of members carrying
axial loads, such as spar caps and stringers. Other guidelines included: (1) A]I
expcsed surfaces were titanium; (2) All load transfer at joints were made ti_rough
titanium structure; and (3) At least minimum gage _izanimv, was maintained on all
design com_epts.
Material Properties.- The composite materials used for reinforcement purposes were
MODMOR ll/Si_'bond 703 graphite polyimide (Gr/P[), Boron/Skybond v03 (B/PI) and
5.6 Baron/l]O0 A]1_mimum with titanium interleaves (B/AI).
For composites the static material properties are based on currently published
(1970-1972 technology) data which have minimal statistical basis (average or B-basis
properties). It is implicitly assumed that material deve!opmen_ will continue and
that these properties are representative of minim_Jm allowables available at start-
of-design. Reduction of properties due to environmenta] aging, etc., Js undetermined
at this time snd the evaluation of this effect is not included.
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Thepolyimide matrix compositescan sustain service temperatures in the range of
500F to 60<)F. However,a6_ng<legradation is evident above500 F. GrHphite/pol_#mide
comp:'siteshave considerable potential fcr reducing thermal deformations and stresses
becauseof their low coefficient, of the_malexpansion. Boron/polyimide has the
highest :'ompressive efficiency.
Boron/alttminum con ipositcs have a high compressiv_ _ structural efficiency, and can
sustain lemp_r:_tures to 800 F. Stress-_o-rupturc tests to 600 F for long periods
of time have shown no evidence of aging degrad:it[on, floweret, constant amp]itmde
Fatigue Kropertic,._ are degraded in the _400 F remperature range after i0 ° cycles.
Its compressive efficiency makes it suitable for use as a stiffening element in
concert with titanium structm-al e]eme_,ts.
Table 7-3 su_r.arizes the oreliminary design composite properties for linear and
non-linca__ computer programs used in the eo_.po._{[_:edesign. The stability analys-s
requires linear properties while the materiaA property characterization progr_w
uses non-linear data. The polyimide (Pi) data i_{ from ReFerenPe 3. The boron/
aluminum (B/AI) properties ame for 5.6 nil boron u_ing ii00 aluminum alloy for the
matrix _n combination with interleaved titanium 1_oils. Published test --esults show
sigr:]ficant improvements in transverse ductility and over_Ll oerformance over the
6061 aluminum matrix system. To characterize composite reinforce3 titani_im, T_-6A-4V
properties were obtained from Reference i with the Rmmberg Osgood properties for
the non-lineaic programs from Reference 4.
Composite Rednforced Titandum,- To explore the benefits ts be derived from
selective com-0osite reinforcement of titani<un strueture_ various arrangements
of materials and plies were evaluated. The strength and stiffness properties
of various imninates were determined using the data of TahTe 7-3 in c{mjunetion
w_th the Lockheed developed computer programs.
Figures 7-3 m_d 7-h show the tensile and compressive strengths (loaded in the
filament direction) of titanlttm _electively reinforcel with various proportions
(by eross-see_ional area) of unidirectional boron-polyimile. The material
properties _re from Table 7-3, and th_ thermal CJfferential due to curing was
assumed to be -300°F. A value of 90,000 psi was selected as the fatigue cutoff
strength of titanium al]oy-Ti-6Al-kV. The tensile strength of the compound
composite at ,#hich the octahedra] stress in the titanium is 90,000 psi is
shown on Figure 7-3.
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:x__ure 7-5 presents the st_ ..... t._in relationship of graphite-yo]yim_de (Gr/PI)
,midirec<ioral reinforcement (O-degree plies) of Ti-6AI-4V annealed. The influence
of various percentages (of cross sectional area) of Cr/Pi relnforci_:g _ c]isp]ayed.
St_ffnezs _rcreased between 10 to 30 percent over the basic titani-_ alloy are noted.
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Figares 7-6, 7-7, and 7-8 summarize data computed for studies related to boron/aluminum
(B/AI) reinforced titanium. The temsile stress-strain data of Figure 7-6 displays the
changes in material property characteristics with the percentage increase in
unidirectional B/A!. A change in elastic modulus from 23 x 106 psi for L0-percent B/AI
to 29.9 x 106 psi for 80-percent B/AI is noted with a corresponding decrease in
material density.
TL_ fa!Jig_J_ e_toff for B/A] was estimated by observing limited data for boron/6061
al_ninu_rl re_ort_d im Reference 5 for various fiber volt,me fractions. The strains
c'orrespon_-ng to the fatigue limit for 1,2-Fercent fiber volume were taken as design
cuzoff values fo_ • B/AI/Ti. The fstigue cutoff stress for titanium (90,000 psi) is
indicated om the figure for reference,
The strength, modulus, and densily of B/AI/Ti is s<unmarized in F_gule 7-8 with th_
cor_espcnd_ng usage of boron alumin_w as a fraction of the total area.
Polyimi_e adhesive data are presente_ in Fig,re 7-9 and Table 7-_. FM-3_, a
condensnzion-polyimide adhesive filz_ manufaczured by American Cyanamid, has been
aged 20,000 hodr's _I_ 500 F winh virtually no reduction in bond szrength on titanium.
This is a strong indication tha'_ the condensation-Dol$nnides as matrix materials
woul_ haw lo'Ig-term 450 F - 500 F property retention. Addition-polyimides have
recently been evaluated as structural adhesives, and look reasonably good after
i000 hours at 600 P. There is mot enough aging data, however, for a comparison
wi_h the condensation-polyimide adhesives.
PRODUCIBILiTY
?roducibillty technology studies were performed as an integral part of the analyticai
design effort to focus uoon the practical requirements of m_nufacture. The standings
were conducted to establish feasibility for the application of advanced manufacturing
teehniq_es to large scale production. Specific studies encompassed:
• Improved fatigue quality through minimizing fasteners by use of weldLng,
bonding, and brazing
• Large scale Fabrication to minimize the number of joints
• Minimizing cr e]iminating tank sealing by use of large scale application of
welding, bonding and brazing
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Eznphasis was placed on an integrateff design/manufae_n_ffng _PI _roach to develo_ low
cost prodt1_'ble stz'u__'tur__ design connepts utilizing advance_ materials and fabrica-
tion processes consistent with technology levels associative] with near-te_m st_t of
design. Th_ _ _!_s_gn and manufacturing _ta available from the Lockheed L-2000 suner-
sonic transport, the Lockheed YF-12 supersonic aircraft, and n_aercus industry
con_act_, were ut_]ize_ in developing solutions t_ design problems encountered _:
the s_udy.
An _mDortalut facet of the producibility technology study was the es_ablls_Lment of
manufaczuring guidelines to assist in _he design concepts development. Fabrication
l_mits and constraints were developed for forming, joining, metal removal and assembly
technologies (Section $, B_as_c" Design Parameters). Tentative fabrication and assembly
schedules __-_e developed for the major components, and •_ na]]y, manufacturing-
m_terials - process problems were identified for the various structural design
concepts for wing and fuselage primary st_ct_re design.
Fahri_wt[on Technology
Fabrication Technoloy_/ for titan_m_ materials were based upon an assessment of the
]n_]_st_ 7 state-of-the-sa-t. It was assumed that certain technoiog_ca] levels required
for the early 1980 time period wou]d have be_n developed. The technologies utilized
_i the design concept development included:
• Weld bond and rivet bond - high temperature resins - either polyimide (PI),
PPQ or others.
• Me%al-to-metal or metal-to-core bonding - high temLerature resins
• Electron beam (EB), tungsten inert gas (TIG), p]asma-are welding.
Brazing - weldbrazing of large complex sha_<ed _a_<els
• Chemical cleaning - preweld bond and braze of Beta alleys - post aging
c lemning
• Complex structural shapes - extrusions - welding - diffusicn bon_]ir_g, etc.
• He[ die-vacumm forming or large panel sizes (15 ft. x 35 ft)
V
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• Composites- high temperature either PI or PPQor other mat,-_._- _!tm_r_tJm
meta] t+t_++tr"_x
• Compl+x too]+ng methoSs - large size com]_onents - weiged t+_.uss spars, 80 ft,
length - skin panels_ 15 ft. x 30 ft. - EB welding of major assembly joints.
• Titan [mm fasteners
• Fuel "tank sealing - high temperature sea]_nt materials
Current resea-:ch and development being ezp]ore<] by gov_rnment and industry _ere
' + :f]:: _::7 evaluated to determine design applicab[±ity and need for additional work to +.obtain
a viable fabrication process that meet the supersonic c__uise aircraft performance
and life requirements The high temp_r_+ure resin we]d bond process _¢as considered as
the primary c_ndi_ate to join the skis. pm_els (i.e., convex beade,d) t{_ p<_duc_ high
r+_+.+iguelife ; '-+ •uoln+s, ++eli brazing was se].ecte_ as the alternate sys+em.
E
Manufacturing Guidelines
Realistic manufa<_turing guidelines for the structural design of a supersonic cruise
aircraft were established. The ground rules included policy guidelines for fabrica-
tion, tooling facil_ties an(] subcontractor requirements. In addition, supplier
conferences were held with industry representatives (Table 7-5) to review specific
design approaches to establish equipment _apabil[tles and availability, and fabrica-
tion process ].imitations and constraints.
A transportation study was conducted for <he potential su___ontract of fuselage sec++ioms_
trailing edges,, leading edges, pylons, empennage, etc. The structural sizes were limite_
to maximum railroad shipping package envelope requirements. For cross country shipping. +
the maximum available envelope was i0 feet 6 inches x 19 feet 6 inches x 89 feet.
The guidelines are summarized as follows:
i. Potemtia! production quantity is based sn 300 to 350 a_rcraft at a rate of
]_ aircraft per month.
_ =-- 12 -<
2. Complete aircraft assembled by the Lockheed-California Company (Calac]
3. Wing structure segments to be fabricated and assembled by Calac - skin panel
details and spars may be subcontracted.
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TABLE7-5. VENDORCONTACTSMADEFORARROWINGSTRUCTURESSTUDY
AeroncaMfg.
Rohr Aircraft
VENDOR
Northrop Aircraft
TRW Systems
Advanced Structures and Technology Co.
Sciaky Brothers, Inc.
Avco
Holosonics
SUBJECT DISCUSSED
Altaminu_: Brazed Honeycomb Sandwich
Liquid Interface Difl'usion (I,ID)
Diffusion Braze Process
Nor-Ti-Bomd Diffusion Braze Process
Weld Bond
STRESSKIN
Welting
Metal MaTrix Composites
NDT Inspection Methods
i_. Tfftanitm_ fsbric_tion capability woula be available at Cala2 for the po<en_ia]
large size detail compcnents. Specific equipment are hot presses - hot
vacu_ fo_mffng - hot stretch _ress forming - welding (T.I.G., resistance,
plasma and E.B.) - autoclaves f_r high temperature and pressure curing
resins - high temperature post curing adhesive ovens - sluminum brazing
furnaces.
_. TIG/EB ' *"portaole/sta_lonary welding equipment for assembly of major structural
components - wind segments - fuselage sections.
Large size components - minimum mechanical joints.6J
7. Fabrication size limitations are:
• Forming skin panels
• Brazed skin panels
• Bonded and weld bond panels
• _selage panels
15 ft. x 35 ft. (naxinu_)
68 inches x h0 ft. (maximum)
15 ft. x 50 f%. (maximum,)
12 ft. x 50 ft. (maximtnn)
_. Automa%ic welding - all but welded joints
• Skin panel welds plannished
• Fc_._r.ed skin panel welds stress relieved
• Welds shaved on all surfaces - except inside of tubular
• Welding schedules - sequenced to minimize resi_ual stresses
• Manual welding limitea to absolute minimum
7-2_
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9. Assembly para_eters - surface panels to substructur_
0_ Spar spacing - 21 in. minimum for personnel accessibility
iD Minim,_m cross section access 12 in. x 19 in.
Beyond (minimum cross section) arm hole access doors (5 in. x $ in.
- spanwise pitch 54 in. each spar bay
m Biini fasteners - minimo_ usage
• Compcsite reinforced spars - no riveting a]!owed
i0. Mechanical Fasteners
o Titanium rivets (Beta alloys or <<hers); size limit 0.!56 diameter
• Hi-ti_ue 6AI-aV STA
Shear l.y!_ low [:rofile head - acceptable fcr outer skin
q, Single row _a_oL:nc_ - unaccey%ab]e for fuel tank joint splices
q_ Blind fas-erers mot permissikle _n fuel tank area
ii. Access Doo_s
q, Cl_.ped type - avoid fastener holes
q, Manufacturing access - orefer blind fasteners over access doors
i, Two access doors _er tank for assembly and inspection (13, x 18 in,
Fabrication Limits ard Constraints
The fabrication limits were identified for the all metal (titanium) skin stiffened
and monocoque design c3ncepLs and repozted in SectlorJ 8, Basic DesJga Paramete._'s.
_nes_ fabrication limits are realistic estimationz of tlne state-of-zhe-art for
fabrica%ion cf titanium hardware components fcr the 1980 time period. Data was
derived fr'om titani_mm mill product producers, fabrication equipment suppliers,
Lockd_,eed fabrication experience, industry and government __eports (J.e., SST Technology
Follow-On Prcgr_-=hase I, Feder_l A',,iaticn A_J_ministration]
Fabrication limits were established for material sizes and gates =_r_^the Alpha-
Beta and Bet_ titanium alloys a_ the process technologies %o convert the material
into structural components.
- _: m _-m
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Detail_d fabrication limits were established for:
Forming- roomand elevated temperatures- minimambendradius at temperatures-
panel sizes - equipmentand facility constraints.
Joining - welded, brazed, weld bonded and mechanical fastened assemblies such as:
• Spars, ribs, spar and rib joint interface
• Skin pane] attacP_sn1_ to substructure
• Assembly limits for production segments - minimum spar spacing requirements
and inspection accessability
• Metal removal - minimum thicknesses for chemical and machining detail components
Materials and Processes Compatibility
The effects of titani_a alloy (Alpha-Beta and Beta) compatibility on standard air-
_raft fabrication processing methods were rev_ewe(_; and the materials and processes
compatibility da<a of Table 7-6 _ere developed. A rating system from i i_cjtO was
_eveloped to indicate process feas_b_l_ty, deleterious effects of processing on the
_nd-product and other data required for decision making process, Ratings 5 and above
require process development programs to determine application feasibility. Typical
development ar_as for the (6AI-LV and Beta titanium alloys] are:
• Isothermal forging
• Progressive rolling
• Szretch forming
• Peen forming
o Laser welding
• Weld braze
• Rivet bond (polyimide resin)
• Adhesive bond (pol)_ide resin)
• Weld bond (polyimide resin)
k.J
Fabrication and Assembly Schedule
Produeibility stu!ies were conducted during the design phase to establish tentative
fabrication and assembly schedules for ccnstr_ction of major structural components
with several _chednles highlighted below.
7-26
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V Chor_lw_se S_iffened Bea_i_d St<in Panels.- A Dr_ces_ fabrication s_Ji_,]i_!e deve!cped for
the beaded .skin panc±s is presented in Table 7-7. The data presents a step-by-step
professing sequence f_ boLh Lhe A]i h_-Ret_ _nd Beta _itaniltm a]]oy materials. A
brief alarumsr] of this proposed process is described below:
V
l. For_ed outer skins - cold preform using a Verson Wheelon rubber form press.
Maximu]% standar_ sheet size for .015 i._ch thick skins is }48-inches b?_ !4;_ inches.
TIG butt weld cold preformed sheet det_ils to final size Kanel configuration
- stress relieve weld joints.
Hot size to final contour using hot ceramic die forming method.
Formed inner skins - cold preform corr_gation beads (3 to h bead width)
by brake or Yoder roll form. Preform uhe end c]osurers and then hot size
(platen press).
]lot roll size to final corrugation boad widths.
Bu<t weld details to produce the final size panel.
Hot vacuu_m form to size in cersnic die to achieve mating compound formed
COt1 I_Od _".
The development of crack free surface, compound contoured, resistance heated
ceramic dies (15 ft. x 35 ft.) with constant surface temperature controls is one
of the major manufacturing problems to be resolved.
Weld Bone] of Beaded Panels.- To reduce the number of meckanical fasteners and _m-
prove fatigu_ life, weld bonding of the beaded outer skin to inne_ _kin i_ propomed
to assemble the wing surface panels.
Polyimide resins are required to meet the 460°F surface temperature of the Mach
2.7 cruise condition_ An industry search indi.__ated that weld bonding with the
standard con_ensation-polymides was not considered feasible because of the problem
of excessive vo]al,[les. The additdon-po!yimides can Le pre-staged to remove volatiles
prior to ass_=mbly and cu-_e• However, studies exploring this approach identified
disadvantages for fabrication of large compound contoured skin panels and precluded
its use Th_ development of a polyimide system suitable for capillary flow weld
bonding indi__ates that the addition-type resin systems could be modified so that a
low viscosity phase occurs well below the gel temperature It appears that a capillary
flow-addition type _olyimide resin could be developed. This approach provides the
most promising system for widespread applicability.
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To obtain more confidence in th_ c_i)i]]ary flow weld bond o_'ocess, a feasibJiity
study w_s conducted utilizing an epoxy resir_ system (until a qualified polyimi3_ is
established). The preliminary _-esu]ts of this study are noted below:
• Cleanin_ method For both spotwelding and aflhesive bond - chemical cleaning
_er Spec LCP-76]019_ plus mechanical abrasion with scotch bright produced
a 50 micro chums resistance suz*face good for 48 hcurs with no ;_on_,a_n_nation
or inc_ea,se irt resistivity.
• Gap spacing oF .O03-in. to .O05-in. were held and reFeatable by controlling
the forging {_ycle during the weld schedule sequence.
• A Goodrich Type A ]396B epoxy 250 F curing resin was used.
• ExcelLent capillary flow was achieved through a l-inch width weld joSnt.
• Lao shear tests indicated a 2-1/2 times load increase over standard spot welds.
• Fatigue tests of Ti-8-8-2-3 weld bonded _p_cimens showed merked improvement
over as-welded specimens (Table 7-8).
The encouraging resu]t_ r_oted above indicate _hat weld bonding is a promising joining
process.
<_2
To Jo_n the outer and inner beaded wing skin panel requires a blind capJliary flow
system. The proposed fabrication Limits were established for the typical joint geometry.
The proposed process steps are described as follows:
• Clean outer and inner interface skin surfaces.
• By automatic tape dispensing machine, place the P.i. resin tape (.00h-in. to
.O05-in.) down the outer edges oF the joint surfaces of the inner skin panel.
• Locate the outer skin on the inner skin
• Spot weld do%m the center in between the resin tapes
• Oven cure assembly at 350 F
• Post oven cure assembly at 600 F
• Ultra_onic inspec_ bond areas for voids
A development program is required to establish a viable nrocess procedure to oroduce
a quality PI resin weldbond joint for large beaded panel wing skins. In addition,
development of an automatic tape dispensing machine and a 5-axis spot welder is required
for fabrication of these large pane] sizes.
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Composite Reinforced Spa:" Caps - Significant structural mass re,]:_ction was achieved
by <he app2i::_t, ion of organic _m] metal matrix composites tc reinforce the t_tanium
alloy s_ar caps (Reference Section 12, Structural Concep< _ualys:s). The fabrication
and assembly sch_4uTe considering (I) the autoclave curing method for the boron-
polyimide reinforcement, (2) the aluurinum brazed method fo_• the borsic-al'm_.inun
reinfo__cement and, (3) the diffusion bond method for the boron-aluminum reinforcement
arc highlighted below:
(i Autoclave Curing Method - Boron/Poly:m_de Reinforced Spar Cap (Figures 7-10
and 7-i i) :
• Boron/P! reinforcements procured to contour Jn separate tool.
_ <itani_: spar cap (Chem-etch)• __ ea_
• Place PI adhesive film on spar cao fi_nges.
• Beta, n/P-_ reinforcements bonded to spa:- cad as shown in the fig_re_
• Vacuum bag aatoclave process (350 F @ i50 psi).
• Post cure 600 F% 4-6 hours (after rot loved for tools)
(2 Alumim_m Braze Me_hod - Borsic/Al_min_m Heinforced Spar Caps: Figures _ 7
and 7-13 ).
• Interface surfaces of staimless steel vacutu< bag pressure pads, spacers
ezc. coated with stopoff (microbraze).
• Clear, titazium spar cap (Chem-etch)
• Coas %isanittm filler blocks for insertion in titanlur_ spar cap.
• Preform Borsic/Aluminum (B/AI) laminate reinforcement strips to contour
by d_ffusion bond process.
• Place coated filler blocks im titani'im spar cap
• Place 719 braze alloy on t_tani_m spar cap flanges (tack-spot in ]:]ace)
• Place on preformed B/At reinf_rcement strip laminaze and locating
pressure pads.
• Encapsulate assembly _¢_th preformed stainless steel vacuum bag_ seam-
weld closing edges.
• Purge with argon gas; drew vsnu:mL.
• Place assembly in hydroclave.
• Heat up to 1030 F @ 250 psi.
• Cool to R.T. ; remove from hydroclave.
• Remove stainless steel vacuum bag.
• Remove spar from tools.
• Check contour and warpage
7-3h
SPAR CAP
(TITANIUM
UNIDIRECTIONAL
BORON/PI REtNFORCEMENTS_
,SEALANT
/-VACUUM BAG
REMOVABLE
PLASTIC FILLER
BLOCKS (6" LGTHS)
JG
PRESSURE PADS
(STEEL)
RESIN FILM
(BOND LINE
LOCATING
SPACER (STEEL)
Figure 7-10. Boron-polyimide Reinforced Tank Wal I Caps - Autoclave
2uring _'[ethod
'ACUUM BAG
SPAR CAP
{TITANIUM PROTECTIVE CAUL PLATES
(ALUMINUM)
UNIDIRECTIONAL
BORON.,'PI PADS
RE (ALUMINUM)
RESIN FILM
(BONDLINE)
Figure 7-11. Boron-Polyimide Reir.fcr__ed 'i'russ Spar Caps - Autoclave
Curdn 6 Method
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SPAR CAP
{TITANIUM)
UNIDIRECTIONAL BORSIC/ALUMI
REINFORCEMENTS (6061)
719 BRAZE ALLC
SEAMWELD_., /VACUUM BAG
/ (STAINLESS STEEL!
,i
i
REMOVABLE
FILLER BLOCKS
6-INCH LENGTHS
(TITANIUM)
:ii!i !_i:_:._L_!_ LOCATING PRESS.
PADS (STEEL)
' LOCATING
SPACER (STEELI
F_gure 7-12, Borsic-Allrminum Reinforced Tank W21I Ca£._ - A]nm_num
Brazing Method
SPAR CAP
( SEAM WE LD
:UUM BAG
(STAINLESS STEEL)
PRESSURE PADS
(STEEL]
719 BRAZE ALLC
UNIDIRECTIONAL
BORSIC/ALUMINUM (6061)
REINFORCEMENTS
Figure 7:13, Borsic-Al&mim_ Reinforced Truss Spar Caps - Autoclave
Curing Metho_
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(3) I)iffus_on Bom_ u{ =_ -- _ __ll_,_<,t_c_ D B0ron/Aiu'r,_num Reinforc= Spar Cap (Figures 7 -'
_nd 7-15) :
• Die interface suites coated with stoFofY (m_crobr,%ze)
• Clean ti%anium spar cap (them-etch),
• Lay up green tape (boron/alumin'_m) to specified layers in lower die
cav_ ty.
• Place in titanium sF,ar cap
• Place _r. spacer--s
• Lay up green tape (boron/alumint_v.) to specified layers on titaniu_m cap
surface.
• Loca:e and assembly upper die blocks°
• Encapsulate d_e block assembly with preformed staintess steel vacuum
bag; sesrr_weld cios_ng edges.
• Purge with argon gas; draw vacu_n.
• Pls(_e die ass_ihly in C,Jr'n_.c:e - he_t up to 950 F (Figure 7-16)
• Move die assembly by mechanical means to adjozning press for progressive
step by step diffusion bonding cycle an(-]into sr _(]j_r_nt staging
cooling furnace (Figure 7-16)
• Cool in furnace to R.T. (Figure 7-]6)
• Remove stainless s_eel vacuum bag
• Remove spar from tools
• Check for contour warpage
(4) Heat expanfling rubber oven curing method - Boron oolyimide reinforced spar
(Figure (-17 and Figure 7-18).
• Borsn/Pl reinforcements prepreg - lay u_ to spar 2a_ contour in tool
• Mold heat e×pan_ng rubber (si]ast[(_ "E") Lo prescribed shapes in al'_min_
molfls
• Clean titanium spar cap (chem-eteh)
• Place PI adhesive film on spar cap flanges.
• Place boron,Pl/ laminate on spar cap
Place in heat expanding rubber shapes eau] _t_- p ...... pressure pads
• Assembly clamp plates • Remove all tooling
• Place assembly in oven • Post cure spar caps 600 F; 4 to 6 hours
• Heat up to 350 F - cure 2 hours
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SPAR CAP
(T_TANIUM)
lAG
STAINLESS STEEL]
SPACEiq BLOCK
(STEE L]
DIE BLOCK
{STEE LIINCON E L)
SEAM WELD
Figure 7-!h.
BLOCK
(STEEL/INCONEI]
UNIDIRECTIONAL
BORON/ALUMINUM (6061)
REINFORCEMFNTS
Boron-Al_minam Reinforced Tank W_I]
Bond Me thoO,
Caps - Diffusion
J
SPAR CAP IPPER DIE BLOCK
( (STEEL/INCONEL)
VACUUM BAG
(STAINLESS STEEL)
LOWER DIE BLOCK
(STEE L/INCONELI
RECTIONAL
BORON/ALUMINUM (60611
REINFORCEMENTS
Figure 7-15. Boron-Alumln im Reinforced Truss Spar Caps - Diffusion
Bond Method
V
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950F
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Figure 7-16. Facility Set-up Diagram:
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CI. AMP PI ATIE$ (ALUf_INUMI
// // RFMOVABLE PLASTIC FILLER
/ BLOCKS (6 INCH LENGTHSI
HEAT E_PAND_NG
RUBBER PADS
/
' / _ LOCATING
;_:_ PRESSUR E PA_S
--/,, {STEEL!
_,/ / HEAT EXPANDI"_G
// / RUBBER PADS
,/i
CAUL PLATE
LOCATING SPACER
UNIDIRECTIONAL
BORON _1 REINFORCEMENTS
Figure 7-17. Boron-Polyimide Reinforced Spar-Heat Expanding
Rubber C_en Curing Method
CLAMP PLATES /CAUL PLATE
(ALUMINUM} / (ALUMINUM)
SPAR CAP
(TITANIUM)
UNIDIRECTIONAL
BORONiPI
REINFORCEMENTS IL/i /_ PRESSURE PADSY(ALUMI_UMI
 gg   ,NEI
HEAT EXPANDING
RURRI:R PADS
Figure 7-18. Boron-Polylmide Reinforced Spare-Heat Expanding
Rubber Oven Curing Method
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POTENTIAL '_^ T _ .....I_U r ACTUR 11_o }_HOBLEMS
The critical problems identified _n the fabri__aticn technoloKy discipline are joining,
forming, sealing and re]ate,d fabrication equ_Fment requLrements. These teuhn()iogy
disciD-_nes were f<rther affected by the material constraints. Some industry research
and development programs have be_n initiated in i.h_se technologies, however, the
specific application of the technologies to the M_ich 2.7 arrow-wing design configura-
tions presented many new problems to te r_solce:].
Tables 7-9 through 7-13 stuTmarize the manufacturing technology problem areas iden%ifiecI
for the beaded skin and monocoque surface panel designs. The technology problem areas
were defined _n a format describing th_ str<eLura] _omponent d_sig<_ critical manu-
factu_-ing parameters, development progrsms required, potential problem areas and
related technical com_ents.
Specific technology problem areas s_marize_ ;n the tables are outlined in more
detail below:
l. Chordwise Stiffened Wing Design - _on_ex_• " Beaded Surface Panels
• Panel size: 15 feet by 35 feet
• Material: Titanium alloy Ti-6AI-dV annealed and Beta alloy
• Welding thin gage sheez (.010-.030 in.) - equipment - tooling - welding
schedules
• Vacuum forming (I_50 F) - beaded panels - tooling - temperature zone
control t_chniques.
• Continuous i"o11 _'orming 'cold - 1450 F) - beaded inner skin shapes -
35 ft. lengths
Q Weld _onding - cal0illary flow - P.I. resin systems - application
techniques.
• Weld b_nding - surface treatments - spot welds - P.I. resins.
• R_veting - weld bond panels to substruetu_'e - r_vet materials - methods. -
• Isothe_m_a] brazing - beaded ]_ane]s - s]oar cap clips - brazing _l]oy
selections.
• E._. welding spar - mazing wing assembly - equipment - we38 schedules.
• Weld brazing - capillary flow - brazing alloy selection - tooling
techniques - process me, hods
• Tank sealing - faying surfaces - interstices between structural members-
corner esps - over]_pping surfaces - coBt[ng festeners.
7-41
9. F:selagc Design - !I_t Stiffened Skin/Stringer Shell
• Panel size; 15 feet by 50 fee%
• Material: Titaniml alloy fi-6Al-hV annealed and Beta alloy
• Weld bond assemblies - curing ovens - temqperature zone control - P.I. resins.
• Rivet Bond - longitm_inal plus circu_mferential final assembly spl]_:es -
localized curing equipment - _emperature zone controls - curing schedules-
P.I. resins
• Welding - longitudinal plus cire'mmfercntial finsl sssemb]y splices -
equipment design - weld schedules - NDI.
• _.per_d sec<'on stringer - rolling equffpment - uniform thickness control. -
spring b_ck - repeatability - Beta aUloys - 50 ft. Lengths.
3. Monocoque Wing Design - Horiey<'omb S_ndwich Surface Panels
• Panel size: 68 in_'h ]<_ 4,_ feet
• Material: Titanium alloy k'i-gAI-hV annealed and Beta _lloy.
• Brazing facilizies - tooling - uniform heat up arid cooling rates -
warpage and shrink_,_ze - ccmyound contoun_s - NDI methods.
• Doublers - fail-safe straps - laying surface porosity - s_rface concepts
(holes, grooves, shim strips, etch.,) - sl]_f_c_e area size limits - NDI.
• Brazing stopoff - prevent vertical core cell wall braze flow - reduce
condmctivity - reduce weight.
• Repair methods - materials - process application techniques - equipment.
The key parameter in these selected problem areas were the size effect of the s_ruetura!
components upon the fabrication technologies and facility requirements. The stere-
of-the-art process methods, tooling concepts and related equipment would need to be
scaled-up to produce on a zroduction basis repeatable quality large unit hardware
components.
The information developed above and in _ables 7-9 through 7-13 does provide sufficient
data to serve as a basis for the planni_g of R_D programs for the development of
a viable supersonic cruise aircraft.
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VSECTION [,
BASIC DESIGN PAN,METERS
INTRODUCT] 0_;
The basic design parameters established for each structural arrangement and concept
are presented in this section, These par_eters specify realis_ic fabrication limits
and constraints considering the available state-of-the-art of manufacturing titanium
hardware for the near-term start-of-design supersonic cruise aircraft.
The parame_,ers were defined after numerous consultations wi%h vendors and other
contractors (Table 8-i), extensive literature surveys and fabrication experience,
and close collaboration between design, producibi]ity, materials ar_ structure
specialists, Titanium mill product producers defined material sheet sizes that
would be available° Fabrication equipment supplier data and transportation
limits defined the maximum panel size that could be successfully manufactured.
Foreign object damage (FOD) considerations defined skin gage thickness limits for
the exposed surfaces of the wing.
7ABLE 8-!. VENDOR CONTACTS II&DE FOR ARROW WING STRUCTURES STUDY
m
E
J
B
m
m
Vendor
Aeronca Mfg.
Rohr Aircraft
Northrop Aircraft
TRW Systems
Advanced Structures and Technology Co.
Sciaky Brothers, Inc.
Avco
Ho]osonies
Subject Discussed
Aluminmm _razed I{oneycomb Sandwich
Liquid Interface Diffusion (LID)
Diffusion Braze Process
Nor-Ti-Bond Diffusion Braze Process
Weld Bond
STRESSKIN
Welding
Metal Matrix Composites
NDT Inspection Methods
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The applic_.tion of these data to the concept design and analysis effort ensured
consistency between the structural arrangements defined for the various design
approaches and the analytical resu]ts reported in Section 12, Structural Concept
Analysis.
FABRICATION LIMITS
Fabrication limits and design constrai_ts for the chordwise stiffened wing design
are defined in the foilowir_g paragraphs for various locations of the wing aft box
structure depicted on Figure 8-1. These structural details are appl_cable to the
entire wing planform with :he mechanical a_tachment and shear web details applicable
to all three design approaches.
Chordwise S%iffened W:ng Design
Surface Panel Concepts. - The ehordw_se stiffened wing design utilizes surface panels
which have stiffening elements oriented in the chord direction. S_ruc_urally
efficient beaded skin designs as shown in Figure 8-2 arc employed. The shallow
depressions or protrusions of the outer skin provide smooth di3p]acements under
thermally induced strains and operational loads. Panel spanwise thermal stresses
are minimized by allowing thermal deformations in the spanwise direction.
Figure 8-2 presents the fabrication limits for the surface panel conce!ots. The
shallow protrusions or depressions of the outer skin permit cold preforming of large
panel sizes followed by vacu'mm hot forming at !453F. Fsr the inner skin, the use
of Ti-6AI-LV requires hot forming of a three bead width to avoid excessive thinning.
The end closures are then welded to the corrugated panel followed by vacuum hot form-
ing of the full width pane]. The use of Beta alloy permits cold forming three bead
width, however, solution treating and aging of II00F is required after a hot-forming
operation. Weld bonding is considered as the principle method of attaching the
inner skin to the outer skin, as indicated on the figure.
Intermediate Spar and Skin Atzachment, - The wing bending and shear leads for the
chordwise stiffened wing design are transmitted by submerged spar caps and truss
8-_
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webs a_ ,_{hown in Figure 8-3. The structure is fabricated by welding (E.B. and
(T.I.G.) of machined extrusions, forgings and tubes cf T_-6AI-4V annealed or Beta
alloy. The _a:ious parameters used for design of these spars ann the .nt_ra_:_ _ skin
attachment clips are identified on the figure.
!
Intermedia;e Rib _nd Skin Attachmenz. - Widely stated r_bs of both tee-section and
- T-----_ Z
I-sectlon caps are use_ in conjunction with the surface Panels totransmit the
chordwise _{ing loads. _he rib assemblies shown in Figure 8-_ are fabricate_l by
welding of machined extrusions, forgings and tubes of tztanium alloy, The various
design par.'uneters are shown on the figure, including specific constrai_ts for
attaching the s_rfase panels :o the rib s_ructure.
Intermediate Spar and Rib I_tersection. - Figure 8-5 presenzs _he basic and alternate
design for the submerged spar cap and rib cap intersection. Both designs incnrpor-
ate an in<ersection fittir@ weldSd (integral) to the spar cap and tru_s web. The
rib trusses are mechanically fastened to the intersection fitting as shown. The
alternate design indicates the local modifications essential to accommodate the
I-section rib cap.
Tank Rib anti Closure Intersection. - At all fuel tank closures (rib and spar
direction)_, circular-arc (sine wave) corrugated webs are used, An intersection
fitting machined from Ti-6AI-4V or Beta alloy forging is E.B. welded to the spar
cap and _.I-.G. welded to the spar w__ as shown in Figure 8-6. The chordwise eent'_-
nulty is _rovided by mechanical attachments through the rib cap and the intersection
fitting using Hi-Tigue fasteners.
Surface Par el End Closures. - Although large r.anel sizes are postulated_ the practi-
cal limits defined in Figure 8-2 necessitates the use of end closures to provide
chordwise continuity of the structure. Figure 8-7 shows the minimum limits for the
end closure design. Although the final design will require experimental validation_
local thickening of the panel at the attaclments is provided by a tapered finger
doubler that is weld bonded _o the skin. The local thickening permits the fastener
shear force to act on _he panel neutral axis and to avoid= local instability between
and beyond the ends of the beads.
Y
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Figure 8-8. Surface Panel Hechanical Attachments
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Surrace Panel _[echanical Attachments. - A fastener study was made to select the ty_es
of fastener that could be used to attach the wing surface panels to the substructure.
Figure 6-8 Dresents the flush and prstruding head fasteners selected w_t,h low pro-
file head configurations. In addition, minimum fastener installation c!earances
shown in Figure 8-9 were esnablished. As shown, blind fasteners require the minimum
space for installation. The space requirement for Hi-Tigue fasteners is oased on
zhe use of a special tool.
Blind- Jo-bo!ts, V-bolts, an_ Huek-bolts (A2_6, Ti-6AI-LV materials) are
candidate blind fasteners. Blind bolts are net considered as good as a rive_)
or bolt type fastener for structural applications because of _he reduced clmmp-
ins action and tension allowables. However, they do grovide the minim_Lm im-
stallaL_on slearance requirement an_ may be req_aire_ in critical internal clear-
ance areas of the wing structure. The use of blind fasteners are avoided in
tank areas.
Rivets - CP Titanium, A286, Monel, and Cherrybueks (Ti-6AI-4V) are potential
candidates. Rivets do require _he maximum installation space since the
materials are difficult to upset and require heavy bucking bars. Cracking the
weld bond resin is a concern and will require experimental evaluation to deter-
mine if degradation of the polyimide resin occurs during the riveting
operation.
I ti ,I i • J
2L 1.3 MIN.- FOR RIVETS1.0 MIN. - FOR Ht-TIGUE0.5 MIN. - BLIND FASTENERS
Figure 8-9. installation Space Requirements for Various Fasteners
8-12
Hi-Tigue - A286, Ti-6AI-LV (STA) are the most acceptable fastener for skin to
substructure attachment. The installation clearance was established by the use
of a special installation tool developed by the Hi-Shear Corporation. A
soecial tool (No. HLA_o34) slides in betwren the spar base and the underside of
the spar clip to torque the H_-Tigue nut. All studs are driven with an inter-
ference fit" to prevent the stud from turning during the nut. torquing process.
Rib and Spar Webs. - At fuel tank closures or in dry bays where the wing box depth
precludes :he use of try:as w_bs, circular-arc (sine wave) corrugated webs are used.
Cold forming of corrugations is accomplished tc a 24t radius as shown in Figure 8-10.
The thi{_kness relation:ship between the closure plate and the corrugated web is _
to i.
An alternate approach %o the closed wed design is also shown on the figure. Both the ....
integrally stiffened and sheet stiffened design are rresented with their applicable
design parameters.
Spanwise Stiffened Wing Design
Surface Panel Concepts. - The spanwlse stiffened wing _esign utilizes surface panels
which have stiffening elements oriented in the span direction. Figure 8-11 presents
the fabrication limits and constraints for _he panel configurations considered.
Smooth skins are required for aerodynamic performance, thus the skin panels must ...............
accommodate the chordwise thermal strains without buckling. For the zee-stiffened
and the hat-stiffened designs, weld bonding is considered as the primary method of
attaching the stiffeners to the skin. For the integrally stiffened designs, the parts
are shot peened subsequent to the chemical milling operation. A fatigue quality
index of 4 is assumed for establishing design allowables.
Intermediate Rib an,] Spar Intersection. - The wing bending and shear loads for the
spanwise stiffened wing design are transmitted by the surface panels and spars.
Figure 8-!2 presents the fabrication limits for a typical welded spar assembly con-
sisting of the spar cap _nd truss structure. Submerge_ rib cads are employed and
provide stability to the surface panels. Continuity of the rib structure is provide_
by the forged intersection fitting and its attachment to the rib cap as indicated on
the figure.
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]r,termediate Rib and Skin At_ach_ent. - The submerged rib cad design with and wizhout
the integral clips for surface panel _ttachment _re show_7 in Figure 8-]3. For Lot]-:
design approaches, the intersection fitting of the truss structure is mechanically
fastened to the rib cao. The minimum design parameters are specified w_h abe
msxim_Lm dictated by tne loading requirements.
Monocoque Wing Design
_urfaee Panel Concepts. - The monocoque wing design consists of bJaxialiy Sti#fened
surl'ace panels which support inplane loads both in the span and chord direction.
The mo_o_oque construction has a smooth skins that results in minimum, aerodynamic
drag.
The biaxial!y stiffened panels for which design parameters were established are
shown in Figure 8-14 and inc_l;de th_ brazed honeycomb sandwich, the diffusion bonded
Stresskin sandwich and the corrugated sandwich. The various constraints imposed to
the Stresskin and corrugated sandwich designs identifies the brazed honeycomb sand-
wich panel as she candidate monocoque design.
Inserts and Closures. - Figures S-A5 and 8-16 presents the design parameters for the
inserts and closures for the surface panels discussed above. The term "inserts"
refers to hard points for intermediate support; "closures" refer to the panel end
support as dictated by panel size corJstrair_ts of Figure 8-14. The lack of shear
cor_tim_ity is noted for both the Stresskln and corrugated sandwich designs.
v
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A series of finite element structu._lal ana]ysis models were used for the ew_!uat]on
of structu:fal design concepts for the arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft.
These moflels were coded in I_ASTBAN, and Lo,.k,__e_-Cz_,forni_ ,,_Ao_RAJ-
F/t\{AS structural analysis system was <lied to ]:,rovi:de i::t,__rnal lot¢ds and dJsr]ace-
meats for {tress analyses, to ca!__ulate structural deflection influence coefficienns
f'or aeroe!:_stie load mnalyscs_ .gad to detel'mJne reduced stiffness and mass ma_ _,_,
and compute vibration mcdes for flutter analyses.
_ne finite element _,_ru._tu:al models used f'()rthe -*-_ e*
__u_<ura! s.%udy effort are
summarized on the flow schematic in Fi-_ure _;-]. The models were chal'acte_'ized by
the _pp!_c_ble win_ primary load-catty, ri% stru_._tural arrangements described in
Section _ Structural Design Concepts. Three gene=-al types of structure and a
combination thereof were evaluated:
(1) Semimonoeoque, Chordwise - tmiaxia!ly stiffened surface panels
_¢ith the stiffeners oriented to support ehordwise !oa£s.
(2) Semimonocoque, Smanwise uniaxJally stiffene£ surface _.anels with
the stiffeners oriented to support spanwise loads
(3) !.lonocoque - Biaxially stiffened surface panels which sur_Dort both
zpanwise and ehordwise ]o_.ds.
(h) }[yb_'id - wing surfaces which util_zc a combination of semimonocoque
[.nd monocoque structural concepts.
Simplificd two-dimensional (2-D) models wez-e used for the initial studies for rapid,
cost effective evaluation studies oi" the effects of the primarj[ win_ loads. For
detail structural design and verification of the final design configuration a three-
dimensional (3-D) model was Formulated.
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\ J
'/he f'oli_win_ ]:araKra_hs describe the basic modeling t.echr_i:%ues an.'] their
app]_cr=Lion to the Task I .'_{rid_'- unzivg_s, -_.hem,,:_= inout data a.nd ±.h£
results of the mn_!ysls.
MODELINg} TE.]HNIqUE
Two different modeling techniques were used in the finite element structural
models, their _rere:
A simplified pseudo {-D model was formulated to _val_m-,e _hF ÷Of_cts ,_,f
pri._:ar,'[wffng loads, _...._ , out-of-plane (Pz, Mx, My) inads._. __h_::_-modeling
<eehnique, hereafter referred _o as the 2-D mode], represents _ wing that
is s)mmletr_eal about an X-Y midplane with .'_beam representation of t'.'ic
fuselage to provide fuselage in_,erface effects on the wing strn:ztjr_,.
Appliss.t.[un._ of <he P-D mode]ira 6 technique include <] the three Task I
structural arrrangement models and [he Task IIA confi_r&_,_ _-,n]-_finem<nt
inv6st i[ation model.
• A detailed 3-D model we'.-formulated in task TIB for the structural d.esign
ar.d verification of the final :]esign configuration. This model incor1_crates
a full wing mode] wlL}i c'u'lher and twist) w_th the capability to transmit
inplane (.°x, Py, Mz) as well as out-of-glmnc (Pz, Mx_ My) loads, and a
fuselage shell model com['.()sed c_f skin, _trlngers and frames.
The s_ze parameters for t]tese models (2-D and 3-D) _re ¢oml0ared below,
MODEL GRID POINTS FT,}_HENTS D.O.F.i
_L
E
i:
E
E
m
R_
B
i
| _ .__
2-D 530 1300 1050
3-D 7]5 2450 2200
2-D S,,rucl ural Model
A total of four structural models were develoNed employing the two-dimensional
m-_d=i[ng Lec'hnique; these were: the three structural models used for the Analytical
Design Studi__s of Task I and the Task IIA configurmt]on refinement investigation model.
A representative description of the modeling technique used c.n i,h_ 2-D model_ is
shown in Figure 9-P. This model represents the actual winz u_er surface planfcrm
with a simpllfied wing cross-sect_on _n,_ the _u,selage is ide_llzed as a simT:,l_ beam.
Per t.he wing, a horizontal midolare (X-Y plane) of structural s)._,metry is assumed,
which permits the si_'_e of the model to be subst_tntially smaller" _ince only the upyer
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half of the wing needs to be s_ecified in the model. The king crocs-section of the
model is s3_mletrical about the X-Y plmne_ the Z ccordinates (measured from ti_e X-Y
plane) defining the upFer _in_ surface _re equal to one half the total wing depth
and the model section _roperties are equal to the average stiffness of the _ing
upper and lower surfaces.
The wing midplane cf s)_nmetry is constrained to prevent all inplane (X, Y, 8 z)
displacements. Therefore the 2-D models are used primari]y for analysis of
the p_imary wing loads: vertical shear force (Pz), wing _ending (Mx) and wing
torsion (My), and their corresponding displacements.
The model network is identical for all 2-D stru_-tural r_odels with the exce_t_¢n of
%he Task YIA model which im__orporated a fuselage forebody and wing tit revision for
the c©nfiguration change investigation. Each model is _r,-_que ir terms of the sec-
tion property sizing :-_d the elements used to rot resent the winc r,_imary load carry-
ing structure. For the sem_monocoque grrangem_nts the wing su-faces were msdeled
using ]_ASTRAN _-o_ s_id shear-p3nel elements. Win_ surface reoresentat]on for the
monocoque arrangement was ma:le -Jslng NASTRAN rod and quadrilateral membrane olement_..
The wing vertical f_n model consists of a two-dimensional (X-Z _'_dsn _ grid of
_A_TRAN bar and shear panel elements representing tl_e equiva!er_i, bend_'ng and torsion
st_ffmess of {he fir:. FJr_ loads ar'_ i_troduced ='__to the _ing by means of _'_ASTRA_'_
w_ItJpoint constraint (MPC) equations which are applied st the inte_'I'ace of the
fin with the wing be×.
The engine suDport raJ]s are represented in the model by NAST_AN bar elements with
the capability to transmit axial, torsional, vertical and lateral bending loads
from the engines into the "_ing box. The rails are located at the constrained wing
midplanc and are connected by r_IPC equ_tions v.o the X-Y rigid _ody motions oY the
wing for the vibration sr_alyses.
The 2-D models represe_t tke fuselage as a simple beam and use NA_TRAN bar eJemem_
w_t_ tors_ona], ver'_]cal and lateral bending stiffness. The fuselage beam is
connected to the win_; model by MPC equations and scalar s_rings (NASTRAN _ELA._
eleme_ts) representing an aporoximation of the fuselage frame flexibility.
A _etwork of unit leads is apolied to the model _'i_] points an_ is used ic _"_icu-
late szructural def]_u'1_on influence coefficients (S.I.C.). In addit]o_, tl.is
network is used as the load points to introduce design loads into :he model str_,--
tore. For the P-D models, l he SIC oo_nt loads are e0_centrated unkt loads a]'F.]ie.!
to the mode] grid points as summarized below:
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- Pz unit loads are applied to ail surface grid points except the intermediate
control surface spar and wing tip secondary r#.Ls. M x and My unit loads are applied
at the leading edge s<,_Lr _nr] wing main rib _nt,erseetions.
W-n_ vertical fin - ,P -_m_:',.loads are applied at _i._7 grid points.
Y
_:nglnes - Fy, Pz, "x'", _._yan_ Mz unit loads are anplied, at two points for each
engine.
Fuselage - D,, and P unit loads are applied at ali fuseia_e_ n-_de points.
y
Main Landing gear - Py, _'_" _z': Mx, and _'._,,unit loads= are applied to the main
-, ,, Y
Landf_-g geT_r lo_._:]_ofnt _hich in turn is connected to the wing structure _y MPC
equst ion_.
T_Icse !__nding gear - M abd >! unit loads are applied directly to the fuselage node
x y
point representlng I,he nose landing gear lo__a_o.,
The "' '_" _ _' ofe,___ temperg_.ure ]ifferem_es between the upper an_ ]ower wing su;'fa_es
on wing ber.din£ wa.:_ ir_vestigated for two typical design conditions, start-of-cruise
and mig-cruise. Tcmr.eraturc ],-m:_lswere aonllmi to the wing, vertieai fin, engine
r_iis anf fuselage us_.ng IIASTRAN's TEMP and TI_'[PRB temr,er&ture in<,uts. The ',,h.,6
temperatures specified in the model ir;I,nts renresenz the antisyrmtetrie temperature
com/onent, i.e., the temoerature di£_'eren:_e oetween the upper and lower surfaces.
Thus the taermaL load analysis on the 2-D models is consistent with the limitations
of T,he w"img Z,-Y mi_lpi_{ne boundary condition which reouires that applied loads on
: ' "'_ ththe wing moper surface are anz_symm_.,_ _. wi respect to the lower surface.
3-D Struc[ural I_ode]
=__
For the Ta,_, lib analyses, a more detailed, three-dimensional (_t-D) model was used.
An isometr-¢ view of I,hi_ model is shown in Figure 9-3.
The inner and outer wing plat. form grid for the 3-D s_ruc_ural model are shown in
Figures 9-L and 9-5: and include the NASI'RAN grid point and panel _dentifh:aticn
L:-="_ ,.-
nu_ters. In addi%ion, Fi{ur_ 9-h contains the model identification for both the
inboard and. outboard engine rails.
The wing p].anform grid in the 3-D model is identical to the 2-D model grid used in
.as_ IiA; however, for the ]-D model both ufper an,_] Iovrer wing surface_ are
represented, in_'luding camber and twist of the ,actual airffoi]. Flexible control
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_.__a_:,rs are represented using iIAS_RA]I CELA['. elcmc_its _.nd 'lot ' equations
The elimination ;:f the X-Y wing m_::]plane of structural syi_<,{_try (_m._i ios,_
a_d;lsym.mtt_'y) used on the 2-D models required a recei'initic, n of the location fo±'
the wLn£ interfaces w_th the vertical fin, ma_n lar<]ing lear .'{riden6_nes.
The 3-D _oflel fuselage Js idealized usin_ 25 frame _*._t_,_a':-, - wi_]-i al-U:_roxj_l_JLe]y
]0 nodes describing the fuselage l-,a]f-_i_c,mlferer,_e. NASTRAN bar elements are used
to re_resent fuselage frames with rod elements and quadrilateral shear panels used
- • . "_ _", _ho]-TEto represent the fu_;_]age she]7 A typical frame mode] drawing_ vS _6. is
in Figu_'e 9-6 and includes th{ @rid point em_ elsment identification. I_ ad.:]it.i_m,
th_ wing interface w-_th +_-e _" -
..... _am_ is indicated by dashed l_nes.
A network of unit loads, 9s described for the 2-D models, was used on the 3-D
models to ea]eu!ate 8IC's and to in%reduce d.=sign loads into the me:]el structure.
Effective unit load locations are in gen_r:_.] i,_leatical to those used for %h_ 2-I)
models. Exceptions are unit loads for the main landing gear and wing engines where
a refined iocaticm was required on the m<:re ,]etsiled 3-D moge]s.
The unit loads apr.i_ed to the 9-D model fu]e[age differ from those used on the 2-D
" _r_]els in their aFplieation as distributed loads at each frame station. The
corresponding sti'uctural influence csefficient._ on th_ 3-E fuselage model re]srese_it
' an _overage deflection of the frame node poinns to _hich the unit, load was distributed.
Yet the 3-D me,]el the temperature distributions were _prlied to the structural mode]
at both u-cper and lower wing surfaces, the vertical f_n and fuselage. Actual
temperatures (inste,_d of _2:e temperature _2]fferences used on the 2-D model) were
inp_t usin_ 17A_TRAN 'I'EMP and TE_RB spccific_tions.
STRUCTURAL MODELS - TASK I
The three structural models used for Task I analytical studies employed the 2-D
modeling technique, and represented each of the three general types of wing load
carrying struuture:
: ]
• Chordwise stiffened wing surfaces
Sp_nwise stiffened w_ng surfaces
r_:m(x.oque (biaxially stiffened) wing suri'aces,
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT F_LM_)
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Figure 9-6.
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VThe model network is identical For all the structural krran_S_meu?,.<; Lcw__,,,:._r,
fih_ m_,_c_-,-_ is unique _.-,-_,J_eB,tt _:f Lho three ar-_'ang.ments _n terms of t_e section
Froperty sizing and thc elements used to represer_l, the _' "".... .o,fl] _< c:-, "[Si" the Sr__8.Yi--
wise and chordwi_:;e st[gfen{.<i arrangements the wing surfaces were :Tofleled using
IIASTRAN red and shear _Pane! e/ements . Wing surface represeatation _-':,o:the
monocoque arrangement wls made. using NASiI<AH rod and cuadr'lateral meml:.rfne
elements.
O1 6_
_h_ fir,iCe elem-_nt innut .k_.ta 1he !]dec defining the structure flex_bilil;ies _n.i the
±o'-_o/temperature envi:'orimer, t,. Tkis required:
(i) Rerresent_n S t.}_c:structural arrrin_ement under consideration by tk.e
correspondJl-. 6 Jd_dJzed bend[n£_ extcnsJona], and shear flexjbilities.
(2) Identifying the ¢_'itica] "nc-" conditions from the structural t.<m].,e)a_u_-" "'_ -_-
analysis or Section 6, and inl-,ut_ng the effective tem]r,er_tures for cal-
culations of the the]mla] _'_resses.
(3) _eflr.Tr6 t}le external loads (aeroeiastic, for the critical flighL and
landing ::onJitions and inputing th_e l,-_ads for the NASTRAN defleccJon
zrd J[ite1'na] loads a__ls.lysis.
These data are des.k_ri]_ed in nhe following sections under the headings of Sr_ructural
Arrangement, Mode] Flexibiii%ies, _-_ " - ,
_z,._peratu:'_ I,.U,ut _.<] External Loads Input.
Structural Arrangement - Task I
A represen-:ative wing panel concept was selected from eaeh general type of wing
structure 'i.e., sFanw_se , chordwise, 5nd monocoqu=_). Figure 9-7 contains the
candidate _¢in6 concepts considered Jn T_sk I; those concepts selected for inp,_t
into the models were:
• Chordwise - hat-stiffened concav_-be_ded skin panel
• _pan_se - hau-se.t_on stiffened pa_,e]
• Monoeoque - honeycomb sandwi2h panel.
As thc rep_'esentative fuselage concept the Zee-s%i_fene_] panel design was selected
for all Ta._;k I _,4_7 _ o _, n_- {
_:ele_tion thio concept and _t_ associated stiffness
(Ix, Iy, J' were based o,, the results of prqor investigations conducted on the
]4 2.7 Fixed Wing SST by the Lockheed and Boeing Companies, references i and 2.
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A le%':_i/,]escrL!>tic_ of bhe wing an.: i'usel.:Lge primary struct,._ra]-mc_tcria]
zrr_._:_...s_._t, s_.]'L_, par.e]s and _.,_bstructure, JlICOI'DOI'C_L,e:] :IIZO _ - T:_b3]< I .T.9:_els
is contained in Figure 9-S.
_7 Flexil0ilities Tr_sk !
The l:.er:lin@, extensions.l, and shear stiffness eorrezr, onding to e-a_h ,oF the three
?t_sk ! structural arrangements were input into their resDective models.
'_" Dv_viou<_y'stal_<l, the chordwise and sDanwise mo]els u<i]jsec] axial and sh_,_ir
_anel elements fop _=_rese.hting.__ Lhe _<ing surface p_nels. The equiv_!ent .'_=a_ elate
extensional (t _Ln.J t ) and shear (t ) thicknesses were calculated for each wing
x y xy
r,anel <.onsept and in_:ut into the appropriate model eleme_it; e.6. , for the span_Jise
and chef@wise surffmce _anels, the equivalent extensions], stiffnesses attribute2 to
the sur_a_{ [,a_<e].sare simulated in tLe mc,Jel rod q_ _,'_ _ ...... _e__m_.n.o by the r.....dL1_o of ,.._e
extensional thicknesses hines the efCective widths,
As an indicator ,of the ehordwJse model wing st[ffness_ the ca]cu]ateJ = _ -
and shear' thicknesses are shown in Table 9-1, For this a--ra.mgcment (, _.ord...,,_,e)the
eq<ivm]ent extensional thickness in %he x-direction (t) reflects :,he _,anel and rio
X
cap areas, and t ]s the equivalent extensional thickness of t?.e s_:ars. The rib and
d
sp_.r spacing are also indicated for each of the point design regions. The corre-
s_oonding extensional and shear thicknesses for the s!0anwise a:'r_mgement are shown
in '?able 9-2 and reflect the hat-section stiffened pane] concept. Fez" this arrange-
men*,, the extensional thicknesses in the x- and y-directions reflect the rib cams,
and pane] rand spar caps, respectively. The monocoque model uses the NASTRhN qua.J-
?iimt.eral membrane element (PQDMEM) for defining the section proFerties of the wing
_ _ = panels _nd axial elements (CONRODS) for the spar and rib ca],s. The honey-., dr ± _C'7. _
comb sand;¢ich panel concep_ is utilized for the monocoque structural model. For
this concept the wing surface extensional and _hear thicknesses are equal and chls
_ y for _ .thickness is specified d_r. ] the membrane el_ment_ The monocoque wing
surface extens]ona.l an,'] shear thicknesses _r'e sh{_wn in Table 9-3; For comr_arison
with the sF,anwise and cbordwJse concept extensional thicknesses (t x and ty.), the
actual rib and spar caps have been converted co an equivalcnt ranel thickness
(i.e,, area divided by effective width) ,and are included in the thickn_.sses given
in Ta _ e
-_ 9-3.
V
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TABLE 9-1. WIfJf; PN,;EL EQUIVALENT E::._Ei?SIOHAL AiTD SHEA_R
ThICLIIESo_<, TASK I uI,L_R__WImE MODEL
POINT
AR R/%NGEMENT,'CONC EPT DESIGN LOCATION
REGION
i CHORDWISE 6;0 40322 FORWARD
_ _. C %_ WINGBOX
BOX
. 41036
NOTES:
(1)
(2)
SPACING {IN)
SPAR RIB Ix
30,0 65,0 .068
20.0 65.0 .068
20.0 60.0 ,122
20.0 60.0 .126
20.0 65.0 .20D
30.0 6D.0 .169
THICKNESSES REPRESENT AVERAGE VALUE OF WING UPPER AND LOWER SURFACES.
INCLUDES THICKNESSES OF CAPS AND/OR PANELS WHERE APPLICABLE.
EXTENSIONAL AND (1)(2)
SHEA_ THICKNESS (IN.)
ly txy
.023 .046
.167 .030
.134 .048
.080 .049
,119 ,100
.142 O80
TABLE 9-2. WING P_EL EQUIVALENT E_E_SiONAL /_TD SHEAR
THICK2_ESSES, TASK I SPAI_glSE HODEL
ARRANGEMENT/CONCEPT
• SPANWISE _,o4/_
o"
eCONCEPT
HA1 SECTION STIFFENED
POINT I
DESIGM I
REGION
40322
40236
40536
41036
41316
41348
LOCATION
FORWARD
WING
BOX
AFT
WING
BOX
WING
TIP
SPACING (IN)
SPAR RIB
_.0 300
L l _0'0 "
50.0 30.0
30.0
:t0.0
30.0
EXTENSIONAL AND (1)(2)
SHEAR THICKNESS (IN.)__
tx ty t×y
.014 I o65 o2B
.016 t .16£ ,078
.01B t .18_ .084
.022 / .13_ .062
.D12 / 18" ,083
.011 [ .12_ .052
NOTES:
(1] THICKNESSES REPRESENT AVERAGE VALUE OF WING UPPER AND LO_rER SURFACES.
(2} INCLUDES THICKNESSES OF CAPS AND/OR PANEL WHERE APPLICABLE.
V
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V
...... ,iLG PNIEL EQ!TIVALE-]T _XT:,_toiOlb<_, AI,_D <)iEAI_
:TTCK_r.,_ ;>, TASK S
ARRANGEMENT/CONCEPT
POINT
DESIGN
REGION
• MONOCOQUE ¢, 4o322
a Ll© ,lO,,
• CONCEPT 41316
HONEYCOMB SANDWICH
41348
LOCATION
FORWARD
WING BOX
AFT WING
BOX
WING TIP
SPACING (IN)
t ...... ,
SPAP RIB
40 80.0
40.0 80.0
40.0 80.0
40.0 80.0
30.0 40.0
20.0 _0.0
EXTENSIONAL AND il)(2)
SHFAR THK (IN}
Ix _ txy
.047 .082 C30
.115 .147 .097
.150 .180 .130
.107 .131 .095
.145 .190 ,132
.131 .Ij 181 .117
NOTI'S:
(1) THICKNESSES REPRESENT AVERAGE VALUE OF WING UPPER AND LOWER SURFACES.
(2) NCLUDES THICKNESSES OF CAPS AND/OR PANE LS WHERE APPL ICABLE
V TABLE 9-h. FUSELAGE SECTION PROPERTIES, TASK I }{ODELS
FUSELAGE NASTBAN SECTION PROPERTIES FUSELAGE NASTRAN
STAI ION ELEMENT STA'I'ION ELEMENT
ID. Iv X 10 .3 Iz - X 10-3 J X 10-3 IO.
(IN,4) (IN,4) (IN.4)
200 7 3102 14.2 13.2 21.9 2045 70126
400 104 20.5 20.8 31.2 2145 !128
600 106 28.2 32.0 46.9 2235 130
800 108 42.0 48.5 65.6 2330 132
1000 110 62.5 66.5 86.0 2405 134
1210 112 t_l. 5 101.6 2485 136
1382 114 99.0 100.0 2565 138
1580 116 1065 90,9 2640 140
1680 118 111,0 i 88.0 2800 143
1772 120 114.5 / 90.5 3000 145
1885 , 122 117.5 [ 96.5 3200 146
1955 70124 1205 66.5 105.0 3360 70147
2045 3470
SIGN CONVENTION:
SECTION PROPERTIES
ly X10-3 Iz X 10"3 JX 10.3
(IN4) (IN.4) (IN.4)
125.0 66.5 112.5
133.0 117.5
143.5 121.0
i
150.5 j 123.5
147.5 125.0
131.0 125.0
110.0 666 123.5
99.5 56.0 117.2
87.5 56.0 96.9
58.5 46.8 62.5
29,5 28,8 32.g
19.0 16,2 22.0
NOMENCLATURE:
Iy.y
Iz. z
J
AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA
ABOUT y-AXIS.
AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA
ABOUT _-AXI$.
POLAR MOMENT OF INrRTIA
ORIGIIqA_ PAG/_
OF POOtL QUALITY
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As .r,rc-viousl;; no:re.d, ail i'm.J< I models i]ealize the fu_:elage s s a slmoJe bea_.
The I_._'T,o_'c_._q-',.ies (Lo='s_on_l, 9nd verti.,?al nnd lateral bending inortig) _nuut into
Lhe mod_! were tr_sed cn the results eontglnei in ._:eferen-es 9-1 and 9-P, _,_nd are
sl-_own in Tz_le 9-L.
Temperature Input - Task I
The critical temperature conditions selected for input to the 'fask ] struc, tural
mm_els rare sh=vn in T_Lle _ _ The _onditi_ns se]e_:ted were the start-sf-cruise
anJ mid.rruise conditions which represent the r_:cimum positive temperature gradient
(i._., exooseJ sur _'_a_:.... [o___"+' -_" than =he inter_o_' _urra<-e)__ . and maximum temDer_t_JreI
conditions, resr.ectively.
o_ructmral tempcrmtures were ]efined for e[ch struotura] mode] ; a di_spl_{_ of the
strL1ctur_.l t.emr,er'_t<,res are shown in ?'igure 9-9. These %emr_eraturec at( us£d to
oc_!eul_te _he thermal gradients through the w_ng _-h_ch _re smecifiec] in the
str_etural m<d_]s. The ccrresponding temperatures for the spanwise and monocoque
mode.ls are contained in o_ctm_n 6, Structural Tem__eratures
E×terna] Load Irlp_it - Tr{sk -
A summary of the load conditi-_,ns used for analysis of the Task - structural mode]
is shown in Table 9-6. The flight parameters associated with these design condi-
tions ure defined in Section 5, Struetur_] De'sign I,oad_.
The initial ' _ _ --.{Ao_RA.,, in-._rnal los_]s run wa_ conducDed on the chardw_se struct_ra!
model an4 included a comprehensive investigation of 47 load conditions. After
reviewing the ehordwise inzermai loads, the non-critical conditions were removed
and an amended load matrix was used for the spanwise and monocoque structural models.
A total of 28 load conditions were input to these models, see Table 9-6.
'i'nechordwise load matrix included:
• Twenty (20], ascent conditions covering the Mash 0.33, Mash O.hO,
Mash 0.90, Mash 1.25, and Mash 1.90 symmetric maneuver conditions;
• E_ght (8) cruise conditions encompassing both cruise (Mash 2.7) and dive
(Hach 2.9) speed condi_ions_
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V
TABLE. 9-5. St_{/ARY OF TEMFEP.&TURE CONDITIONS,
TASK I, IIA, AT_D I-B
TASK/MODEL
TASK I (2 D MODEL)
• CHORDWISE
• SPANWISE
• MONOCOQUE
TASK llA (2 D MODEL)
• CHORDWISE
TASK liB (3 D MODEL)
• HYBRID (STRENGTH)
• HYBRID (STRENGTH/STIFFNESS)
FLIGHT
START-OF
CRUISE
M2.7
,/
,,/
,/
CONDITIONS
MID-CRUISE
M2.7
,,/
,/
,/
,,/
,/
DESCENT
M1.25
!
w
!
,,/
,j
TABLE 9-6. SU}#_ARY OF LOAD COI'TDITIO};S, TASK I, IIA AN£' IIB
TASK/MODEL
TASK I (2 D MODE L)
• CHORDWlSE
• SPANWISE
• MONOCOQUE
TASK IIA (2 D MODEL)
• CHORDWlSE
TASK liB (3 D MODEL)
• HYBRID (STRENGTH)
• HYBRID (STRENGTH/STIFF.}
NUMBER/TYPE CONDITIONS
SYMM. FLT. COND.
ASCENT CRUISE DESCENT GUST ROLL
TO CONDS. FROM CONDS. CONDS,
CRUISE CRUISE
LANDING
CONDS.
20 8 - - 16 3
17 8 - - - 3
17 B - - - 3
m
w
13 4 2 -
13 4 2 2 4
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• _,_,..<{"i-_,<<nrlg), asymm_et='J] conditions whi:,?: include b,-th steady, an,i
ac_n÷_]eruted rol _± conditio:ts; sn,J
• i_hr_:_e (3]., .:_r_]iminarY_ te_il-down iand_n C conditions.
The load conditions input to the sp9nvise and monocoque models were identical to
the chord_.;Ise model except for the removal of the non-critical negative one "g"
s_nmmetric maneuver conditions and the roll conditions.
STEUCTURIL _ - _ - TIA
V
In s_prort, of the .....L_s_ TTA Config__ration Ch_or_ge Tnvest'g:_,ion an addit, ional 2-D
structural mod_l was estatlished This model was o_a_ne_ by rovising the coordi-
nates of tse ]'as},<i Chordwlse Mode] to __'<-f]ect t_e air_-dane cor fi6_: 'at-on changes,
_.__., zhortened fuselage fore_ody and reviseJ wi,_gtip .sweep angle. In addition,
the mass distribution was aJjusted _o correspond to th__ new center of gravity t:_ave]
di_gr"m_ incorporated for this J_vestiga-Jon. _%n abbreviated design cyc]e was
conducted using this 2-D structural mode], The "nr,ut d;_ta for this model is de-
_o-,-i_s,e_ in the f<:]]owin 5 _e,_t_ons.
S_,_',__'t_rai Arrangement - Task IIA
Th_ structural arrangment incorporated into this structural msdsl reflects the
_dentical arrangement used for the Task 7 Chordw[se Model, _.e., chordw_se
stiffened wing surfaces with a conventional fuselage. Refer to Figure 9-8
for a more de'_ailed description.
Model Flexibilities - Task IIA
The element property data are identical to those used for the Task I chordwise
d _ ; _ms e_s therefore, the wing surface thicknesses and fuselage se,-_tion ,oromer%Jes
sho_m_ in Tables 9-1 and 9-4 are also appropriate for this mode_.
i
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TemFer'atureInput - Task ]iA
As inaicated in Table 9-5, n:::temperature conditions were considered f,-_"the
Task iT a internal load runs.
External LoadsInput - Task IIA
NewAe_'_,dyrm_licInfluence Coei'ficients (AIC's), steady andunsteady, were
calculated for the Mach0.9 subsonic flight condition, This required Ul_]_,T,ing the
_,_±_tc_SIC]AIC m_)de]to reflect the conflg_ration changes. The grid transf:_rms I,-_
were revised, and the net iodide were calculated for Lhe Maeh 0.9 sym_etri_" maneuver
cenc]ition and formatzed for NASTRAN input. This condition included four ioa.J
factors for each velocity (V C _nd V A] investigated, The load factors use_] wore:
positive __.O-g, a positive 2,5-g steady-state maneuver ar.d a 2.5-g transient
maneuver, anJ a negative 1.0-g flight attitude.
STRUCTURAL MODEL - TASK IIB
The stm_(.tural mode!in_ effort associated wizh the Task IIB D_tai] Engineering
Studies was conducted hy exercising the design cycle twice; first, fol' a
baseline strengeh design airplane and then perf_}rming an iteration on that design
to incorporate the stiffness requirements dictated by the flutter optimization
study. Each of these runs employed a 3-D structural model with the flexitilitles
associated with the cycle under consideration (i.e., strength or strength/
stiffness design).
Structural Arrangement - Task II_
As a result of the screening effort conducted d_mring the T9sk I Analytical Design
Studies, the most promising structural-material approach was selected for application
to the Task lib studies. This structural approach was a hybridization of the chord-
vise and monocoque wing design, s utilizing both metallic and composite _materials.
This hybrid arrangement consists of the following structural approaches:
Fu_e=age-she.l: Conventional skin/stringer/frame design utilizing
Ti-6AI-hV (ann.) material.
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• T-_._. e-.- - _ I'._¢et,siT.io ¢h-,rr:wise s_.Jffened _ing r_,ane!s
(2onv(;x-_eaded concept], _ _._u_,,__=_'vw__*"_--_metallic spar _ps with compcs-_'te
. _ - _ p J:eln. rcem_n , (R/PT-Bcnde-]) an_ apL,r.=pri._te s_/bstr_cture.
• :,¢ing ".il_: M<,r,oeoque winc panels 6AI-hV titsni'on_i hcne;,'comb sandw-ch
g,_ne± wJ<h a]um_num brazed oore'}_ metaiiie (6AI-bV) subst__._c,t;re ;,dth
:-".'b..'s],al _ caps eml)edded _n the basic pal<el.
F,-,r c,:,mp_r]son with the Task 7 _nd ]li arrangements _ genera] dese'dption :)f'the
:_sk IB hybr-d arrangement is included _n F[fure 9-_%. This iybr_d arrangement
-s ]-seJ for both .7 _ . .,_-,__strength and strength/stiffness designed models w_th onlv
the f=exJbilities (element properties) a]tere_ r,o :'elliot the spec-fic stage of
th._ _'es_%T,.
Model Fiexibilities - T_sk lib
_J
'/_heflexihiiities used for the strength designed hyLri4 model are shc-_n in Table
"5-7. The equivalent extensional and shear thicknesses for tl-_eappropriate _in==
rib and spar spacing are _resente£ for selective ,_ing planform locations.
_he corresponding data _'or the strengtn/st]_=n_._s _esi__ned hybrid _-odei is c_n-
_a_ne_ in ,_t e 9-_. For both designs, the extensional stiffness (EA l of the
composite reinforced spar caps was converted to an equivalent metallic stiffness
an:! included i': the ty values at the app!ieab]e pc)int design regions. The fuselage-
shell extensional and shear thicknesses for the strength and strengt _/stiffness
designs we_"e invm_"iant and a comprehensive listing, is displayed in Figure 9-10,
The cc,rrespondfng listing of wir,g thicknesses used for the strendth/stiffness
hybrid model is showr, in Figure 9-11.
Temperature input - Task lIB
The thermal strains/stresses for three critical temperature confl_tions were investi-
gated for the Task IIB eff_rt. In addition to the maximum oositive temperature
gradient (Start-of-Cruise) mnd maximum temperature (M_d-C_'ukse] eondizions, the
temperatures fur s rr_ximum negative temperature gradient condition (exposed _urface
cooler than the interior surface) were included fer input, tu the structural models.
The latter condit_sn represents a Mach 1.25 descent at V D. A comparison of the
temoerature eondizions used for all the Task T, IIA, and lib structural models is
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TABLE 9-V. _T,_ _, ........_XTD.._I,A_ _TD
$_AR .U-i;.iCK"IESS,TASK ZIB S,TP_i;<]TH DESIG3'_ - HYBRID MODEL
_j
ARRANGEMENT/CONCEPT
• HYBRID ARRANGEMENT
CHORDWISE _.SPANWISE
• PANEL CONCEPTS
BASIC WING
_'_CIRCULAR ARC
%_,7 CDNVEX BEADED
WING TiP
HONEYCOMB
SANDWICH
NOTES:
POINT
DESIGN LOCATION
REGION
40322 FORWARD
WINC B_X
40236
40536 AFT
W'tNG
BOX
41036
41316
WING TIP
41348
EXTE NSItONAL AN:)
SPACING (IN,i
WING SHEAR TNICK N ESS Itl_,, )f 11
'sP-, 'A , RIB SURFACEr----------tX tv , txy
--_ up.. 1 o. o,21 o2--T
20O I 60O
LOWER I .043 .016 1 032
UPPER I .048 .151 ,035
20.0 ) 60.0 LOWER I .058 .229 .043
II
UPPER I ,074 135 , .055
2(_,0 I 6_.0 LOWER I .06I 197 .045
Iii
40.Q [ 60.0 UPPER .076 ,143 .066
LOWER .093 188 083
30,{) } 60,0 UPPER,.,.. l...I ,119 .1=1 .110LO..=.,.. .. ,32
UPPER ,082 _089 .073
,101
20,0 _ 600 LOWER 108 .091I . I
(1l THICKNESS INCLUDE CAP AND/OR PANEL THICKNESSES AS APPLICABLE
TABLE 9-8. WING PA_EL EQUIVALENT EXT_ISIONAL A]{D SHEAR THI_,_:,_'_nS_,
TASK IIB ST£_NGTH/STZFF]]ESS - HYBRID MODEL
ARRANGEMENT/CONCEPT
POII_T
DESIGN
REGION
• HYBRID AR;_ANGEMENT
40322
CHORE)WISE S_ANWISE
4O536
41O36
• PANEL CONCEPT
BASIC WING
41316
._L_.,C_ CIRCULARA C.
CONVEX BEADED
WING TIP
HONEYCOMB 41348
_llllllllll}ll SANDWICH
NOTES
LOCATION
FORWARD
WiNG BOX
AFT WI NG
BOX
WING TIP _
SPACING (11_,) I WING
] SURFACE
SPA_ RIB 1
./ ,
22.7 60.0 UPPER
LDWER
21.2 60.0 UPPER
LOWER
21,2 60,0 UPPER
LOWER
212 60.0 UPPER
LOWER
40.0 40.0 UPPER
LOWER
30.0 40.0 UPPER
LOWER
(1) THICKNESSES INCLUDE CAP AND/OR PANEL THICKNESS AS APPLICABLE.
EXTENSIONAL & SHEAR
THICKNESS IIN,) (1)
.O37 .012 .O28
.04"/ .016 .D:!O.
058 .148 .039
061 t _2_ 043
079 t, .M6 .052
.066 ! .209 .043
I
.077 ( .120 ,066
,093 _ .164 .082
.130 ]53 .124
.157 .174 .160
.145 165 .135
.145 ,168 .135
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sh,:z_-.n ir_ Table 9-5. Th_ _tr_:_Lu._-a! t,e;:.per_ ,L_'_ f_;r I,he ,_,i_ic'h 1.25 desce:d.
c:niiti,:n are di_p]aye# in Fi<ure 9-12, the 8tu,r-;-of-Srui_e and Mid-Cruise tern-
ExL_'T_al Lc.;tds YnTu '_ - Task IIB
k s _._c::arycf t.he n:uml_er and type of load comditiol-s used :n the strength and
_tr,_ngth/stl. f_'ness models are sho_-_ in Table 9-6. The initial NASTRA[i internal
/:.:aS,:-_,'_,_-_we,s ,Las_d on the aer:,ela_ti_ It,ads of <he stren_t}; designe_ model and
included a tc,tal of nineteen (19)cen'/itions; _,pecifieslly:
Thirteen (!3] aseen¢ conditions coverlng the V[ach O.h, Math 0.9, and
)._ach L._5 sy_._,etri:: f:Ligh% conditions:
• Four (4) Maeh 2.7 flight conditions coveting the _tart-of-Cruise and
Mid-Cruise condi biOns ; and
• _wo (_m) descent o:,r_,dii, ions al. ,_4a..J, 1.25 hn- ,<!_e st_.r:_dy sta+,.e and t_"am._._nt
F_a]'i o_v c r s.
The static aeroclastic loads applied to the strengsh/stiffness structural model
included the _b]ve 19 eonditir, ns and an additional 6 load c<,n_izi,-:ns, which were:
• P:;,sitive and r_egative gust, ccn Jiitions at _,[ach 0.9 (Vc), a:,,_l
• _:,ur (h) dynamic lan']irig conditimns fo_ fuselage desizn.
A preliminary assessment of the effect of airframe flexibility on leads was con-
ducted using the flexibilitles of the strength designed model. Aereelastic
loads were calculated considering the manufactured aircrafZ shape (jig shape)
to be that which deforms to the mid-cruise shaoe under mid-cru!se loading.
Aer_e!astic loads were calculated using the jig shape as the initial shape (as
compared to mid-cruise shape) and these loads used in a TIASTRAN internal !cads
run. The res_iting internal load intensities indicated an appreciable effect
in the more flexible regions of the airplane, e._., approximately a 7- to
9-percent increase in the wing upper surface soanwise load intensities in the
aid box region. Considering these results, the Jig shape required to produce
Dhe mid-cruise shape under mld-cruise loads was defined for the strength/stiffness
structural model and included in the static aeroelastic load calculations for all
Maeh n'0r,,bers-'onsidered.
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RESULTS
The results of the Task T, Task i!A, and Task i.ii_structural moJeling efforts are
dis.;ussed in this seczi<_n. The re:{_J!t,t{ oi _ '.,he KASTRA'] static solu+ion (displaCe-
ments, internal foz-ces and stresses) and lhe muxflimry program foJ- calculating
running load are presented.
Di splac ement s
A comparison of the m -_-
_a_a I wing rear beam dis_]at-:ement, s for _ s2wmrJetric _vmneuver
_..,_n 1.25 _re shown in Fi_u, re 9-13. These vertical dlop_cemeh_o (z-direction)
are plotted along the rear beam and indicate the relasive wing stiffness
sf _:.he three Task 7 m,-:,dels, i review of this data indicaEes she s_anwise-ana
chorCwise-stiffenel structural models are more f]exible than %he m,nn,w'.oq-_e model,
i.e., chordwise anJ soanwise m_de] wing tip displacements are apFroximately
_,_-±.cr_en_ _reater than the monocoque tip d':_Tacemens.
The comparable :_ing rear beam displacements for both the hybird strength designed
and final stremgt}JstiFFness d___signed 3-D structural models are displayed in
Figure 9-14. The final design model (strength/'st, iffness] sho_s a .vmximum <-;ing tip
displacement of 200 inches for the 2.5-g s$_metric flight condition at _ach 1.25,
approximately 20.0 inches less than the strength designed model A wing rear
beam dis}lacement comparison of the Task I Chord<,.ise, Task IIA Chordwlse, and the
Task lib Final Design models is shown in Figure 9-15. The load condition used for
_ ....... this "comparison ,,_as_a 2._-g_s_mmetric flight condition at Mach 0.90. __e Task IIA
and !!B models: reflec¢ the baseline configuration and flight attitude changes
associated with the redefinition of the airplane concept after the Task I analysis.
Figure 9-15 ir.dicates a wing tip displacement of 156 inches (13 feet) for the final
Task IIB Hybird Design; the corresponding displacements for the Task i and Task IIA
cherdwise models are 180 and 195 inches, respectively.
A c<mpar_son :;f the Task Y, Task IIA, and Task IIB fuselage displacements is shown
in _igure 9-16. These displacements are for a 2.5-g symmetric maneuver condition
at _,_a._.h0.9. A maximmr_ nose displacement of 2O.C inches (negatffve) is sho_,m for
the Task 7 ch<:,rdwise model; whereas, the nose displacements for the Task 17 models,
which reflect the shortened forebody, are negligible. The Task IIA ehordwise model
has the maximum positive tail displacement (approximately 3O.C inches) an:_ the
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Ta-';k 7 m_de] the maximum r.egaTive displacement (approximately 25.0 inohes). An
inter,me_iate valu_ of _3.0 inches is n<ted for _ .....
.... _e Task iIB Hybrid _,_,de±. This
variation n taXI def]_c: [,)r_,m_g_}il,ur_e ari_](]_r_.c'1._<m) is d_reetly _el_.d to the
load ret_alaneimg required to maintain the rearward shi _*:_in center of gravity
incorporate] on the _' - TI ...... he Task __as< . models (i _ , win.K pitch-up r'l':_meni, For 4 . -T
models requires a positive +_aii force).
Running I,o_ds
The results of the NASTP_li static so]utfr.n (internal forces/stresses] were used as
the basis for _Jas,_- I, Task IIA, and Task iIB stress analysis. These forces/stresses
were converted into raining loads (Nx, Ny anti NG _ for combinaticn with the ]ocal
Icading and/or manufacturing effect acao:nted for in the de%all stress _ _ is.a,_a /s .
Only running loads are presente_, no stresses or internal forces (pound) are
dis_ylayed to a!lev_a_e any _ossitle misinterpretation of these results as the
tel.a: _terna] st<ass,l! ,_J sta{e.
___ ........ The running loads were ale _l_le ] %j !_er_ormb_g a series of simple matr'iz o_eraCic-ms
on specific stress and thickness matrices, e.K., chorSwise wing surface load (}Ix ) is
eq_.] _,o the product of the avez'age ...... (f_<_ress ) of adjacent rod elements and the
extensional thickness (_x)"
Running loads were calculated for all Task I anti Task II models. Comparisons of
load ir.tensi_.ies at the point design regions arc- ,_h_wn for a_] these models. In
adai<ion, a comprehensive ]_t_ng of the running loads for the Final Task IrE
structural model are displayed on wing and fuselage p!anforms.
A planform containing the wing u_per surface maximum chordwise (N x] tension loads
and corresponding shear flows is shown in Figure 9-17. The maxim_, compressive
loads are shown _n F_gure _-18. The maximum teLsion and compression loads for the
uyper spar caps are shown an Wig_re 9-19. The coresponding wing lower surface
running load_ are shown in Figures 9-20, 9-21, and 9-22. These figures indicate the
wing critica_ design ccnditicns an_ the corresponding surface ]ca,_, _ntens iI [es f:)r
=hese conditions. Furthe_m:ore, the identification of c_mmon desibm regions are noted
by shading and the six wink _cint-des]gn reg'cns are _nd_.a,.ed by asterisks.
A comparison of the wing upper surface load "ntens]t_es (If/in.) are sh_m in
Table 9-9 for all structural node] s. These ica@s are _as-ed oh the results of the
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT Fll_i;,,
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TABLE 9-9. CO],_ARiSOT OF _,'JIt._G SLLR,FACE LOAD
71i.;-_Ei;SiTIES- ALL MODELS, MACE 0,90 LOAD CONDiTIOi,;
"LOAD INTENSITY (ULTIMATE}, LBS'IN.
PANEL IDENTIFICATION
RFGtON NUMBER
WING 40322
FORWARD
40236
WING 40536
AFT BOX
41036
WING 41316
TIP
41348
nlRECTION CHOR DWISE
Nx 10
Ny 1145
Nxy 201
Nx
Ny
Nxy
188
10846
418
Nx 85
Ny 10680
N xy 1118
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxv
Nx
Ny
Nxy
274
6570"
1369
701
.11655
3492
719
6293
1535
TASK I
SOANWISE
148
1155
275
122
12181
1181
• 132
12318
2288
36
6876
2027
298
-12546
3240
574
5886
1797
"LOAD CONDITIONS'
IIA TASK
_¥BRID
MONOCOQUE CHORDWISE 'S]RENGTH
199 819 122
595 1120 1109
211 143 112
. 925 . 377 179
-8102 11474 12779
858 436 271
1483 471 458
8763 .11207 12680
2521 140q 1068
.1094 567 1052
4544 7040 3522
t949 1581 1583
-932 592 1226
8268 12145 9504
2528 3773 3686
6O5
4731
2132
1068
6402
1990
877
5148
2290
TASK I CONDITION 12 MACH 0.90, nz :2.5, W =700,000LB, Ve = 325KEAS
TASK I IACONDITION 9. MACtt 0.90. n2 = 25. W- 700,000 LB. Vo 326KEAS
TASK liB CONDITIONS: MACH 090, nz- 2.5, W = 700,000LB. Ve- 325KEAS
B i
HVBRtDI
'FINAL)
219
1049
75 :
15
14311
272
315
14410
1159
1562
4725
1773 i
1478
10106
3730
856
[ 6598 I
-_,._T-_a._tm9-10- EFFECT 0F _TVr_.,--_waPl"_,.._.,ON WING UPPER SURFACE
LOAD I!',_?Ei;SITIES, TASK 113 HYBRID rIODEL
PANEL IDENTI FICATION
REGION NUMBER
WING 40322
FORWARD
40236
WING - 40536
AFT BOX
; 41036
i
41316
WING - !
DIRECTION
NX
NY
NXV
NX
NY
NXY
/
* LOAD INTENSITY (ULTIMATE), LBS/IN. ]
_ ASSUMED JIG SHAPE
MID-CRUISE ZERO LOAD
151
1106
130
67
14650
453
NX 1073
NY 14303
NXY 1495
PFRCENTAGE
DIFFERENCE
(%)
166 +10
- 1083 ] .2
124 I -5
133 +98
15596 +7
499 +10
1182 +10
-15315 +7
1750 +17
NX 1812 - 2096 '16
NY 4220 • 4612 +9
NXY 2106 2471 +17
1638
.12407
4009
NX
NY
NXY
NX
NY
NXY
- 1700
-14280
4262
1187
- 8t92
256C
1207
6897
2284
+4
+14
+5
-9
4.19
+12
" LOAD CONDITIONS:
TASK liB CONDITION 12: MACH 1.25, n z = 2.5, W = 690,000 LB. Ve _ 294 KEAS
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v
s_,_c so]ut_-n anff are defined at the six y_-dnt-d_s:gn regions used fo-"
_.ne s_z ___ural analysis
71" e
•r__ d'_rection o£ the inpi_ne _r
. a,_s correspon.ds to the basic airplane axes with the
exception of the wing _Jp_ regions '_paue_ s 41316 and 41318) , For _._le._.. .. rmneis the
y-direct:_n Ispanwise,' is .-7_ _.• par_ .... +_ the rear beam or the wingtip str_ct,_,re and
_he x-direction (rhordwise) perpendicular t, ±he re_.r bea_. Conventicna] sign
m:,t_ti__n is used; p,-}sitive signs denote tensile f=rce_ and converse!;;, negative
signs ,/en,:,te x,mpress_cn.
From a review cf Table 9-0, =he following general com._ents concerning the Task -
ioa_s are note.9:
(i) in genera], the spanwise arrangeme:it },hi<'h has the greatest sr,anwise
sLiffness also has the nighest spanwise load intensities (Ply). The
chcrciwise arrangement has slightly smaller values am,] the m_mocoque
arrangement tLe lowest values.
'2) From a comparison of the chordwise load intensities (N x) of the ehordwise
and spanwise arrangements, the chordwise arrangement, which has higher
chordwise stiffness_ also exhibits higher chordvise load intensities.
The monocoque arrangement has the highest chef,wise load intensities
of all the arrangements, which is indicative of the Poisson's effect
of the biaxial concept (hcncyeomb sandwich) used in modeling this
ar r ang ement,
(3 In s_=neral, the hig_hest inplane shea_ (N r) values are indicated for the
spanwiae and momocoque arrangements with the chordwise arrangement having
• ithe lewes% values This is probabNy re__..ed _, the _hordwise arrangement
being the most flexible arrangement and exr.ibiting the largest aeroelastic
effect, i.e., the wing tip airloads shift inboard with the associated
re_]u{-tion in win_ net shear, spanwise bending anl torsion.
Again with reference t.o Table 9-9, c'ommenl,s concerning a comparison between the
Task I and Task IIA ch0rdwise arrangements are no-;ed. The configuraDion and mass
distributi_m changes incorDorate<] in the :ask IIA model _n,_tt_d be recalled.
(i) The spanwise loa_ intensities (Ny) w_re a]most identical for the two
arrangements, with the Task IIA arrangement exhibiting sli{hzly higher
values.
9-53
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(2) In general, che Task 7IA chordwise load intensities for the wJ,g _.ft
box region were higher than those of the T_sk I, which is indicative of
the aftward shift in center of gravity incoroorated in the .... IIA model.
(3) The inplane shear (Nxy) values indicated the se.v.e trend as Lhe spanwise
loads, i.e., slightly nigher values for the Task IIA arrangement.
The differ'ences in load intensities between the Task IiB strength and final
(strength/stiffness) designs are related to the following changes:
(i) The strength mot]el reflects the stiffness resulting fro1_ the strength
analysis with no added stiffness for {lutter suppression, whereas, the
final design incorporates the results of additional _trength analyses
and the stiffness requirements of *,he flutter optimization study.
(2) The applied aeroelas_Ic loads reflect the mass distribution (i.e.,
variation in inertia loads) and stiffness eharacteriszics of oath
model. In addition, the aeroeiastic loads for the final desig_ in-
clude the effects of the jig-shape,
A s zudy of the effect of the assumed unloaded shape of the aircraft was conducted
using the Task IIB strength sized model. Structural deflections, determined for
a ome-g condition during mid-cruise flight, were applied negatively to the mid-
cruise configuration to define the jig-shape (i.e., shape of air-craft for manu-
facture and assembly in a jig). Aeroelastic loads were then calculated for the
2.5-g syrmmetrlc maneuver condition at Mach 1.25 using both the jig-shape and the
m_d-cruise shape as the unloaded shape. A slmLma_y of the variation cf the point
design load intensities using the two shapes is showr in Table 9-10 with the per-
centage differences indicated. Additional commentary concerning this jig-shape
study was previously presented in the External Loads Input - Task lib Subsection.
All loads intensities _ncreased when the jig-shape was used _n the aeroelastic
loads calculations; the exception being the spanwise (Ny_ and shear loads (Nxy)
at point design region h0322 which were reduced by 2 percelJt and 5 percent res-
pectively. As expected, the largest ]oa_ intensity variations occurred on the
more flexible regi,ons of the wing (e.g., a 19 percent increase in spanwise load
intensity for point design region hl3h8 - approximately center span of the wing Lip.
Because of the large variation Jn load intensity attributed to the jig-shape effect,
9-5_
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the results of this study were incorporated into the structural sizing of the
element properties for the Final Design Task I]B model, in addition, the final
aeroelastic loads included the jig-shape effect.
For the sake of completeness, the load intensities for a 2.5-g syr_7.etric flight
con,fli:i:_,n at Mach ].25 are presented in Tables 9-11 and 9-12 for tne upper anz
lower wing surfaces respectively. These loads are ultJ_Ymte values and represent a
more critical flight condition (s-ress analysis) than the load intensities for the
Macn 0.90 uon_iiLion displayed _r Table 9-9. The loads for the Task IIA st_uctura]
m_ael are no_ in_Tu_e_ _n T_bles 9-11 a:_d 9-12, since only the critical flutter
e_n_tion (Mach 0.90) was inveszigated for that study.
The fuselage ultimate running loads for the Task lib structural model are sho_m on
Figures 9-23 and 9-24. T]:ese figures cc_r_t_irJ the maximu'r_ te.usion and compressian
l_,_ds and their corresponding shear flows. The zhermal components are indicated
f<,r the applicable design c_nditions. A runl;i_g ]oa_ comparison at the fuse!sge
_oint design regions is conZained in Table 9-i?, This table comoared only the
resultant loads of the t_¢o Task lib structural model runs since _he 2-D structural
m,_-,de]s of Task i and Task IIA did not include @etail fuselage modeling.
E
i
_=
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TABLE 9-i]. CO:['A_[SO:[ OF WIi]q UPPER S_/R,FACE LOAD I!J_b;,bI: L,,) -
TAS,K I A_UD TASK IIB MC)DELS, ;t_(]H ] .95 LOAD COUNITIOU
PANEL IDENTIFICATION
REGION NUMBER
WING- 40322
FORWARD
40236
WiNG 40536
AFT BOX
41036
41316
WING
TIP
41348
"LOAD
DIRECTION CHORDWISE
Nx 455
Ny 1063
Nxy 120
Nx
Ny
Nxy
658
-16338
1316
Nx - 1305
Ny -14325
N xy 2354
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
"LOAD CONDITIONS:
Nx
Ny
Nxy
• 1435
- 9"156
2237
571
-16982
48O7
1433
10800
24B3
INTENSITY (ULTIMATE_ LBS/IN.
TASK I
MONOC____OOUE
51
- 529
191
1193
.16986 1 -11638
2099
_ -
/
- 518 I - 3171
16409 -11424
4173 4647
- 450 2219
• 9499 6423
3227 3209
162 1587
-17948 -12183
4292 3310
• 1028 - 1190
- 9417 - 7283
2750 3285
TASK_ CONDITION31: MACH 1.25. nz=2.5, W-690,000LB, Ve-26E;KEAS
TASK II.BCONDITtON 12: MACH 1.25, nz-2.5, W =690,000LB'Ve= 294KEAS
TASK 118
HYBRID HYBRID
{STRENGTH) (FINAL}
- 151 242
1106 1032
130 102
+____.___
67 183
-1465O 16456
453 491
- 1073 - 831
•14303 16372
1495 1615
1812 - 2464
4220 - 5645
2106 1915
1638 1931
-12407 13240
4009 4072
- 1207 1200
6897 - 9006
2284 2666
TABLE 9-12. <O:.:A-RioOI__,o .... OF WT_IG T_K)%TERol_FACn LOAD INTE][SITIES -
TASK I A_[D TASK II8 HODEL$, 7r_C }{ 1.25 LO.ai9 CO.,Di_Iu:_
- -- *LOAD INTENSITY {ULTIMATE}, LBS/IN.
PANEL IDENTIF,!CATION
,REGION [ NUMBER
WING 140322
FORWARD
140236
WING- 140536
AFT BOX
141036
141316
WING-
TIP
141348
DIRECTION
Nx
Ny
Nxy
N_
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
TASK I STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS
CHORDWISE SPANWlSE MONOCOQUE
- 455
1063
120
11
1185
290
Nx
Ny
Nxy
- 306
16986
. 658
16338
51
529
191
1193
11638
2099
3171
11424
4647
2219
6423
32O9
1687
12183
3310
1190
7263
3285
1316 2541
1305 518
14325 16409
2354 4173
1435 450
9156 8499
2237 3227
- 571 - 162
16982 17948
4807 4292
1433 1028
10800 9412
2483 2750
TASK II-B
HYBRID HYBRID
(STRENGTH) {FINAL}
597 434
1400 1425
215 166
246 62
15196 16622
367 781
I O99 699
14014 15508
1599 1646
1297 1898
3588 4697
1909 1812
1405 t656
11188 11333
2990 2739
1379 1431
6657 8090
2281 2556
*LOAD CONDITIONS:
TASK I CONDITION 31 : MACH 1.25, nz
,TASK tI-B CONDITION 12: MACH 1.25, nz
= 2.5, W = 690,000 LB, Ve = 265 KEAS
= 2.5, W = 690,000 LB, Ve = 294 KEAS.
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Z_ c
FS 400
FS 800
.,o.FS 110(}
FS 1210
FS 1382
-- FS 1580
FS 1680
FS 1772
FS 1865
FS 1955
FS 2045
FS 2145
FS 2235
=°
I_j FS 2330
'_ ® ._.,,
FS 2405
= FS 2485
___
i ! FS 2565
k:' l• ®_I-_ / 1®'_I. / / ,i_,2oo
-- '"= --'S 3470

_L
V_-
rl-
I_ z
, F,
Z .
0 "o ;-
5 m_
_x
m _ r-
:O "n 0
r" _,
o
r-
z
:__ i z r-
Z
M
m
r_
I
F._ 600
, FS 1000
®_i ® _'
FS 1100
®-. ®_
FS 1210
FS 1382
®- ®--
FS 1580
+ •
o_
, _ _ _ FS 16S0
+ _ _ i ! FS 1772
- F$1865
= FS 1955
/.
+ _ FS 2045
FS 2145
_ FS 2235
_ FS 2330
= FS 2405
- - FS 2565
FS 2640
®Z! ®
FS 2800
/ / S= 1 F$3000
== I
i - r - _ • " / ,,,. ?/FS 3360
I I "; FS 3..;70

_A:_, 9-] 3. C0_4PARTSON OF FUSELAGE PANEL LOAD IHTENSITIES - TASK lIB
?,_RETiGTH AZ_D STRE;,;E3TH/STIFF_,[ESS MODELS, ?_CH ]..25 LOAD C0_DITIO_U
(1) FUSELAGE PANEL LOAD INTENSITIES (ULTJ, LB[IN.
LOCATION
DIRECTION
F$900
STRENGTH DESIGN STREI_GTH/STIF FN ESS
FS 1910 FS 2525 FS 2900 FS 900 FS 1910 FS 290G FS 2900
UPPER Nx 473 -3867 -t002 -635 497 .3078 772 909
PAN E L Nxy 33 158 166 67 29 t03 178 81
SIDE
PANEL
LOWER
PANEL
N x -121 270 6't 82 .156 -4 .107
N xy 15_ 594 1127 257 169 452 1218
Nx LDG 1070 LDG
GEAR WING WING GEAR
Nxy WELL 8 WELL
WING WING
-257
394
-72B
75
(1) LOAD CONDITION-CONDITION 12 : MACH 1.25, N z = 2.5, W = 690,000 LB.. V e = 294 KEAS
V
E
B
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V _iBRAT I_ON ANT FLUTTER
i NTRODUC f I £N
The significant results of the vibration _nd flutter analyses of the
arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft are presented in this section. These
results include the structural dynamic characteristics of the a_rcraft employ-
ing the various structural arrangements and conPepts which have been investi-
gated to establish the best approaches for a Mach 2.7 cruise aircraft design.
I'o ottsin realistic structural mass trends a:_d to identify the importance of
fi__tt.er cm !,]_m design ot supers0nic cruise aircraft, compliance with the
intent of FAR 25 was es-tahlishe-d as a desigr obJeeti,Je. FAR 25.692 defines
_hat the airpl_,r.e nJst ke d_s_gne_# _>=,be f:ree from Nutter an_ divergence at
= --..... speeds urp to !.2V D • _. _n accor,_ance with Reference i this margin Ls applied to
equivalent b [:i_[] _ ].)[]t_] [[t constant altitud% ;rod constant Ha2h number,
Figure i0-!. The f'lutter margin requ-rement in the ]_eiew-ses level regime of
._he equivalent airsvJeed versus al,_z_ude envelope ".s based on a _-percent
static pressure margin as indicated on the flogure.
W
W_
i
E
The vibration analyses wer_ perfo._.med with NASTRAN using the Givens Method.
The flutter analyses _¢ere _erformed wi¢hin the Lockheed Computer System named
FASL_S using the p-k Hethod. The p-k Methoc] permits a flutter analysis to be
performed whi_ih yields a solution of matehefl Hach number, altitule and
velocity.
=:
=
Starting from i.he strength-designed structure, the required flutter margin was
]
achieved by use of a method of flutter optimization employing computer graphics.
In optimiz'ng for flutter, stiffness and corresponding mass increments were
investigated as a means of satisfying the flutter constraint and the minimum
mass combination identified.
:iLl I0-i
_ tr
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Figure i0-]. Design Fiutte_ Bo'_ndary
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ANALYTICAl, f,E_HOJJ_,
The analytical methods which were apT!led to flutter snaiysis and in the
flutter ol_timization of the baseline configurations of the arrow-w'n_] super-
sonic cruise a_rerafL are described in the followin[ paragraphs. These ana-
lytical methods are presented under the heading of
• Structural Model
• Vibrat _on Analysis
• Aerodynamic Fermulation
• Flutter Analysis
• Flatter Optimization
Structural Model
A series of finite element structural analysis models was nsed for the study.
_n_se models were constructed in the NASTRAN System and are described in Section 9.
=_%_o-Dimens!ona! Structural Model. -- The Task - and Task IiA structural models
are two-dimensional (2-D) models which represent a wing that is sym-
metrical about an X-Y mid-plane. A beam representation of the fuselage is
Jneluded to provide fuselage interface effect_ on the wing structare.
Three structural arrangements as characterized by the wind surface panels were
modeled for Task I, namely:
• Chordwise-stiffened wing
• Spsnwise-stiffened wing
• Monocoque (biaxially stiffened) wing
The model network is _dentJcai for all the three structural _rrangements;
however, the model is nnique for each of the three arrangements in terms of
the section property data and the elements use5 to represent the wing.
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The Task 7I_ structural modelwasthe Task I chor_]w_se-s_iffc_.,edstructural
arrangementmodified to reflect_ the conf_g::ration refinements and center of
gravity travel recommendedin Section 2.
Three-Dimensional Structural _ode]. --For the Task lib analyses, a more
detailed, three-dimensional (3-D) model was used. The wing planform grid fo -_
the 3-D model was identica] to the 2-D model grid used in Task TTA; however,
for the 3-D model both upper and lower wing surfaces are represented including
the camber aa_ the twist of the airfoil. The m_de] incorporated a w]r_g
represen_,ation with the caDabiiity to transmit _np!ane as well as out-of plane
loa_s, and a fuselage shell model composed of skin, stringers, and fr_nes
elements. The 3-D model wing surface represented a hybrid structural arrange-
ment. The inboard wing has ehordwise-stiffened wing panels, whereas the wingtJp,
outboard of B.L h06, is monocoque (biaxiaily stiffened). Model analyses during
Task lib were performed for two sets of structural sizes -- the first repre-
sented strength requirements only and the second incorporated strength require-
ments plus stiffness requi_-ements.
The control surfaces for the Task lIB structural model satisfied the Irre-
versibility criteria of Reference i. No requirements for mass b_ance or for
irrevers_bility were specified for the Task I and the Task IIA structural
models.
The engine rai] stiffnesses were designed by a rotation consideration of one-
degree of engine rotation per-g. A strength designed engine ra_] would give
approximately four degrees of engine rotation per-g which was unsatisfactory,
This engine rail rotation requirement was established to minimize the nacelle
rota_,_on relative to the wing and minimizing the misalignment between the engine
inlet and the engine.
The structural model data used in the vibration analyses consisted of stiffness
matrices and associated mass matrices. These matrices are of 188th order
sy_r.etrically and 178th order antis_mm_etrically. The <]egrees of freedom and the
coordinate system associated with these matrices are given in Table I0-I.
These degrees of freedom are shown on the airplane p]anform of Figure 10-2.
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TABLE ]0-], VIBBATi'tN D_-C]REFS OF FREEDOM
COMPONENT
J
D
Z
GEOMETRIC
DEGREE OF DEGREE OF' LOCATION
FREEDOMNO FREEDOM FUSELAGE BUTT'
SYM. } AIS1 SYMz I A/SY STATION400. LINE0.0
2 2 600.
. I__
3 3 800.
4 4 1000;
5 5 1100.
6 6 1210.
7 17B 'I 1382.
8 1580.
9 1680.
10 1772,
11 1865.
12 1955.
13 2045,
14 2145.
15 2235.
16 2330.
17 2405.
18 24,95.
19 2565.
20 7 Y 2640.
21 8 2800.
22 9 3000.
23 10 3200.
24 11 3360.
25 12 3470.
26 13 Z 1210. 62,
27 14 1382.
.28 15 1580. i
i
29 16 ' 1680.
30 17 1772.
31 18 1865.
32 19 1955.
33 20 2045.
34 21 2145.
35 22 2235.
36 23 2330.
37 24 2405.
38 25 2485.
i J
39 26 2565.
40 27 2640.
41 28 2710,
42 29 2855
43 30 1382 125.
44 31 1580. _
45 32 1680,
46 33 1772.
47 34 1865
48 35 1955. J
49 36 Z Z 2045.
SIC GRID
NO. NO.
1 3150
2 3250
3 3350
4 3450
5 3550
6 0112
7 0114
8 0116
9 0118
10 0120
11 0122
12 0124
13= 0126
14 0128
15 0130
16 0132
17 0134
18 0136
19 0138
20 0140
21 5150
22 5250
23 5350
24 5450
25 _ 5550
26 212
27 214
28 216
29 218
30 220
31 222
. __=
32 224
33 226
34 228
35 230
36 232
37 234
38 236
39 238
40 240
41 242
42 " 246
43 314
44 316
45 318
46 320
47 322
48 324
49 326
OEIG[NAE PAGE ]_
OF PO01% QUAI/T_
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TABLE 10-i. VIBRATION DEGREES OF FREED0_ (CONT'D) kj
GEOMETRIC
DEGREE OF DEGREE OF LOCATION SIC GRID
COMPONENT :REEDOM NO. FREEDOM FUSELACE BUTT NO. NO.
SYM A/S SYM'I A/S ;TATION LINE
50 37 Z 2145, 125, 50 328
51 38 2235. !t_ 51 330
52 39 2330. I 52 332
53 40 ._ 2405 53 334
54 41 2485. 54 336
55 42 2565. 55 338
56 43 2640. 56 340
57 44 2710. 57 342
58 45 2855. 58 346
59 46 1580. 196. 59 416
60 47 1680. -'"-- 60 418
61 48 1772. 61 420
62 • 49 1865. 62 422
63 50 1955. 63 424
_64 51 2045. 64 426
65 52 _--21"5. -- 65 428
_66 53 2235. 66 430
67 54 _ 2330. 67 432
68 55 2405. 68 434
69 56 _ 2485. 196.00 69 436
70 57 2565. -'_ 70 438
71 58 _ 2640. 71 440
Z 72 59 2710. 72 442
73 60 2855. 73 446
74 61 1865. 299.50 89 122
75 62 1955. 296.00 90 724
75 63 2045. ,.... 91 726
77 64 2145. 92 728
-78 65 2235. 93 730
79 66 2330. 94 732
80 67 2405. 95 734
-81 68 .... 2485. 96 736
82 69 2565. 97 738
83 70 2640 98 740
84 71 2713. 99 742
85 72 2855. 100 746
86 73 2045. 365. 102 926
- 87 74 2145. ---- 103 928
88 75 2235. 104 930
89 76 2330. 105 932
90 77 2410. 106 934
91 78 2500. 107 936
92 79 2590. 108 938
93 80 2678. 109 940
94 81 2743. 110 942
9"5"" 82 2868. r 111 946
96 83 2145. 402.00 112 1028
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TAELF i0-I. VIBRATTO[_T DE,.,REJ_ OF FP.EEDSM ( _'_' n
_v._ L LJ]
::m:i7 ::
V
COMPONENT
L9
z
DEGREE OF
:REEDOM NO.
SYM A/S
97 84
98 85
99 86
100 87
101 88
102 89
103 90
104 91
105 92
106 93
107 94
108 95
109 96
110 97
111 98
112 99
113 100
114 101
115 102
116 103
117 104
118 105
119 106 I
120 107 [
121 108 r
122 109
123 110
124 111
,125 112
126 113
127 114
128 115
129 116
130 117
131 118
132 119
133 120
134 121
135 122
136 123
137 124
138 125
139 126
140 127
141 128
142 129
143 130
0P_TGINAE PAGE m
OF POOR QUALrI_
GEOMETRIC
DEGREE OF' LOCATION
FREEDOM
FUSELAGE BUTT
SYM 1 A/S STATION LINE
Z 2235, 406,00
2330. _i _
,
I " '
2415.
2508,
2603.
2700.
2763.
2880.
2330.
2420,
2520,
2625.
2730.
2798.
2900,
2475.5
2555.5
2636.5
2589.5
2659.2
2691.
2686.8
2703.
2732,8
2769,
2755.7
2770.
2796.
2828.5
2854.
2818.
2831.5
2854.
2382.
2905,5
2949.
2998.
2882.
2894,
2914_
2937.7
2958.5
3046.
3007.
2961,
i 971.8
I 2987.
SIC GRID
NO, NO.
i0-7
113 1030
114 1032
115 1034
116 1036
117 1038
118 1040
406. 119 1042
406. 120 1046
470. 122 1232
_ 123 1234
124 1236
125 1238
126 1240
127 1242
128 1246
523. 130 1304
552. 131 1310
581.3 132 1320
511.7 133 1312
554.3 134 1322
516.8 135 1324
600. 136 1326
581. 137 1328
546.5 138 1330
503.3 139 1332
639.5 140 1346
622. 141 1348
592, 142 1350
554. 143 1352
524. 144 1354
676. 145 1522
660, 146 1524
633 147 1526
600. 148 1526
573. 149 1530
521.5 150 1534
573, 151 1540
712. 152 1562
L
698. 153 1564
675.3 154 1566
647. 155 1568
623. 156 1570
628 157 1614
668. 158 1610
758 159 1622
745,2 160 1624
727.2 161 1626
TABLE !0-_. VIBRAIION DEGREES OF FREEDOM \CO,,T [J)
COMPONENT
L3
z
GEOMETRIC
DEGREE OF DFGREEOF LOCATION
FREEDOM NO. FREEDOM FUSELAGE BUTT
SYM A('S SYM I A/S STATION LINE
144 131 Z 3005,5 7055
145 132 I 3023.8 684.
146 133 3062. 639.
147 134 2993, 777,
148 135 3003. 764.2
149 136 3017, 748.3
150 137 3033.5 729.
151 138 3050.3 709.
152 139 3087.5 665.5
153 140 3025.1 795.
154 141 3035 783.
155 142 3046.5 769.
156 M3 3061. 752.
157 144 3077. 734.
158 145 3113. 691.5
159 146 3054.1 795,
160 147 3082,9 795.
16'1" 14.8 3111,3 795
162 t49 3141.3 795.
"'163 150 3211, 795.
'164 151 3174.5 --756.
165 152 Y 2734. 600.
166 153 2807. _
167 154 .J 2790. .
168 155 2847.
169 166 2913.5
,,..,I
¢J
z
.
O
2 a
w t,t"
0
m
I-
0
FUSELAGE
170 157
L_171 158
--172 159
_173 160
174 161
175 162
176 163177 164
178 165
179 166
180 167
181 166
182 169
183 170
184 171
185 172
186 173
187 174
188 175
176
177
3116.5
2882.
2949.
3002.
3O62.5
3123.5
Y 3136.5
2981.3
3049.
y 2660. 264.
Z 2660. 264.
2660. 264.
y 2800. 264.
Z 2800. 264.
y 2720. 438.
Z 2720. 438.
2720. 438.
Y 2855. 438.
Z 2855. 438.
3360. 0.0
3470 0.0
SIC
NO.
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
183
235
204
184
205
185
237
206
186
211
212
GRID
NO.
162B
1630
1634
1662
1664
1666
1668
1670
1674
1702
1704
1706
1708
1710
1714
1724
1746
1768
1790
1788
1794
13441360
1458
1460
1462
1464
1466
1468
1528
1472
1474
1476
1478
1480
660
660
660
662
662
1160
1160
1160
1162
1162
5450
555O
',,,..#
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TABLE I0-1. VIBRATIO_ DE'[]RE}]S CF FREEDOM (CONT'D)
TO THE RIGHT
UP
b,Z
AFT
! '_ J×
RIGHT HAND RULE FOR THE RIGHTSIDE
OF THE AIRPLANE
v
10-9
96
105
147
141
153
134
127
122
118 139
114
113 133
112 132
109 110
163
165_178
(WING FIN)
184_188
(ENGINE)
Figure i0-2. S:_mnetric Degrees of Freedom for Vibrati(_r Analysis
Table i0-] also correlates the degrees of freedom to the structural _nfluence
coefficient (SIC) and to the NASTRAN grid. The SIC and NASTRAN grid relate
directly to the structural model.
The choice of the number of sylT_r.etr]c degrees of freedom was based on the
constraint that a 188th order vibration problem was the maximum size that
could be run in the Lockheed FAMAS {_omputer system. It _s felt that a 188th
order problem retains adequate structural definition and still gives good
v_sibiliby for model trouble shooting and verification.
Vibration Anal_,3is
V_bration cases were run using several different apFroaches and results corr,-
pared to select the analytical method for" application to the design concepts
study (Table 10-2). The three methods investigated were: Inverse Power (IINV)
and G_vens (GIV) method available in NASTP_N and the F_v_s QR method.
i0-i0
The f_rs +, e_genvalue routine executed was the Inverse Power (INV). The
apDroach was to take advantage of the sparseness of the stiffness and i:_ertla
matrices in the F-set (858th order) and solve for a limited number of modes.
Comoute:" time for the INV method was 80.5 seconds of CPU time per mode.
Because zf the very high co,vm;_ter tdmes_ the orob]em was reduced to the A-so<
coordinates (]88th order). This matrix reducLion recuJred 89 second:_. The
INV methed was again executed a):d resuLzed in 60.5 seconds of CPU time _rer
mod,=_ whereas, the Givens method f'or the same reduced order problem resulted1
Tin 2.3 seconds of tFJ time per mode.
'Th_ reduction to ]88_h order eliminated only a few inertia] degrees of free-
dom and resulted in a proh!em size small enough so that the FfJ,L$S QR method
.:,oui_1 also be exercised. The ¢_R, m:_hoc resulted in 3. £ seconds of CPU time
0er mod.e.
T},_ Givens and QR metho2s not only result in a marked reduction Jr. comr, uter
time but _isc solve for all 188, • -_ -,_o,, ,. , a definite advantage over the IN U
TABLE 10-2. _,IAI,YTTCAL METHODS FOR VIBRATION ._|ALYSIS
METHOD
INVE RSE POWE R
!NV E RSE POWE R
GIVENS
GIVENS
QR
MATRIX
SIZE
858
188
188
188
188
NUMBER
ROOTS
2O
2
188
(40 VECTORS
188
(40 VECTORS
188
(40 VECTORS)
CPU TIME FREQUENCY (2}
(SEC) (HZ)
TOTAL PER MODE (1) M(_[)E 1 MODE 2
1610 80.5
121 60.5
83 2.1
93 2.3
145 3.6
(1) BASED ON NUMBER OF EIGEN VECTORS FOUND
(2) FREQUENCIES 1 AND 2 ARE NOT NECESSARILY THE LOWEST
FREQUENCIES. ALSO THE LAST TWO CASES (GIVEN AND QR)
1.470223
1.471204
1.471203
0.9275528
0.9275518
2.049600
2.055224
2.0'55210
1.007738
1.0077_
USED A DIF FEREN"F MASS MATRIX THAN THE FIRST THREE CASES.
=
i0-ii
Method where it is possible to m_'ss _ m,_de. No significant differences in
accuracy were ,'_oted between the three methods as shown in Table 10-2.
Based on _he results presented the Givens Met,]od was supe--qor to _he other
metho8_ and was selected as the vibration analysi_ method £_r the study.
The stiffness matrices o_ each s<ructural arrangement (Section 9) were com-
bined with the appropriate _nertia matrices (reference Section 15 - Mass
Analysis) to compute the symmetric and antisymmetric eigenvectorz and
eigenva]ues of the free-free airplane. The inertia matrizes were formed
for two airplzne ve_ght conditions n_me]y:
• Operating weight emptj (OWE)
• }ull fuel and full payload (FEFP).
These weight conditions repre,_ent the "'+_'- _ of mi ]_un: and maximum weigl-t.
No intermediate weig"t u_ndit_ons were examined.
T}_e structural and inertial representations lead _o the fol]cwin_ matrix
vibration equatior_:
[J (Io-i)
 her :[M]
_n general 50 vibration modes were extracted from ea_:h vibration solut-sn for
use in the fiutter analysis and flutter optimization. These vLbration mofles
is the inertia matrix
is the stiffness matrix
column of d_splaeements and rotations at structural nod_s
column of translational and rotational accelerations at structural nodes
00- )
= eigenvector matrix used for modalizabion matrix of modal columns
are expressed in equation (10-2)
where [T]
= column of modal coordinates.
• r
z
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Aerodynam_c Formulation
The steady and unsteac]yaero{]yr_amicinfluence coefficients (AIC) were computed
f_for N[ach 0.o_, 0.9C, an] i.25 for the _ -k_a_ I eonfiglu_ation and Mach 0.60,
0.90 and 1.85 for tile Task IT ccnfiguratJor_. The Mach 0.60 and 0.90 AIC
wer_ cc:T.T.mted by the Doublet-Lattice method of Reference 2. The Mach 1.25
and i._5 AIC were computed by tile Maeh _ex method of Reference 5. T}_ AIC
were computed for _he wing, the wing fin and the empennage surfaces. These
AIC were adjusted, when reql_red, to ref]ect measured steady state lift
coeffJc:ents and aerodynamic centers. The _lach 0.60 and 0.90 AIC account
for the interferemce between the wing and the wing fin. The Mach 1.25 an_]
].85 AIC do not account for the interference betweer_ the wing and the wing
fin. Fuselage aer{_{]ynamics were not included in either _dach number _'anges
investigated.
The significance of the aerodynamic interCerence between the wing and wing
fir_ is sho_n by Figure 10-3, which presents C_q_/(.'CL_ and aerodynaJr_ic center
versus fraction of the semispan. The data _risually relates the wing fin in-
terference effect on the di._tribution for the aDplic_ble Mach numbers. The
/C_ distribution
interference effect results in an increase Jr, the CC 2 -_
_ i_¢_
inboard of the wing fin and a decrease in the SC_/CC[_ distribution outboard
Of the w:[ng fin.
A typical aerodynamic grid used for the Doublet-Lattice aerodynamics is pre-
sented in Pigure 10-4. The downwashes are applied at the 3/4 chord of the
boxes and the lift forces are defined at the 1/4 chord of the bc_es.
The Mach 1,85 aerodynamic grid is presented in Figure iO-5, The downwashes
are applied at the 1/2 chord of the boxes and the lift forces are defined at
the 1/2 chord of the boxes.
f
The norms]ized CL_ versus reduced frequency Js presented in Figure l_-b. The
normalized CL_ is CLot at a finite_ reduced frequency, divided by CL_ for a
reduced frequency of zero. The figure preser_ts the real and imaginary parts
10-13
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of the normalized CT,o,for Mach 0,90 and .85 and thus shows the variation in
amplitude/phase as a fu_ct_on of Mach number and reduced frequency. As can
be seerl the Mach 1.85 aerodynam_c,_ _s composed primarily of the real part.
This iiffers fr_'_< the ),',ach0.90 aei-cdynamics which exni._'ts a mix of the
real an,']the imaginary parts.
Flutter Analysis
The fellow-ng development of .-sheflutter equation _s p_esented y,r_mari]y
tees_use it reflects a derartu_e from the more familiar k method. The pr_n-
<'ipa] Ceatures prey'ideal Ly this formuation are that the frequency _nd dg,m_-,ing
soluti(_r,s are obtained directly for matched air it':de and Mach number and the
dam[,ing _olu-ion_ correspsnd <o lo_ariti_miic aeeay.
The aero,Jynam_c for0es _:%_ resu]ting frsrl oscillatory motion about a pOSi-
tion of _:qui!itrittm can be expressed as foilow_
where = air density
(i0-3)
V = %rue airspeed
[A (k,M)] = aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix which is a
function of k and M
b
0
k = -_-_ reduced frequency
M =Mach number
= frequency
b = reference length
0
{q} = colum_l of disElacements and rotatiens
k.j
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Inserting the aerodynamicforcing function (10-2) on the right hand side of the
equation of ::_c>t_on(i0-i) and introducing a structural dampingfactor, g, yields
equation (i0-I_)
(io-4)
All ana_.y.,__ ass:mine a structural ,_amping 'ig] of 2-yercent For each mode.
b
o _ (1o-5)
let a non-dimensional operator be define] a,_: P - V dt
d
where _-_ = time derivative.
_Z
Substituting equation (10-2) and (2.0-5) into equation (10-4) and rearranging
the terms gives the basic fl-utter equation
V2 2
0
(lO-6)
where 0 = air denskty at sea level
o
o = air density ratio, 0/0 °
[T] T = transpose of [T]
The method of solution to equation (frO-6) is referred to as the p-k Method.
The p-k Method is described in Reference 3. The solution to equation (10-6)
defines rate of decay and frequency for preselected values of speed and gives
matched altitude, Mach number, and reduced frequency for each mode at each
preselected velocity.
All matrices in equation (10-6) are real and uniquely defined, except
[A (k,M)], which is complex and must be given for a sufficient number of k
values. Equation (10-6) is solved at several values of V and o, or combi-
nations thereof, for complex roots p associated with the modes of interest.
b_des of interest are determined from vibration analysis or from previous
flutter analysis.
i0-21
Thep_'oees._of d_t_rminant -teration is completed ._.,o._eby mo_e for one speed
and then at successive l,rese!ected speeds. For She mode _.h one part, i:_ular
_-:,=_'], hhe process is started bv, initial tria]s for _,:_
Pl = 61 + ikl P2 = 62 + ik 2 (iO-7),
[A(ki) ] and [A (k2)] are computedby interpolation.
value s
are determined.
Using equation (10-6) the
The method gives a first iterated value for p:
(io-9)
The process ms repeated according to the recurrence formula
until a specified degree of convergence is attained.
Pc = 6c + _.kc, the frequency and damping are computed
(lO-iO)
From the converged root
Vk a 6
c 1 n +l =2 c
n C
(IO-ii)
The above procedure is known as the one-dimensional Regula Falsi Method which is
valid where equation 10-6 is analytic in p.
Two fundamental questions arose when appTyimg equation (10-6) to the flutter
analysis, namely:
• flow many vibration modes are required to arrive at the converged flutter
solution?
• How many AIC matrices, as a function of reduced frequency (k), are
required to arrive at a converged flutter solution?
Both of these questions were investigated during the course of the flutter studies.
10-22
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Velo,:ity versus dampir_g for t,be !0, ]5, and 2¢ vibration mode flutter analyses
are shown in Figure i0-7. It Can be seen that the character of the flutter
tootles can be sign_fic ant:y changed by going from 20 to i0 vibration modes but
the minimum flutter speed did not change appreciably. Figure I0-8 shows the
flmtter velocity of the bending and torsJo_ <]4_l.ter mode as a function of the
number of vibration m_c]es used in the flutter analysis. This figure shows that
the flutter velocity changes only ] percent when the number of vibration modes
varies from 20 to 50. As a consequence of this stuay, 20 or more vibration modes
were used for all flutter analyses.
The number of AIC matrices required to arrive at a converged flutter solution
was invesiigated by running a flutter analysis with AIC matrices corresponding
_o ]7 k vs.!ue_ and then repeating this ana]ysis with every _ther AIC matrix
eliminated. Within the reading accuracy of the flutter plots the results from
these analyses were identical. As a consequence of this study AIC matrices
corresponding to 9 or more k values were used for the flutter analyses.
Ylu%ter Optimization
An int@ractive computer graphics program was utilized in the optimization of
the arrow-w/ng supersonic transport configuration. An abbreviated descrip-
tion of the equations, method of solution, and optim/zation procedure are
presented in the following paragraphs.
The fllutter equa=ion is _ritten as folows:
(lo-_)
with
v2 ÷ [aw]
o
go bo2 | =I
=i # =I
+ + _ - 8; p2
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Vwhere
Wol = base weight matrix
[Ko] = base stiffness matrix
[A(k)] = aeroJ_namic influence ccefficient matrix
go
b
©
v
P
= matrix of modal colur_s
= gravitational constant
= reference length
= true airspeed
= re_ced frequency (::_)
= non-d__mensional operator = V
= structural damping
P
A
= air density
units
= increment in _th design variable due to updating of
base structure
= increment in _t-hhdesign variable necessary to satisfy
flutter constraint (in addition to _]
_ = La Grange coefficients used N_ _ n
= H B_-
in matrix interpolation n = 1 __ _n
= 110 for Type I design variablefor Type II design variable
= values of _ for which [_K] m_trices are ca]cu]ate_]
-"[AwJ(_) = initial weight matrix due to "step" increase for Type
II design variable
i0-25
d --  eight to
[A_](_) = increment in stiffness :_:atrix (ovcr [i_ ]), ca-cu]ated
for
ND = number of design variables
N_ = number of [_<] matrices for design variable
This formulation allows for definition of design variables in two different
ways. The Type II design variable assumes an initial st,iffness/vei_ht "step"
increase. This w_s used in the Task _ o[l,_mi_'ation_ the front an,_ rear beam
shear webs were Cirst. increased in thickness _n order to c:_'e::_,',ea more uniform
"torsicn box." Ts-pe I design variables do not have this initial step. Con-
sequently_ one of the matrices used for interpolation to form the stiffness
matrix is a null matrix. This then requires one less [mK] matrix to be calcu-
lated. The Type I design variables were ns_d for the bending variables in
Task I and for all variables in Task II. Plots of a ts_ical @lement in the
stiffness matrix versus 8_ make the distinction between Typcs I and II clearer,
and are shown in Figure 10-9.
Design variables were defined by dividing the wing planform into sections known
as "design regions." Within a design region, more than one design variable may
be 8efined. This is true for the Task I optimization, where bending and torsion
design variables exist for each region in the outer wing area. Because all
the Task II design regions are for the monocoque outer _ing, there exists only
one design variable per region. Both bending and torsional stiffness may be
varied with these design variables. T_sk i and Task TI desfgn regions used
in the optimization process are sho{m in the appropriate sesu]ts subsection.
J
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Figure 10-9. Types of Design Variables
V
In producing the necessary matrices for the optimization program, the sizing
data for the NASTPJ_N s_rudtural model were changed; this produced matrices
, L_j _ and K corresponding to the _ values of each design
variable. These matrices were then stored on a disc and _sed in the optimi-
zation procedure.
The optimization program forms the total flutter matcix and solves for k and
A
_ using the Two-Dimensional Regtula Falsi Procedure. This is an iterative
method of solving two equations (the real and imaginary parts of the flutter
equation) w__th two unknowns (k and _). It is used when the equations are
not amenable to e_:plicit solutions. The equation
[, I ;o
is solved by projecting planes which approximate the real and imagina_r
surfaces mf _;he above deteminant as a function _f _t_ and k. Iteration continues
- ÷_
LL_ ] < 1
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until a satisfactory convergence cri_erior: _s achieved. A more detailed
discussion oS this method _an be obtained Jr R_ference 6.
The optinization procedure consists of solving for _ , the "a_x)unt" of the
_ t1___design variable (in weight units) necessary to achieve the required
flutter speed, Vf, which is input to the program. Thus the design variable
_rith the minimmm _ is the most effective in achieving the flutter require-
ment. More structure is added to the effective design variables (by in-
creasing _ for each one), and _ is again calculated for each. This up-
A
_ating l_rocedu__e is followed until the _ solutions become uniform, indicating
that an optimum solution has been achieved.
In practice, it was found that the solution was highly dependent on the elgen-
vector marrY-w, IT], used for modalization. Therefore, when a solution stra_ed
too far from the base stiffness an_ mass matrices which produced _he_e mode
shapes, it was necessary to calculate new eigenva]ues and eigenvectors and
remoda2ize the problem. The procedure described above was then int_tated
again, _ontinuing in _his manner until _'<_nve_-gence upon an optimum solution
was obtained.
ANALYTICAL .... -T_,m:-,T_,_ TASK I
The analytical desio_n effort exa_ined the structural dynamic eharaeter']s_c_:
of the baseline aircraft em_loying the various structural arrangeme_ts and
concepts discussed in Sectisr i, Struetura] Design Concepts. The initial
effort was perfor._:_ed to identify the importance of %he flutter requirements
o_J the overall design of an arrow-wing suFersonic cruise aircraft.
The specific objectives included (I) identifying of the f]_tter conditions that
influence the design of the primary wing and fuselage structure of the baseline
aircraft, (2) defining _he most critical conditions for flutter (i.e., airplane
10-28
J
mas_, Haeh ,;amoe,'; fcr flutter analysis, (3) performing the required analyses
to determine the flutter speeds _ _: _ _ _ - •
[h) defining the appropriase stiffness and/o" mass through a flutter optimiza-
tion procedure to achieve -_,herequired f!_*_l_{.r speed.
The sc=pe of the Task I vibratisn and flutter analyses effort is pre-
sented _n 'fable 10-3.
ffhe chordwise stiffened stmlctural model was -_he first of the thre_= models to be
operational and the anticipated flutter results were that the sy_r_metric boundary
con,-]_t,_o_7 _,o.N,_ ]_ more cr£'. !c_l timn the antisymmetrle boundary eondlt]on.
Thus, the ehordwise stiffened model was ans,is-zed in _Jetai] wi<h emphasis on
the syTm_tri, _ n{_u_d_ry condition. The s_mwise __.%_Yfened and monoeoque mcdels
were znal[_zed for onTy the most critical o(' th_ eherdwise stiffened a_'rmn@e-
men% cond].tions, i.e., _ particular weight_ loun:]ary condition and V_ach number.
V
Chordwise Stiffened Design
Ss_nmet:qc Vibration. --Sy_mletrie vibratisn analyses were perfcrme_ for the
operating _¢eight empty (OWE) and for the full fuel and full paylo_d (/F}P)
conditions. These conditions represent a_: aircraft weight of 321,080 Dou_nds
an8 750,000 pounds, resFeetively. The sym_etrie vibration analysis solves a
!$SLh order system _in _I]_STRAN using the Givens Method. The analysis solves
for all the eigenva]ues and for 5(; e_genve<::x)rs. These 50 vectors are
associated with the lowest frequency modes.
A summary of the lower frequency s_u_metric vibration moges for the :'ho_'dwise
stiffened arrangement is presented in Table 10-L. Mode frequency comparisons
(Hertz) fc_" the operazing weight empty (OWE) and the full fuel and Cull p:_y-
load (FFFF) weight eon_itisns are shown for the strength-designed chordwise
stiffened _rrangemen_. The associated vector oiots for the OWE tonal!zion
are also shown for the first eight modes in Figures I0-I0 through 10-17.
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Symmetric F],_!.ter. _ S3__metric f]{_tter solution= for _be 321,000 mound
aircraft a! Math 0.60 a:'e showr_ in Fig]re 10-18. The re=de i,JentiYication
n-_bers of 3 through 8 corresponi to the mode n_m_be_" identification presented
for the lower fl-equency s;_.etric vib rstion modes of Table i0-4. _hree
distinct flutter mechanism_ are noted: The bending an{;[ torsion made, the
hu,m_ mode, an:] the stability mode. The flutter speed for the ben91ng and
to:_sion mode is 460 }2EAS; =he stability _n4 hu_b mo<Pes h_ve id_n+_o:_] flutter
speeds of _%0 }_AS.
Sym_etric l'±utter solutions for the 750,OOC poun9 aircraft ;_i r_'_<r_-_.9_ ar_,_
shown _: Figure _S-]9. The bending and torsion mo_c is the only distlnet
mode noted with m flutter speed of 379 ZEAl.
_,_'summary of the flutter sveeds, for the _hord'_ise _-t:*'r=n_=____ arrangement is
presen=ed !n Figure !C-20 through 119-22 for the syrm_etric bending and <:rsicn
mo_e, the s_metric hump mode, and the s_nr_metric sta0Jlivy mode. These
figures show the VD and I .2 V D enwe!oloe as a funstion of p-essure altJ-.ude
versus knots equivalent airspeed overlayed with the analysis ._ach number
lines of 0.60, 0.90, and 1.25. Fl_tter boundaries for the various modes are
_n_cated by a cross-hatched line. The lowes_ flutter sFeed (379 KEAS) <)<_:urs
for the s_vmme-_._'icb_nJing and torsion mode at Ma:h 0.90.
Participation CoefFicients -- Participation coefficients are the com_dex
eJgenvecto_s associated w_th the roots of a flutter equation. These partic-
ipation coefficients give insigi_t into the structural mo_es involved in a
flu<ter mechanism.
The _articipation coefficients for the bending and torsion mode flutter
(Mcde 8 of Figure 10-]9) reveal that at flutter, %his mode is principally
ccm}osed of the zero airspeed Modes 3 and 8 (Table !0-_). Participation
coefficients resulting from symmetric flutter analyses at Mac}= 0.9C fcr both
the full fuel and full payload (FFFP) and the operating weight empty (OWF)
conditions are sho,_n in Figure 10-23 and ]O-2L_ respectively. As indicated
on these figures, the zero airspeed wing Ist bending mode rapiily tranzitions
through the adJavent higher frequency modes and couples a% flutter with the
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zero airs:>eed wing ist torsion mode. This conclusion is not obvious by
referer_ce to the fre_ueu-_r_...._, -_._l_._,_ity-' diagrnm of Figaro. ]O-!O.
_ co_ .... ents for the kum I- mode flutter (!.'lode7 of
Figure 10-18) reveal that at _u++e_ _=_ , this moJe is orineJpal]_ com_omel.. ,-)fthe
zero airspeed _4o.des _ anJ 7 (Table I0-14). As shovm in Figure 10-25, tee zero
airspeed wing ist bending mode couples at flutter with zhe zero af_sl-:a_d
f_selage 2rid bending mode It is worth ,_ _ _ _• . i_n= that the fuselage 2nd bending
moae and _r_e wing Ist torsion mode are very similar in wing mcde shaoe for
:._r_raft. q'his slmilarlty is _,_k,ably due to the frequencythe 321 0GO [_i_,_i _ ,_ "
proximity of these two modes. The vibration _nalysis for the 750,_02 oound
aircraft s_:ows tlat the f_._:elage 2n_<]ker_ding mode and the wing ]st torsion
mode are more separated _n frequency. ?he 75'9,000 pound aircraft fuselage
2nd bending mode ve(_tors shrew negligiY[_e eh_r:_cteristics of the wing ist
t<'rsicn mode and therefore the hump mode flutZer does not result.
The partici]>ation coeff[c[en-,s for the mtsbil[ty mode flutter (_,lode 3 of
Figure 10-18) reveal that at flutter, this mo_le is princip9l]y composed of
the zero airsl_eed Modes ] and 4 (Table 10-41. It can be seen in Figure ]0-26
that the z__rc airsoeed rigid body mode coup_e_ at flutter with <he zero air-
speed fuselage Ist bending mode. It w_s fu:'ther dem_0nstrated that the
fuselage !._t bending mode is involved in the flutter mechanism by mathematically
eiimJnating the fuselage ist bending mode from the flutter ana!ysJs. As a
result of _._[s operatLor_, the sta_ility mod_ flutter was eliminated.
Antisymmetric Vibration. --The ant[sy_mmetric vibration analysis solves a 177th
order system with IIASTRAN. A st_mmary of the lower frequency vibra-
tion modes for the chordwise stiffened arrangement is presented in
Table 10-5. This summary compares the mode frequencies of the 321,O00 and
750,000 hound aircraft. These antis)_.nmetric _ode characteristics are similar
to the syrm_etric modes, with the exception tkat [.he antlssvmmetric fuselage
_ending mode frequencies are significantly greater than the corresponding
ss_mmetric fuselage bending mode frequencies. This difference in fuselage
bending mode frequencies is understandable since the fuselage centerbody was
structurally represented to be _]exib_e synm_etrically and to be
rigid antisymmetrJca]ly.
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The mo_e shapes for the 750,000 pound aircraft are shown in Pi__ou,_s ='-',-o-2u°
through 10-35 for _,he f_rst eight mo;_es ._'orthe chordw_sc stiFfe_ed
art angemen t,.
'--isvv_.metric Fiut:er. --The an%isy2ametrJc flutter nnaiysJs (Fi_res 10-36 _nd
10-37) examined the chorawise s%iffeneJ arrangement for the 321,080 an4 the
75_-_,O_90 pound alrrraft at Mach 0.90. The mode identification numbers corre-
sFon_ tc the lower frequency antis_.etric vibration modes _resente,_ ir_
Table 10-5. The results off this analysis show that the antisy_etrie flutter
mechanisms are exactly similar in name to the sy_.etric flutter mechanisms. The
antisy_e%ric bending and torsion mode flu_ter velocities are greater than the
corresponding s_ummetric bending and torsion mode flutter velocities (i.e., 500
_,_AS for the 750,000 pound aircraft). The hump mode resulted in the lowest
flutter speed of 3C0 Y_AS, but was not evaluated further at this time. Iz was
anticipated that stiffening the wing tip would eliminate or increase the h_p
mode flutter s_eed beyond the design boundary.
Ri_idized Wing Inboard of BL L70. - The chordwise stiffened arrangement for the
750,000 pound aircraft was analyzed for the aircraft rigidized except for a
flexible wing outboard of Buttline 470. The flutter analysis of this configu-
ration shows (Figure 10-27) that for Mach 0.90, the wing ist bending mode rapidly
increases in frequency with increasing velocity and coalesces with the wing ist
torsion mode to flutter at _18 KEAS. This flutter mechanism is identical to the
flutter mechanism for the unrigidized aircraft. For the unrigidized or flexible
aircraft the bending and torsion mode flutter velocity is 379 YJ_AS.
Conclusions - Based on the results presented in this section for the chordwise-
s_iffened design, the most critical sy_mmetric flutter condizion occurs at a Mach
number of 0.90 for the 750_000 pound aircraft. This most critical condition is
therefore selected as the candidate for the vibration and f!uzter analysis of
the spanwise and monocoque wing desig_,s. It was also revealed by the preceding
analysis of rigidizing the wing inboard of BL _70 that the wing tip structure
(outer wing) controls the bending and tcrsion mode flutter mechanism.
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ANT!SYMMET£1C VIBF, ATION MODES FFFP - CIIORDWISE STIF=ENED
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F_gure 10-3h. _z_tisy.v_etric Vibration Mode
ANTISYMMETRIC VIBRATION MODES FFFP - CHORDWISE STIFF_NED
MODE 8 - WING IST TORSION
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Figure 10-35. Antisy_r_etric Vibration Mode 8
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Fi g_:re 10-37. AndsTmmetric Flutter Analysis - I,lach 0,9 - FFFP
Spanv_se_t_ffened andMonocoqueDesigns
S_letr_c Vibration. --A summary of the lower frequency sy_et_'ie vibratJor
modes for the spanwise-stiffened and the monocoque arrangements is presented
in Table 10-6 for the +full fuel and full payload (FFFP) ve_ght condition. _ke
chordwise s_iFfened design results of T_(:de I0-4 are shown for reference. The
mode frequency comparison indicates that the monoeoque design has the greates%
stiffness and zhat the spanw_se stiffened design _s the most flex'Lle. The
mode shades (not presented) for these Zhree structural arrangements are
virtually, identical.
S[_netric Flutter. -- Symmetric flutter so!ulions: for t:i_ 759,700 mound aircraft
at Maeh 0.90 are shov.7_,for the spanw_se stiL'fened and the monocoque arran_e-
merits on Figures 10-38 and _0-99, respectively. The analysis of the spanwiss_
desigll shows t_o distinct flutter mechanisms: the bending and torsion mode and
the st&biliLy mode. The bending and torsion mode is the only distinct
mechanism noted for tLe monc_e(._qu_ design. The flutter speeds for the spanwise
stiffened and the monccoque _rrangemenzs are 364 KEA$ and 423 _A_ respectively
for the sy_m1_tri{, bending _nd tors_o:_ mode for the 750,000 pound a_rcraft at
Maeh 0.90. The flutter speeds for the three structural arrsnFements investi-
gated are summarized on Figure !G-nO.
Flutter Optimization
The vibration and flutter analyses conducted on the chordwise-stiffened, the
spgnwise-stiffened and the monocoque structural arrangements indicated that
the symmetric bending and torsion mode for the full fuel and full payload
(FFFP) condition at Mach 0.90 resulted in the lowest symmetric flutter speed.
The evidence of the stability mode flutter mechanism for the operating weight
empty (0_) condition at Mach 0.60 as well as the hump mode for the anti-
symmetric boundary condition were also noted. A review of the results of
the foregoing analyses suggests that stiffening the _ing tip structure will
eliminate the hump mode flutter and will permit the bending and torsion mode
_lutter speeds to be pushed beyond the 1.2 V D envelope. Elimination of
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SYMMETRIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS - SPANWISE STrFFENEO ARRANGEMENT
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Figure i0- 38. Symmetric Flutter Analysis - Span_;ise SZiffened Arrangement
SYMMETRIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS- MONOCOQUEARRANGEMENT
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the stability mode flutter can most pro_ab]y be accomplished by stiffening the
fuselage. I_ is recognized that all modes nf flutter _ri_s'.,be eliminated in the
final design of the arrow-wing configuration supersonic cruise transport. This,
however, would require further analysis o_' b_th the wing and fuselage of the
aircraft. A review of Section 2, Baseline Configuration Concept, indicates
that configuration changes are p]anne_. T_e planned changes with regard to
the center of gravity location, the pitch moment of inertia, the aerodynamic
static margin, fuselage geomet_-y changes and structural mode] representation,
will impact _he stability mode flutter speed ira manner yet unknown. As a
consequence flutter optim_ization was not performed on the stability mode.
The evaluation of the various wing structural arrangements can hast be acoom-
pi_shed by addressing t_e s_nmetr_c bending and torsion flutter mechanism for
the Y.ach 0.90 FFFP condition. Incremental stiffness requirements and res<lti_g
mass a_ditions to _ush the flutter speed beyond the ] ._ V D envcloT_e or h6_ KEAS
ar_ ,Jetermined for these structural arran_m_nLs.
To determine the effectiveness an-] the optimum distribution of material within
a particular region of the airplane, the wing DlanForm was divided into
$ regions _lus 2 additional regions for each engine rail. Figure lO-hl displays
the location of the ]O regions on the wing planform:
I. Forward apex
2. Center box, including larding gear well
3. Center box, outboard of landing gear well
h. Aft b_x, _nhoard of the inboard engine rib
5. Aft box, between the engine ribs
6. Transition, aft box to outer wing
7. Outer wing, straddling the wing fin
$. Wing tip
9. Inboard engine rail
]0. Outboard engine rail
13-5_
Natural boundarieswere utilized to establish the _ design regions as indicated
by their _u_n,._onwith respect to the landing gear wall, major chordwiderJbs,
wing vertical, etc.
The interactive compu<ergraphics progrs_n,de_criLed earlier, %_asexercised
in determining the most effective region and massadditions requirec] to
achieve the desired flu_ter s_eedfor the str_cturai arrangements. This opti-
mization w_sconductedusing 20 "fixed" eigenvectors for moda!ization. I_o
_ipdat_ngof modeshapesdue to stiffness andmasschangesarri_ed at during
the optimization process wasa<.tem_edin %heTask I effort. The results
below should therefore be viewed nn]_ as tr'_m_] _ndieaT_:_.rs wheu compa.r'ng
one design concept to another.
V
3hordwise-Stiffened Design. --The chordw_se-st_ffene{_ _rrs.ng_ment was optimized
oy increasing spar ca[, areas and the akin and web thicknesses to provide
inereases in span bending stiffness and torsional stiffness, respectively. For
_he ehordwise stiffened arr[ngement 2210 pounds of additional structura]
material was required in Region 8 to increase i+,h_ben_]_,qg s.m-1 torsimr, flutter
_peed from 3'[9 _AZ to 468 KEAS. The cptimtuw_ stiffness/mass distribution is
h2 = l_and_ in the spar caps and 680 pounds _m the webs and skin (per side) as
shown in Figure 10-42.
l_Ionoco{ue Design. --The flutter o_tim_zation ef the monocoque arrangement
evaluated the effectiveness of the design regions to a._hieve the reqUlr__d
flutter speed. The structural mass resul:_ing from the addition _f skin _h_ck-
ness in the appropriate design regions to provide a simultaneous increase Jr_
bending and torsional stiffness to t}-' wing tiT, structure is shown :in
_i_are ij-h_. Region 8 w_s the mos_ effective region r_quirin6 12_0 pound,_"
(620 pounds per side) of additional structural material to increase the ben,_in£
and torsion flutter ve]ocity from h93 KEAS to h6_ KEA,q.
_pBnwise-Stiffened Design. -- The spanwise-sLiffened design was not optimized
for flutter but _he flutter weight penalty was estim_at_d :_sing the da_:_ <)F
the foregoing analyses. Estimates for the pen_ilties associated Wi_h the span-
wise design are presented in Section ]2, Strue-_ural Concept An_]ysis. it is
antitipated that since the spanwise-stiffened design hgs the greatest
i0-55
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f'_exJi_ ]ity, the flutter weight penalties associated with this design will
be the _r_atest.
E_b_I_EER_[_ DESIGN STUDIES - TASK II
J
The Engineering Design Studies of Ta_k IV are directed toward the detail
design and analyses of the structural approach selected as a result of
the Task i Anilytical Design effort. It is planned in three parts:
i. Configuration Change Investigation - Task I!A
2. _gineering Design Studies - Task :IB
_._ Final Design Verification - Task IIC
Confi_uratlon Change Investigation - Task IIA
An abbreviated study was conducted using the 2-D NAS_-_AN structural mode]
which incorporated the airF!ane configuration changes identified in Sec-
tion 2, Baseline Configuration Concept. These configuration changes are
identified in Figure 10-44; and include the shortened fuselage, the
decrease in tip sweep, the increase in aileron area and the associated
changes in the wing tip structumal box. The fuel tank arrangement and
fuel management were also changed to meet the specified center of gravity
travel requirements. The element property specifications were identical
to the chordwise stiffened arrangement of Task I, however, appropriate
mass changes were included.
..S_mmetric Vibration. --A st_nmary of the lower frequency s[_mmetrie vibration
modes for the chordwise-stiffened arrangement is presented in Table 10-7
for the aircraft weight of 750,000 pounds. Made Frequency comparisons
(Hertz) are presented for the Task IIA and Task ! chordwise stiffened
d,__signs. Since both designs are represented by identical element flexi-
bilities, thc slight decrease in mode frequencies for the Task IIA design
Js pr_mari!y attributed to the increase in t_p mass and the distribution of
that mass.
The associated vector p]_)ts for the full fu_] and full payload (FFFP) weight
condition are shown for the first eight modes in Figures ]'0-45 through 10-52.
i0-57
FUSELAGE NOSE _-_
DECREASE riP SWEEP '''i"
AREA
Fi g:_re lO-LL. ConT'iguraticn Comparison - Task I and Task IlA
SI'MMETRIC VISRR{I(3N HOE.IES FFFP CHORBWIS,._ FIRPANUEHENT-
MODE 1
FREOL_NC'f "_ 0.000 HZ
Figure i0-],5. Symmetric Vibration Mode I
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Figure 10-53.
f_[_trLet_]c _]L_tter. --The results of the svmJ:_etrle £_utter anaZysis for
m_Task I=._ are compared in F__u__ !0-53 with the ._sk I fiud]n_s. These data
are based e_:,_a_ a_r_.raCZ, weight of 750,000 _-uni__ at _.ach 0.90 _'or the
chcrd_,'ise stiffened design. The flutter speeds and flutter mec?a_<_sm (_:_er_d-
ing and torsi:zn r_ode) as di._played in the figure are virtually identical.
Results. - The findings of this investigation as to the effect of the
configuration and mass changes om flutter were significant, The fact
that the resulting flutter speed and mechanisn: were virtua]!y 15entical for
comparable condition, enables one Lo ir_Ler/_ret the Task I results _nto the
Task iZ3 dommin with confidence, Thus, continuity between the initial
ana!yDical task and the detai_ design steadies is provided.
Eng_neerlng Design Stuqies - Task lib
The configuration refinements identified in Section 2, Baseline Configu-
ration, were adopted for the Task II detail design study effort. The
structural approach selected for further analysis was a hybrid struc-
tural arrangement consisting of the chordwJse-stiffened deslg_ for the wing
Jt_f _structure inboard of BL _t,o and t_e menocoque design for the stiffness
critical wing tip structure. A three-dimensi_na] (3-D) structural model,
described in the Analytical Methods section_ was used with strength-
designed element f]exibilities.
The vibretion and flutter analyses for the strength-qesign cycle is pre-
sented in Figure 10-54. The interrelationship with the other disc_phines
directly involved in the design cycle is indicated on the figure. The
analyses were performed (I) to identify the critical airDlane weight con-
dition, (2) to determine _he flutter speeds for the OWE and the FFFP weight
conditions, and (3) to perform flutter optimization of the wing <ip struc-
ture to establish the _ptimum placement of the incremental stiffness over
the strength-design to achieve the required flutter speed.
Sy_metric Vil,ratiom. -- S2]mm.etric vibration analyses were performed for the
operating weight empt_ (OWE, 311,000 pound) and the full fuel and full
ORIC-]2,]AL PAG-:"I [_
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payload (FFFP, 750,000 po'_nd) weight con@itions. The model analyses were
eom_ueted far an aJrcraf_ _ith sl,rength-tesigned flexibiQitie_ an_ mass
_istri_utLmr, reflecting the configuration chan_es adopted (i.e., shcrtened
fuselage, revised fuel tank arrangement (over Task I), increased low spee_
aiiersn area, increased engine size and mass).
A s_ary of the lower frequency syrL_etric vibration modes and frequencies
is presented in Table 10-8, Since the Task lIB airplane structural arrange-
ment is a hybrid consisting of the chordwise-stiffened and monocoque designs,
a direct comparison with the Task I mode frequencies (Table 10-6) cannot be
made. In general, however, the mode frequencies for the FFFP weight condi-
tion for Task lIB exhibit slightly reduced engine pitch - in phase, engine
pitch - out of phase, and wing first torsion mode frequencies. These reduced
frequencies can be atzributed to the greater engine mass and aft center of
gravity for the wing _ip structural mass resulting from the increased low
speed aileron area incorporated in the Baseline Configuration for Task II.
Symmetric Flutter. -- Symmetric flutter solutions for the 31],000 pound an4
the 750,000 pound aircraft are shown in Figures 10-55 and 10-56, respec-
tively. These resl_ts for Maeh 0.90 imdicate two distinct flutter meeha-
nisei: the bending and torsion mode and the stability mode. As noted on
Table 10-9, the flutter speed for both weight conditions is 310 KEAS for
the bending and torsion mode. The flutter speed for the stability mode is
504 KEAS and 584 K_AS for the OWE and the FFFP conditions, respectively.
The_e results when compared with the Task I findings indicate that the
flutter speed for the strength-designed hybrid aircraft is lower than the
monoooque and the ehordwise-stiffened designs of Task I.
Flutter Optimization. -- The optimization of the strength-designed aircraft
was performed to define the weight penal_y attributable to flutter on an arrow-
wing configuration supersonic cruise aircraft (taxi weight of 750,000 pounds).
The symmetric bending and torsion mode flutter mechanism for the _4ach 0.90
FFFP condition was addressed. Figure 10-57 shows the V D and 1.2 V D envelope
as a function of pressure altitude versus knots equivalent airspeed overlayed
with the andlysis Math number line of 0.90. The flutter speed of 310 KEAS
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IABLE 10-9. STM._<DkRY OF FLUTTER, SPEEDS ,.T:,E_T. DEglG]_
STRENGTH DESIGN
Vf(OWEA_D FFFP)
V! (OWE)
Vf (FFFP)
MACH 0.9, SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY CONDITION
= 310 KEAS (BENDING AND TORSION MODE)
= 504 KEAS (STABILITY MODE)
= 584 KEAS (STABILITY MOOE)
for the strength-designed aircraft is also shovrn. Through the flutter
optimization process (discussed in the Analytical I<ethods section) the
flutter speed was increased beyond the 1.2 VD boundary to i70 KEAS.
The previous solution for the monoccque design (Task I) showed the effec-
tiveness of stiffness and mass additions to the wing tip structure to
achieve the desire flutter speed. It was also shown _hat the bending snd
torsion mode flutter mechanism was controlled by the wing inertial and
flexffbility characteristics outboard of BL [_70. Thus, to estatlish the
stiffness requirements for flutter _uppression the optimization effort
focused on the wing tip structure.
Five design regions were defined for the wing tip structure planform (in
lieu of 2 for Task I) as indicated on Figure 10-58. The selection of these
design regions was based on (I) a review of the Task I results highlighted
above, (2) the anticipated structural arrangement for the honeyecnb sandwich
surface panel design (i.e., panel size, joints, substructure) and (3) the
structural behavior (deformations) of the strength-designed wing tip struc-
ture. The establishment of the design region boundaries considered the
],_eation of the wing vertical and appropriate ribs and spars as may be
required. However, the primary influence in the selection was the natural
boundaries defined by the structural mode], as shown in Fi_ime !0-59.
The flutter optimization was completed and incremental stiffness additions
to the wing tip structure identified to achieve _70 KEAS. The optimization
i0-70
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process included constraints imposed by design and manufactu_-ing
considerations. Fif%y modes "were used for modalizatiom in the Task I]
optimization. Four 188th order vibration analyses were conc]ucte,_ 4ur_ng
the optimizavion process. These cases assured that proper mode shapes
were being used as the optimization process coi.tinued. Each vibration
::ase reflected the stiffness and m_ss changes called for by _he graphics
program at that point in the process. The steps taken in the optimization
1_rocess are detailed below. Tabulation of the step _y step da=a is shown
in Table J O-lO.
(1] An examination of the strength requirements of Task lIB and
the st'ffness requ_-_em_nt.._ of Task - reveals that arL incre-
ment of approximately 700 percent is nccessary to approach
the anl. ic_:)at_d thickness requirement. This requires the
calculation of a sufficient number of [g_K]'s to orov_de valid
results. It was determ_r_ed in Task I that _f there was a
large _ncrease in thickness required in one region, non-
linearities introduced inaccuracies, This problem could be
avoided if structure were added to the analysis model to bring
it closer to the expected solution. Again, Task I experience
indicated that up to an increase of lOG percent, the design
variables were very close to being linear.
(2) A modified base structure was established by making appro-
priate _'hanges to the NASTRAN elements for the upper panels
(CQD_,_M), the lower panels (CQDMEM), and the front and rear
spar webs (CSHEAR).
The modifications (_t) were made ccnsistent with the incre-
ments shown on Table iC-]i. The center panel thicknesses
for the modified base case are shown; modifications to the
fore and aft panel_ were similarly made. The estimated
weights for these modifications were 715 pounds and 42 pounds
(per side) for the panels and spar webs, respectively.
A computer run was made using NASTRAN to generate a new base
stiffness matrix for the changes described above. This modified
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TA_,LE !0-1 I. CEI TEn PANEL TIrICIg,_EI_S- MODIFIED BASE CASE
V
m L¸¸
Design
Region
3
4
Strength
t
(in.)
1 0.030 (u)
0.035 0)
2 0.045 [u)
0.053 (I)
0.062 (u)
i
0.073 (I)
0.073 (u)
0.091 (I)
o.o90 (u}
0.110 (I)
Modification
Gt
(in.)
0.120
0.090
0.062
0
Percent
Modification
(n -%)
400
200
lOO
o
Anticipated
Solution tu
(in.) (in.)
0.260 0.150
0.260 0.135
0.120 0.124
!
0.073 0.073
0.090 0.090
Modified Base
tl
(in.)
0.155
0.143
0.135
0.091
0.110
NOTE: (u), upper surface thickness
(I), lower surface thickness
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(3)
L)
5)
(6
(7
(8
base_ shown in Table i0-I0, is the basis for the subsequent
flutter optimizazion effort.
Fifty mode shapes from the strength-sized ,/_br_tJon case were
used to modalize [_] an,fl[_['4] matrices for use ir_ the cpti-
mization process. The f_rst cycle in this praces_ 2ielded
the OPT-!' structure. The mathematical model was updated to
correspond to this structure and another vibration case was
rin .
These modes were u z_,_ to update (remodalize) the [z_k'] and
[£_M] ma<rices, and the graphics program was used for opti-
mization -- yielding the OPT-2' structur__] soluzion.
Th_ 0PT-2' structure was used in a i88th order vibration case
moving the structure from regions i and 2 to h arl{_ 5, t}2e
flutter speed decreased from 455 KEAS for the OP_-_' structure
to 41(5 _AS for the 0PT-2' structure. It was observed that
this movement increased the frequency off mode I and decreased
mode 8, the two modes which interact to cause flutter.
With the decrease in the flutter speed noted, it was then
deeided to go back to the OPT-!' structure and .hake on]y a
25-percent change in the existing structural distribution.
With this limitation, the OPT-3 structure was calculated. A
50th order vibration analys_s was conducted on the graphics
scope and the results showed very little frequency shift (or
change in eigenvectors) for this structural distribution.
Remodalization with 5C modes from the 0PT-3 structure was
performed and tLro_h graphics flutter analysis it was deter-
mined that a flutter speed of 468 KFJ.S was achieved. The
flutter weight penalty was 1145 pounds (per side).
Contin_ming to optimize with the abcve modes, the OFT-L'
structure was established. The resulting weight penalty for
flutter was 1122 pounds (per side), thus indicating that the
10-76
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(_o)
distribution of stiffness -gas approaching an o_timum. A
review ef the panel thicknesses, ho_#ever, indicated that the
d_stributior wa_ not favorable from the design and manu-
9_t{'_,r, Jr{ ng -¢{.ewpoimt.
A _'evi_w of l,he center" panel thicknesses for regions 3, h,
and 5 for the OPT-3 and the OPT-}_' :structure indicated thick-
mess variations from 0.080 _o 0.123 inch and 0.080 to
0.125 inch for the respective strucv, ure. Furthermore, review
:-,f the struetur-a] arrangement draftings revealed that the wing
fin is _iagonaLly loeated in these zegions. Practically, it
wou]d Le high]y desirable _f the th'ckness of the three
regions were identicaL. Therefore, 0.125 inch was selected
fs,r center panel thickness for regio']s 3, 4, and 5.
To determine the approximate weigh% penalty over a flutter
optimum case, further analyses on t_e graphics scope were
performed. Two cases for further analysis were identified:
Case A Regions 3, 4, and 5 = 0.125 inch
Regions I and 2 optimized
Case B Regions 3, 4, and 5 = 0.]25 inch
Region i = Region 2
Case A resulted in the OPT-5" structure and a total flutter weight
penalty of 1126 pounds (per side). The thickness requirements
for regions i and 2 were 0.120 and 0.176 inch, respectively.
Case ]3 resulted in the OPT-5 structure and a total flutter weight
penalty of llh2 pounds (per side). The best solution previously
(with good mode shapes) was the OPT-4' structure which resulted
in a total fluzter penalty of 1122 pounds (per side). Thus it
appears that the weight penalty for (B) is approximately
20 pounds per side or hO poungs per tdreraft. A continued
optimization/re_modalization process could possibly result in less
penalty than 1122 pounds (per side) for the 0PT-_' structure,
however, i_ _s unlikely that it wo<Ec be substantially less.
lO-77
(11)
Thus, it appears that the above manufacturing constraints do
not add a sigt:ificant amount to the flutter weight penalty.
A 188th order modal update was performed w_th the OPT-5
proo.oi   QV -5 sh pe . [ and
were remodal[zed with these results. _lith _hese new mode
shapes the fiu_ter speed for the 0PT-5 structure was
"65.6 KFAS, 2.4 ?tEAS from ].2 V...
b'
For the final structure, the Case B approach _¢as adopted
from the standpoint of overal] practieab_l_ty anal near
ndnimum weight. It was further _ecided to require a flutte:r
speed of h70 _AS, allowing the additiomal 2 KEAS, to
account for the assump;_on of linear [&K]'s and for the fact
that the 188th order remodalization does not reflect a true
sizing change.
The final solution was the OPT-6' structure, which resulted in a
1201 pound (per side) increase over the strength-design. Thus
the flutter weight penalty, considering design and manufac-
turing eonstraints_ for the Baseline Configuration for
Task II is 2402 pounds. The eer.ter panel thickness for
Regions ! and 2 is 0.166 inch and fcr Regions 3, h, and 5
is 0.125 inch as shown in Table !0-10. The correspondffrg
panel thicknesses for the lower s_m_faee and the fore and af;
panels are presented in Figure 10-60.
Final Design Verification Studies
The elemeat specifications of %he strength/stiffness design reflect the
changes to the airframe resulting from the strength analysis (including Jig
shape assessment), stiffness requirements and the associated structural
veight distribution defined by the flutter optimization results, and design
and manufacturing considerations. The latter includes further consideration
I
of uniform thickness of _aterial over a complete design region (reference
Section 12, Ssruetural Concepts Analysis).
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_ stre_.gthistlffness design cycleThe vibration and elu_3ter analyses for the • ' "
are presented in Figure 10-61. The interrelationships with the structural
:_:_':delan:i unsteady ae1_odyna_dc d_ta requirements for the f3utter analysis at
Math O.6[), _,_ach 0.90 and Math 1.85 are indic'ate@ c,rtthe figure.
The results of the modal and flutter analyses verify the capability of the
fina2 design airplane to meet cr exceec_ I.?_espec:ified requirements. Further-
more, if' deficiencies are identified, fu_ther recommendations for research
and devei3pment studies are _eiJneated.
Syrmmetric Vibration. --Syn_etric vibration analyses were conducted for the
operating weight empty (OWE) and the full fuel and full _ayload (FFFF)
weight conditions. These extreme weight con_i_icns represent an airplane
weight of 31h,000 pounds and 750,000 pounds, respectively. The 3000 pound
increase in the OWE is the collective result of structural penalties for
flutter and additional strength requirements.
A summary of the lower frequency symmetric vibr'ation modes and frequencies
is presented in Table 10-12. The mode frequency (Hertz) comparison with the
strength-design (Table 10-8) indicates that 9or b_th weight conditions all
modes, with the exception of the fuselage se:_ond bending mode for the OWE
condition, exhibit an increase in freluency. The associated vector plots for
the full fuel and full payload (FFFP) are presented in Figures 10-62 through
10-70 for the first nine modes. _ vector plots for the operating weigh%
empty (OWE) conditien are presented in Figv[res 10-71 throngh 10-79 for the
same nine modes.
Antis[mmetrie Vibration. -- A sun_ary of the lower frequency vibration modes
for the final design is presented in Table 10-!3. The summary compares the
mode frequencies for the fimal design and the chordwise stiffened design of
Task I for the full fuel and full payload weight ccndition. All frequencies
are approximately the same with exception of the fuselage second bending mode
which is less for the final design.
Symnetric and Antisyrmmetrle Flutter. - Symmetric and antisy_metrie flutter
analyses were p#rformed at Mach 0.90. The significant symetric flutter
10-79
modesare shownin Figures 10-80 and 10-81. N)te that the symmetricbending
andtorsion flutter speedfor the 314,003poundand the 750,000poundair-
plane are almost identical. This wasalso tru_ fGr the strength-designed
airplane analyzed in Task IIB (Table 10-9). Theseresults _mply that the
f]utter speedis insensitive to fuel and payload scheduling. The anti-
symmetric',f]i_[,ter" speedsfor the 750,000airplane were well in excessof
600flEAS.
T,Y,ed_fFe_-encel)etwee_]the 514 _AS flutter speedanti +,,hedesired 470 LTAS
for an optimin__Lmdesign can be explained by the changesdue to desiKn and
manufacturing consJc]era.t_ons_hich were _a.r]_to Lhe str:_c_Lure _fter a
"flutter optimum" design (OPT-_') had been computed (reference Section 12,
Structural Concepts Analysis). This was proven by resizing the NASTRAN
model to aorrespond e._actly to the OPT-6' structure and conducting a -£ibra-
tion _nd flutter analysis on this structure. The result was a flutter speed
of 475 KFAS; the 5 _AS difference being exp]ained by the ass_:iption of
Linear stiffness variation for design variables in Task II. Thus the
valid[t_ o_ the optimization meflh()d was demons-,rated.
The 3!_,000 pound airplane for the sy_etric boundary condition exhibited
the lowest Flul, ter speed, thus thi_ condition was selected for the Flutter
investigation at Mach 0.60 and Math 1.85.
Figure 10-82 presents the results of the symmetric flutter solution at
Mach 0.60. The damping factor versus flutter speed variation for Mach 0.60
displays three distinct flutter mechanisms: the bending and torsion mode,
the stability mode and the hump mode. The flutter speed for the stability
mode is _i0 KEAS and _he bending and torsion mode flutter speed is 639 KEAS.
These mode shapes and the resulting $lutter speeds are very similar to the
Task I chordwise stiffened design shown earlier on Figure 10-18. It is
noted that the stability mode characteristics remain essentially unchanged
by the stiffening of the wing tip struct'_'e.
The symmetric Flutter analysis results at Mach 1.85 are presented in Fig-
ure 10-83. The Flutter mechanisms observed for this Zach number are the
10-8o
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bending and t;rsisn mode and she stability mode. The resulting flutter
s_eeds a_e 56? !ORAS and 770 i(EAS fsr the respective modes ncted above.
Figure !0-8_ presents the s_ur_etrical fZutter speeds f_or the bending and
torsion msde. Although the 1.2 VD bsundary is cleared at Math 0.60 and
!4ach 0.90, 9n]y 1.07 V_ is achieved at Hath 1.85.
The sy_tvetrie stabiiity mode flutter speeds are shown in figure 10-85. The
flutter boundary defined by the cross-hatched line Jnd!cates that the flutter
speeds are very sensitive to Math number, unlike the bending and torsion
n_,de. For the stability mode, the f]utter boundary is e leareJ, _t the }-'gher
Maeh numbers, however, the results indicate 1.05 V D at Mack 0.60.
A summary of flutter speeds as the result ,0f the Task II strength-design and
final design analysis is Dresented in Table 10-14. Relative to the flutter
speed requirements defined by the design flutter boundary, all Mack numbers
investigated have adequate flutter margins of safety with the exception of
the following:
(i) At Mack 0.60, a flutter speed deficiency of 20 KEA$ for the
stab_lity mode
(2) At Mack ].85, a flutter spee0 0eficiency oF 67 KF_S Cot" the
bending and torsion mode.
The deficiencies indicated above were corrected and appropriate weight
penal_ies determined. The results are reported in the Sensitivity Studies
% L: :
subsection. A valid preliminary design definition of the arrow-wing configura- =' -:
tion supersonic cruise aircraft was established.
It is speculated that the Math 1.85 aerodynamics might yield a conservative
flutter speed. This is based on the fact that:
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(!) Tt_e wing-to-wing firi ,_ero4ynam_c inzerference _s not included
in tlle Mach Box aerodynamics. Th_ significance of this effect
is displayed in Figure ]0-3 snd dlscusse_ in the Aerod_,rmamic
Formulation section. For the Math 1.85 aero_Tnamics where this
effect is not included, the CCI/r]CL_ is relatively greater out-
board of the wing fin than for the s erodynamics where this
effect is include_. This is significant since it was als0
shown (Figure 10-27) that the wing tip region characteristics
impact _he bending and torsion mode flutter.
(2) The locus of the aerodynarmic centers is not a corlt_rJi_<us fun,?-
tion on the wing tip as shown on Figure 10-3. This effect
could also affect the f!_ttez" speed and suggests that a finer
Mach Box grid be considered for the wing tip or the wing tip
aerodynamic center be adjusted to reflect measured values.
Flutter Recommendati3ns
The following sensitivity studies are recommended tc be conducted to support
the current studies relative to defining the Final Design of an arrow-wing
configuration supersonic cruise aircraft that fully meets the flutter
requirements of the design envelope. These studies, when completed will
he documented under the Sensitivity Study section.
(1) Mach 1.85 Convergence Stud[ - Establish two Mach Box grids, one
corresponding to that used in the study and one finer, with a
plane of symmetry at the BL 470. Calculate the aerodynamics
and determine the flutter speeds.
(2) Mach 1.85 Flutter Optimization - Determine the stiffness and mass
increments required to clear the 1.2 V D envelope using the graphics
flutter analysis system (refer to the Sensitivity Studies subsection).
(3) Mach 0.60 Stability Mode Flutter Study - Use a bending beam analogy
for fuselage stiffening in order to determine the weight penalty
reqJired to suppress the stability mode flutter (refer to the
Sensitivity Studies subsection).
!0-98
SE?ISITIVITYSTUY_IES- TASKITI
Stability ModeFlutt,er Investigation
7f _ .........
The final design verification study (Task IIC) resulted fn a Stability Mode
flu_tec speed of 410 KFJ_S at Maeh 0.60. In order to gain further understand-
ing of the flutter mechanism involved, the participation coefficients were
examined. In addition, a structm_a] mo<]e freqlJency sensft]vity study was
performed using the £raphlcs flutter _naiysis system.
Participation Coefficients. - The participation coefficients for the
Stability Mode are shown in Figure 10-86. These participation coefficients
are shcn_n for the airspeeds of 2)50, 300, _,%0, 380, _20 and 460 KEAS. Only the
par¢ic_patior: c{_efficients with significant amplitude are displayed. Certain
observations can be made on the participation coefficients of Figure ]0-86,
naz_ely:
At the lomer airspeeds, the Wing First Bending Mode (zero air-
speed Mode No. 3) is the principal contributor. But as the
airsDeed increases, the Wing First Bending Mode exits as a
contributor. _
• As airspeed increases a Rigid Body Mode (zero airspeed Mode No. I)
becomes the Drinci!oal cc.nt_butor.
• At the flutter speed a Rigid Body H_de (zero airspeed Mode No. i),
an Engine Pitch Mode (zero airspeed Mode No. 4) and the Fuselage
First Bending Mode (zero airspeed Mode No. 5) are the prime
contributors.
The participation coefficients thus show that the most likely way to _ncrease
the flutter speed of the Stability Mode _s to change the character of the
Fuselage First Bending Mode and/or the character of the Engine Pitch Mode.
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ZERO AIRSPEED MODES
MODE FREQ.
NO. DESCRIPTION HZ
1 RIGID BODY 0.0
/ "_ 2 mGIDBODY o.o
--// VELOCITY _ 3 WING 1ST BENDING 1.00
// KEAS _ 4 ENGINE PITCH 1.50
/ _ "_ 5 FUS. 1ST BENDING 1.65
/ _.tou) _, _.. SEE FIGURES 10-87, 10-88 AND 10-89
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Figure 10-86. Participation CoeffJr_ents - Stability Mode
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Struct.aral Mode Frequenc_r Perturbations. --An abbrexdated study was made using
the graphics system tc Ferttmvb the frequencies of the first three structural
modes to determine the effect on _he Stability Mode flu_ter speed. The
investigation was approached frc)rr4the standpoint of a sensitivity study in
th:_t the percent change _n frequency required to raise the flutter speed by
a given amount was determined.
The resul.ts oLtaimod for the first three sLructur_! modes are presented in
Table !0-15.
The vibration .mode shaves associated with these modes are presentefl in Fig-
ures 10-87, 10-88, and i0-89. These mode:5 were selected fc,r the study based
on the m_gnitude of their participaticn coefficients as determined from the
flutter analysis. 7he results indicate that sll three modes require an
increase in frequency to obtain an increase in flutter sgeed, however, M,_de h
is the most effective. Figure 10-88 shows l,he motions - " __soela_e_ with Mode )I.
In addition to w_ng tip bending, the inboard engine pitch and fuselage m,)tions
are also predominant. These results indicate that a relatively small per-
centage change (].07 per'cent) in Mode L is required to raise the flutter
speed 5 KEAS.
!
Mo de
No.
TABLE 10-15. STRUCTURAL kO_L FREQUENCY SENSITIVITIES
Vibration
Frequency
(Hz)
0.996
1.I+99
1.645
Flutter
Speed
(+<ms)
410
415
420
415
420
415
425
Required
In2rease in
Frequency
(Perc ent )
Base Case
1.07
2.1]
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The results 9f this abbreviated study show significant trends but do not
provide meaningful design information as to what physical characteristics of
the airplane need to be changed and by what amount, to most effectively obtain
the desired increase in frequency in Mode h. The mode shape in Figure 10-88
indicates that the inboard e,_g]me _n£ Cu_e!agc. sre p_ime cand£dates. The
w_ng tip is not a candidate as indicated by the ineffectiveness of Mode 3,
which is pri_'arily wing tip bending.
Engine Placement Investigation
The engine placement investigation was conducted to provide design data to
support the Propulsicn-Airfr_me Investigation Study (Section 19) to establish
the best aft mounted installation for the propulsion package. This study was
performed at the conclusion of Task I and made use of the chordwise stiffened
design analysis model (2-D NASTRAN). The model reflected an airpl_ne with a gross
taxi mass of 750,000 pounds and addressed the Mach 0.90 bending and torsion mode
i0-103
F_utter mechanism. The fRutter speedswere det_'mined r_or:_he various engine
locations _de_itif_e_ below and displayed cn Figure 10-90:
©
@
©
©
Q
Base._ne engine ]oeation
Inboard engi_e forward - the cent(_r of gravity of the inboard
engine was moved to the fo_-ward e_g__T_e m_,unt (approximately
7,00 _tl,hes)
Outboard engi_e _ver the inboard engine - the outboard engine
mass was zeroed a_d the inboard engine mass doubled
Outboard engine forward - the center of gravity of the ou_b_ar_]
engine was moved to the f_,r-ward engine mount (approximately
I00 inches)
Both engines forvard - the center of gravity of both engines
were moved to the for-ward eugffne mount (approximately i00 inches)
FLUTTER
SPEED
(KEAS)
500
40O
300
SYMMETRIC BENDING AND TORSION MODE
CHORDWISE STIFFENED ARRANGEMENT
WEIGHT = 750,000 LBS. MACH 0,90
1.2V D = 468KEAS
J
®
{gfg_
® © ® ©
Figure 10-90. Flutter Speed Variation with Engine Placement
:z.o-zo_
All ()f ;he engine placemert variations from the baseline resulted in an
increase in the t er)(]ing and torsion mode flutter speed.
This investigation did not address the stability me,de. This mode may be more
sensitive tc the engine placement than the bending and torsion mode.
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Engine Support <t_n .....Investigation
The engine support stiffness investigation was performed by investigating the
bending and torsion mo£e flutter to establish d_sigrl trends that might be
_pplied to the Propu!sion-Airfram_ntegration Study reported in Section 19.
This abbreviated study provided structural mass trends as the stiffness of the
outboard engine support structure (rail) was varied from the baseline design
(i.e., deflection design of 1-degree/unit vertical load factor). 0nly 20
eigenvectors were used for modalization, and no updating of mode shapes was
done during the rail stiffness variations. The following analysis should be
viewed, therefore, as a trend study and not a detailed, complete analysis.
The study was c=nducted using the graphics flutter ana!ysis system, making
stlf_en_.d design. The Mach 0.90use of the flutter optimized chor_wise " _ -_
sy_..mtetric bending and torsion mode flutter mechanism was addressed for the
full fuel and full payload weight condition.
The "softening" of the engine rail was ref].ected by the removal of mass
corresponding to a prescribed stiffness. Through the optimization process,
the bending stiffness and the torsional stiffness of region 8 was altered
from the baseline design tc achieve the required flutter speed of ].2 V D
(468 ]lEAS). Fi_dre ]0-91 shows the potential structural mass savin_ by
decreasing the engine support stiffness to a value somewhat less than the
l-degree/g used for the _esign. As indicated on the figure, the deflection
design criteria requires 1105 pounds in region 8. This corresponds to the
h25 pounds of spanv_se bending material and 6_0 pounds of material for torsion
displayed on Figure 10-42. As mass is removed from the engine rail, addi-
tio,al bending material and a decreasing amount of torsion material was
2 i 71-2
<} i
io-Io5
require_ tc_ _ehieve L_8 Y-_AS. 1_ne net effect _'as the decrease in zhe
flutter T,_eight increment (i.e., mass increment to _._egion 8 Jess the de__ta-
_a_i _eight) as .... e engine rail stiffness/mass was reduced.
6
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Wo, OUTBOARD ENGINE RAIL WEIGHT (LBS)
Figure 10-91. Engine Support Stiffness Sensitivity
TASK 1
DEFLECTION
DESIGN
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Mach 0.60 and Much !.85 Flutter Investigations
Investigations vere conducted to determine the stiffness required and structural
mass trends on the wing t_ D and engine support structure of the Final Design
airplane. The graDhiCs flutter analysis system was employed to establish the
mest effective regions and amount of stiffness/mass required.
_j
Background. a The vibration and flutter analyses performed on the chordwise-
stiffened, the spanwise-stiffened, and the monocoque struct_aral arrangements
(Task i), inlicated that the syr_._etric bending and torsion mode for the full-
fuel and full-payload (FFFP) condition at Much 0.90 resulted in the lowest
flutter speed. The evidence of the stability mode flutter mechanism for the
operating weight empty (OWE) condition at _ach 0.60 was also noted. The results
of the analyses suggested that stiffening the wing tip structure would eliminate
the hump mode flutter and would permit the bending and torsion mode flutter
speeds to be increased beyond the 1.2 V D envelope. Elimination of the stability
mode flutter would most probably be ac_omD!ished by stiffening the fuselage or
the engine support structure. It was recognized early in the program that all
modes of flutter must be eliminated _n the final design of the arrow-wing con-
figuration supersonic transport. The planned changes with regard to the fuse!age
geometry and structural representation, the aerodynamic static margin, the center-
of-gravity iccation and the pitch-moment of inertia for the Detailed Engineering
Design Studies (Task II) would impact the stability mode flutter speed in a
manner yet unkno_m. As a consequence flutter optimization was not performed for
the stability mode at that time.
Thus, evaluation of the various wing structural arrangements was accomplished by
addressing the symmetric bending and torsion mode flutter mechanism at Math 0.90.
Incremental stiffness requirements and resulting mass additions to increase the
flutter speed beyond the 1.2 VD envelope of 468-}_AS (867-km/h) were established.
For the Final Design airplane, a verification study was performed to determine
the flutter speeds at the study Mach number (Mach 0.90), a critical supersonic
Mach number (Mach ].85) and a reduced subsonic Mach number (Mach 0.60). Flutter
speed deficiencies were noted for both the supersonic and reduced subsonic
conditions (Figure i0-92), thus, the following investigations were performed.
i0-i07
Flutter Optimization -Mach 1.85. - The flutter analysis performed for the Final
Design airplane showed a flutter deficiency of o7-B--AS (12h-_/h) at Mach 1.85.
To determine the required structural changes to correct this deficiency, flutter
optimization studies were conducted to establish the incremental-stiffness and
mass required using the graphic flutter analysis system.
Results of the flutter analysis for the Final Design airplane are shown in Figure
10-93, and indicate a flutter speed of 563-KEAS (1043-km/h) for the bending and
torsion mode. The deficiency in flutter speed is also displayed in Figure 10-92
by the flutter boundary indicated by the cross-hatched lines.
Surface panels of 0.0_-inch (0.002-m) and 0.0h-inch (0.001-m) thickness were used
to form [_K] and[_M] matrices for Regions i and 2 (Figure lo-gh). In addition,
[AM]'s were formed to investigate the effect of adding mass ballast alone along
the leading edge (Design Variables 3 through i0).
Two remodalizations were conducted, each reflecting an increase only in Design
Variable 2, since it remained the most effective throughout the analysis. The
base vibration case and two updates are identified as NV2h, QVI6_ and QV!7.
Frequencies from these vibration cases are tabulated in Table 10-16. The flutter
speed for the structure which produced the new modes was also calculated after
each update. The final solution to reach 1.2 V D was 599-ib (272-kg) of structure
added to Design Variable 2. This inoremental mass (per side) must be added to
the Final Design airplane. The final thickness for the wing tip box surface
panels and spar webs are shown in Figure 10-95.
The final structural solution from the Mach 1.85 optimization was used in the
flutter analyses for the other two Mach numbers which were investigated. The
final flutter speeds for the bending and torsion mode are given below:
Mach No. V__f
0.60 695-KEAS (_287-_/h)
0.90 615-KEAS (l139-km/h)
1.85 630-F_AS (l167-km/h)
The points are displayed on the design envelope of Figure 10-96. No appreciable
change in flutter speeds for the stability mode resulted from th_s a.3dition.
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TABLE10-16, VIBRATIONRESULTS- [_CH1.85 OPTIMIZATION
MODE
NO.
h
5
6
7
8
MODE DESCRIPTION
Wing ist Bending
Engine Pitch In Phase
Fuselage ist Bending
Engine Pitch Out of Phase
Fuselage 2nd Bending
Wing Torsion
_tructural Mass lb.
(Added to D.v.2) (kg)
Vf Flutter Speed KEA_
(_./_,)
NV2h
(Base)
0.996
I.L99
1.645
1.752
3.025
3.694
0
(o)
557.5
(1032)
QVi6
1. o06
i. 501
i .6h7
1.783
3 .oL3
3.718
599
(11o9 )
QVI7
! 012
1 501
1 6_,7
1 8O2
3 O53
3 729
593.29
(269.11)
629
(1165)
Flutter Optimization -Mach 0.60. - The Final Design airplane showed a stability
mode flutter speed of 410-KEAS (759-km/hr) for Mach 0.60. This flutter analysis,
shown in Figure 10-97, gave a flutter speed 58-Y_J_S (107-km/h) less than required
by the 1.2 VD envelope shown in Figure 10-92.
Sensitivity Studies (described earlier) of participation coefficients for this
case and Derturbations of the frequencies of the first three structural modes
indicated that adding structure to the fuselage and inboard engine support beam
may increase the flutter speed. As a more physically meaningful investigation,
bending beams were attached to the fuselage and support beams.
Five beams, having one bending element between each of the 25 fuselage grid
points, were modeled using the bending stiffness data of Figure 10-98. The two
beams at the extreme ends of the fuselag_ were given a tapered distribution as
indicated. Because pitching rotations for the fuselage were not available in
the 188th order system, it was necessary to overlap the beams to transfer bending
moments from one beam element to the next. These beams, as shown in Figure 10-99,
were the first five design variables used in the graphics flutter optimization
V
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program,, DesignVariable 6 consisted of a uniform beamaddedto the inboard
engine support beamfrom F.S. 2565to F.S. 2SO0. Lesign VariaLle 7 was a uniform
beamaddedto the outboard engine support beamfrom F.S. 2614to F.S. 2855.
Both engine support be_n[_K]'s were calculated uslng a constant Elyy of i0 I0
(2870TN-m2). All of the design variables consisted of [_K] matrices only_ no
change_n masswas _nc]udedsince the application of boron-aluminumcomposite
reinforcement wouldyield Lncreazed stiffness at potentially less mass.
An initial investigation of frequency snmft due to several of the Design Variables
(DV3, DV6, and DVT) was conducted using computer graphics. The IAK] matrices, m
modalized with 50 eigenvectors from case _!24, were scaled by a factor and then
added to the base modalized stiffness matrix. Vibration analyses were then per-
formed on these 50th order matrices; the results _'e shovm in Table 10-17. The
previous sensitivity study indicated that it was desirable to increase the fre-
quency of the 1.499 Hz mode; increasing the inboard engine support beam
accomplished this objective.
m T
• AB,_E 30-17. VIBRATION ANALYSIS RESULTS-5OTH ORDER
L --
MODE DESCRIPTION
Wing Ist Bending
Engine Pitch in Phase
Fuselage ist Bending
Engine Pitch Out of Phase
Fuselage 2nd Bending
Wing Torsion
0.996
1.499
1.6h5
i.752
3.025
3.69h
0.990
i. 48O
1.524
i .7_6
2. 990
3. 296
FREQUENCY (Hz)
DV3 DV3
_=o.2 _=o,_
0,997 0.998
1.500 1.501
1.687 1.713
1.759 1,773
3,037 3,o_6
3.710 3.720
DV6
p=0.h
0.996
1.689
1.641
1.821
3.056
3.711
!.000
!. h99
i. 6_7
1.875
3.178
3.716
The graphics flutter optimization progr_n was used to calculate sensitivities
and to find an optimum solution. The structure was optimized, constraining
Vf to be 468-F_TAS (867-km/h), and a 188th order remoda!ization was conducted.
The solution, using these modal shapes as generalized coordinates to repre-
sent the structure, resulted in stiffening the aft part of the inboard
i0-i] 4
--j
engine support be_u_to increase ET by 0.46615x i0 I0 lh-in 2 (1345Ti_-m2).YY
Stiffeninc of the fuselage, as suggestedby the frequency perturbation
approximation, was relatively inefficient whenthe necessarymassincrease
wasalso included.
The abovesolution should be viewed as approximate, inasmuchas several shortcuts
were employed. Thesewere the following:
(i) SimPle beams were strapped to existing structure - this avoided
resizing the NASTRAN model. However_ because rotation degrees of
freedom were not explicitly retained, some error was introduced when
the sealed [K] matrices and the base stiffness matrix, all of which
are reduced, were added together in the optimization process. Implied
to this is the assumptions that design variables are linear.
(2) The mode shapes were updated by scaling the i88th order [K] matrices
and adding these to the base stiffness matrix. The resulting vibration
case does not correspond exactly to a model sizing change.
In spite of the approximate nature of the final solution, it is felt that the
study pointed out the proper structural parameters which should be changed in
order to clear the envelope. In addition, an approximate idea of the magnitude
of these changes was obtained.
----?
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POINT DESIGN EtY_rlROIg_ZNT
INTR ODUCT ION
The environment imposed on the supersonic cruise aircraft during its flight
schedaie was defined and ]sed a_ the basis for evaluating the stracturai concepts.
The procedu, re used for _:pecifying the load-temperature enviro_m_ent _qas as follows.
(i) Specific re,ions of the wing and fu_elage were selected to use as point
de__iEn regions for conducting the detail structural analysis.
(2) Load ir%ensities and ther:na! strains (if applicahie) were defined for
each region using the resmlts of the NASTRAN internal loads solction.
(3) Normal loads acting on these regions were specified, considering both the
aerodynamic pressure and/or fuel inertia heads.
(_) Average component _emperatures anti _radients associate,s] with the structure
were compiled using the results of the aerodynamic-heating analysisj and
(5) The results of the above analyses were combined to specify the complete
load-temperature enviromnent at each of the point design regions.
The point design environments resulting from usinz the above procedure are described
i_ the fol]o_ing text for the Task I, Task 7IA, and Task rib investigaticns. ....
AIRPLANE DESIGN ENVIRONMENT - TASK I
The wing and fuselage point design environmenls were defined for the structural
analyses conducted in support of the Task I analy_ica! studies. -_
__.__ _=_--.=_
The basis for establishing the wing point design environment _-as the internal
fore@z/stresses obtained from NASTPJ_N redundant-analysis solutions. These soluZions ....... =_
were obtained using finite element models which incerporated stiffnesse_ repre-
sentative of each of the three general types of wing load carrying structures:
t_
chordwise, spanwise, and monocoque which are described in Section 2, Structural
Design Concepts. Wing point design environments were defined for each type of
primary ]oa_ carrying structure.
ii -i
In additic_n tc the _nterna] 2oadsaerived using the NAS'TRAN_ystem, the design
envir_m_ent ._-eluded aero_vnamicpressures, fuel tank pressures, ar.d temperature
gradients. The internal loads (air an_]thermal) and temperature gradients varied
w]%heach of the three structural arrangenent; whereas, the aerodynamicand fueJ
tank _ressures were a_sumedinvariant.
_.s described in Sect'on 9 S:rue%uz'sl Analysis _odels, a coarse mode] was used to
represen% the fuselage in the Task I structural analysis; hence, the s_me basis used
for _stab!is]limg the wing e_viroPmet_t could not be employe9 _n specifying zhe
z'_seiage point design enviro1_._ent. In place of the }_ASTBAN solutions_ the body
shear and bendiug mome_t diagrams specified in references i and 2 were Llsed in the
definition of the Task I fuselage point design environment.
.he foilo_,'ing text contains a general discussion of the ncimt _esign recions and
_¢taiied description of the wing and fuselage point design en_,iror_e._ts. The wing
envlro_ment is presented _r_ i_s entirety prior to a descriptior: of the fuz_lage
point design environment.
Point Design Regions
Representive str_cture was specified at selec_e_ _ng and fuse_,age regions.
These regions_ hereafter referred to as point design regions_ were used as the
ba_ls for de-_ermlning the load-temperature environment.
Wing Point Desi@n Re_ioms - The location of wing point design regions are shown in
Figure i!-i and include the six regions which are displayed on the wing p!anform of
the structural model. Point design regions are identified by the corresponding
B_STRA._ panel element numbers. Representative structure is specified at each of
these locations and includes a definition of the upper and lower surface panels,
tyloical rib and spar strueture_ and the associated non-optimum factors. These
regions were selected as representative of wing critical design regions. A
description of these regions is as follows:
k_J
Ii-2
_i
c
• Forward _-in_ bo__x - Point design region 40322 is located forward of Ohe main
_.._i,-, area is characterized as ba_icallylanding gear _n a fuel tank region. -'"
transmittinz pressare loads _ith low loa_ intensities _._ith respect to vir_g
bending loads.
• Aft box region - Point design regions 402_6, 40536 , and 41036 are __,o_ed_+-
irJ the wing aft box with 40236 and 40536 located in fuel tanks and 41036
in a dry ba,v region. In gar_era]j these areas represent regions of high
spanw_se load intensities and varia_!e chordwise load intensities due to
wing bending. The chordwise load intensities in region 40236 ref2ect the
.influence of fuselage body bending, _hile those in region a!036 indicating
the effect of the win8 tip load recl[re<_tion.
• Wing tip region Dry bay regions 41]_I(_ and ' _
- _L3_o are located approximately
at the root and r_d-span of the wing tip. High load intensities are
indicative of the aer0elastic effect on this flexible region.
_cselage Point Desizn Regions - Four point design regions were selected as repre-
sentative of the actual fuselage design. These regions are shown in Figure 11-2
and are located at fuselage stations 750, 2000, 2500j and 3000. "Conventional
structure composed o_' skin/stringer panels and :_heet metal frames was selected for
these regioms. The panel concept _ere varied to reflect t]:e specifi_ _/esign being
evaluated. These regions were selected as typical of the criti_l design re[ions
on the fuselage and_ in genera], are classified as follows:
_rebod_- (FS 7_0) - Generally c_haracterized as fatigue designed
str_cture with low load intensities due to fuselage bendi:_g.
• Fusela__Centerbody (FS 2000 and2500_ -Wing/fuse!age regions subjected
to maximum body bending and wing spanwise loads.
• Fuselage Aftbod_y_(F$ 3000) - High body bending and torsion loads with
regions subjected to a h_gh acoustic environment.
_,_.selage point design regions ioeated at FS 2000 and FS 2500 are coincidental with
the wing forward box and aft box point design regions.
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Wing Design Iced Conditions - Task I
A compreher._;ive ]/st of design conditions was inves-igated during the Task I
effort. A detailed description of these conditions is contained in Section 5,
_),_, :l gr toa l_q.
The critic_" Task I ]oa_ confiitJons _era screened by conductin{ a NASTRAN
redundant-analysis sol_tion using the chordwise model flexibi!ities and its related
aeroe!astic load_, reviewing the .<asni_de of the resultant lo_d inte_isitie% and
_eleating the critical design conditions. These conditions are sho_n_ on Table Ii-i,
and encompass the 2.5-g syn_Y.etric flight conditions for Math u:mlbers of 0.40, 0.90,
aud 1.95. Ir_ addi=ion_ both the alrloads and corresponding temperatures are
included for the start-oM-cruise and raid-cruise conditions. The weight, Math
nuMoer, a]_i=_ud% load factor, and velocity are also indicated for each of these
critical load conditions.
-- :7 :r_
V
The point d_,l_n load-temperature enviror_ent was defined for these critical
design conditions for ea._h of' the Pask I models i.e._ chord_;se, spanwise, and
monocoqae.
Wing Aerodynamic Pressures - Task I
m
l
mE
Surface pressure data _'ere calculated using the NASA - Ames pressure distribution
(Woodward) program. PressJre distributions were deter,at,eel at Mach numbers cf
0.kO_ 0.90, 1.25, and 2.7. Unfortunately, the Ir_tegrated force data _as csnsider-
ably lover than available wi:nd tunnel measured force data. As a result, the
Woodward _res_ures were used to define matching f_nctions which, _hen applied to
the net _ressure coefficients from the loads determination, provided the cor@a<ib!e
loadin_ on each surface.
Ultimate pressure loadings for the entire wing were developed for the critical
design load conditions. The grid system_ which is a subset of the Structural
Influence Coefficients (SIC) grid, is shown in Figure i!-3. The upper and lower
snrface pressures for the 2.>-g symnetric maneuver condition at tack 1.25 are
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NASTRAN
COND. NO.
2
9
'?ABLH3 l!-!. CRITICAL TOAD C,O_I)TTTO_.q - m_A,:,__ _ " I
.AIRPLANE MACH ALTITUDE LOAD VELOCITY COMMENT
MASS WEIGHT NUMBER FACTOR
10-3kg 10"31b 10"3kin 10"3tt n z km/h keasf
,;_ _;_x z Y,,2,,,,,_- ,,...,>':xx,," ..:;-'_4,,',,-,_ <,,-:,'_
3.(/..,_YY/,'._,.v - ,,......
_/_b"/,_./_.p._.i lj(.'-._/ TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS t.../'_S5".x ;.;"_';f_
•.,. ..'/"i//
M2 7, MID-CRUISE
M2.7, START-OF-CRUISE
338 ?45 0.40 SL SL 2.5 482 260 SYMM. FLT., STEADY MAN.
@ MO.40
12 318 700 0.90 9.1 30.0
15 313 690 1.25 11.6 38,2
20 299 660 2,70 18.7 61.5
22 249 550 2,70 19.5
31 313 690 1.25 16.0
2.5 602 325 SYMM. FLT,. STEADY MAN.
@ MO._)0 (V c)
2.5 689 372 SYMM, FLT., STEADY MAN.
@ M1.25 IV c)
2.5 852 460
64.0 2.5 B03 433.6
5Z4 2.5 491 265
SYMM. _LT., STEADY MAN,
@ M2.7 (VC) _'T,ARTOF.C_UL._Fr..
SYMM. FLT., STEADY MAN.
@M2.7 (V c) MID-CRUISE
SYMM. FLT,, STEADY MAN.
@ M 1.25 [Vt)
FS FS
t955 2565
i i .o.. Tr
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FIGURE 11-3. AEROD_At<IC PP_SSU]tE GRID
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sho_ in Table 11-2. The corresponding poiut design pre_sare for Vhe Mach 1.25
condition and five additional conditions are shown in Tab]e 11-3. This table
contains the upper and lower sL1rface pressure for these ,_ix critical flight
conditions which were discussed in the previous seltion.
Wing Ft_el Tank Press_=res - Task i
The fuel tank p_essures for the applicable point design regions were calculate_1
for the critical design load Conditions.
A sck_matic of the fuel tanks_ with the "wet bay" pci_-t _sign regions noted is
shown in Figure 11-4. The a_pli_nab!e point d_ii_n regions are 40322, 40236, and
Los 36.
Average fuel heights were ca!c.alated for the critical design con:]itions and are
shown in Table 11-4.
The horizontal (nx) and vertical (nz) load factors for the eriti_a! load conditions
are displayed in Table 11-5, with the sign convention indicated in the accompanying
footnotes These load factors were ass_ed to be app]led uniformly on the fuel
mass defined _y the poimt design region.
For the fuel tank press,_re _alculatlons the limit fuel pressure was defined as the
__ _ sum of the fuel head multiplied by _he accelerations for Lhe partlcmlar eondILion.
Conservatively, an additional ,3.0 psig was added to account for the ma.xim_m
tolerances of the relief valves. The limit pressure and correspondiug ultimate
pressure (1,5 _imes limit) are given by:
p(limit) = phn * 3.0
where p and h are the fuel density and average fuel heiEht respectively and n is
the applicable load factor.
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TABLE 11-2. SU_4MARY OF FUEL [IIGITS - TASK I
POINT DESIGN
REGION
TANK NO.
COND.
40236 40322
10A 10B 8A
FUEL HEIGHT (IN.)
it,,
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
2.0
26.5
34.0
34.0
34.0
34.0
21.0
34.0
41.0
41.0
41.0
41.0
21.5
41.0
TABT_E 11-5. S_99tRY OF LOAD FACTORS - TASf[ I
40236POINT DESIGN 40536 40322
...... ,, n
REGION LOAD FACTORS (LIMIT) (1)
COND. nx nz nx nz
®
@
@
®
@
®
0.08
-0.11
0.08
-0.11
0.08
-0.15
0
0
-2.73
0.77
-2.73
0.77
-2.76
0.74
-2.50
1.28
-2.50
1.28
-2.76
0.74
0.08
-0.11
0.08
-0.11
0.08
-0.15
0
-2.73
0.77
-2.73
0.77
-2.76
0.74
ii -2.50
1.28
-2.50
1.28
-2.76
0.74
(1) SIGN CONVENTION:
+n x = AFTWARD
+n z = UPWARD
_--11
A sur_mary of the fuel tank pressure calculations are shown in Table 11-6. The
component and combined limit pressures are indicated as well as the resulting
ultimate values for each of the critical desig_n conditions.
Wing Internal Loads - Task I
The wing internal loads, disFlacements, and sts'uetura] inf]Jenee coefficients for
the Task i structural arrangements were determined using the NAS'fF_.N redundant-
structure analysis solutions. These solutions were performe(1 using esrh of the three
Task [ structural models (i.e., Chordwise, Spanwise_ and Monocoque) and included
the ther_il stresses for two temperature conditions, start-of-cruise and mid-craise.
A detail description of the Task I models and the resJ!ts of the NASTRAN solution
are covered in Section 9. This section presen%s the wing internal loads for the
crivica] design conditions, the average _hermal strains for the hot eondltions_
and for completeness_ a brief review of the temperature gradients.
Internal Loads-Airloads - The wing ultimate loads for Condition 31, the most criti-
cal Task i flight condition (2.5-g symmetric maneuver at Mach 1.25], are presented
in Figures 11-5, 11-6, and 1!-7 for each of the Task I models. These running loads
are displayed on the wing planform of the structural model and represent the inplane
load state (Nx,Ny and Nxv)_ for the msJority or the upper surface I)_nel_. Base.] on
the modeling techniq_e_ model symmetry about the x-y plane, the wing lower surface
inp!ane load_ have the same magnitude as the :_isp]ayed upper surface loads except
_ii signs are of opposite values. The inplane loads re=" tlie point design regions
are notefl.
A summary of the load intensities at the point design regions are shown in Table •
11-7. ?mete tables list the loads from. each str.actural model for comparison
p_cposes.
Internal Loads - Thermal - The NASTRAN solution determined the ti.crma! stresses and
thcrmo-elastic deflections due to the thermal expansion of the axial elements.
F_gures 11-8 throu_! I!-!0 show the wing load intensities resulting from this
NASTPAN solution for the start-of-cruise temperature condition. These figures
II-i2
7TABLE 1!-6. H_[ TA}S[ EPSSSU?ZS - TAS}[ I
_r
POINT DESI3N
REGION
TANK NO
PRESSURE (psi)
COND.
®
SURF.
UPPER
LOWER 5.87
3.92
5.87
3.95
40236 40536
10A 10B
_-- [ LIMIT- pLIMIT - p ULT
HEADFUEL' VALVE..__ i--t C_M_ COMB.p_UAE_D-F=UEL VALVE COMB
0.92 3.00 | 3.92 I 5.88 0.75 3.00 3.75
2.87
UPPER 0.92LOWER 2.87
G UPPER 0.95LOV_ER 2.96
®
UPPER 0.79 3.00 3.79 5.68 0.08
LOWER 1.38 3.00 I 4.38 6.57 0.13
UPPER t 095 3 00 3.95 5.93 0.78
29B 3;00I 5..,8.94 2.35
SIGN CONVENTION: I P = SUCTION } +p = RAM
40322
8A
l L,M, o
COMBI FUEL! VAL ]
p/ HEAD t VE COMB
3,00 8.81 2.27 3.00 5.27 ! 7.91 2.97 3,00 ! 5.97
5.88
8.81
ULT
COMB
-p
1
6.74
8,96
3.00
3.00
!
3.00 5,93
3.00 5.96 8.94
UPPER 1.28 3.00 4.28 6.42
LOllER 2.23 3.00 5.23 7.84
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
0,75 3.00 375
2.27 3.00 5.27
0.78 3.00 3.78
2.35 3.00 5.35
1.00 3.00 } 4.00
174j 3.001474
3.08
3.13
3.78
5.35
t
5.63 1.49
7.91 2 97
5.67 1.57
8.02 3.00
6,00 ; 1.00
7.11 3.20
4.62 O.53
4.7(J 1.68
5.67 t .57
8.03 3.00
300 4.49 6.74
3.00 5.97 8.96
3.00 4.57 6.86
3.00 6.00 9.00
3,00 4.00 6,00
3.00 620 9.30
3,00 3.53 5,30
3.00 4.68 702
i
3.00 ' 4.57 6.86
60o 900
POINT DESIGN t
REGION
TANK NO.
PRESSURE (kPa)
I COND. SUR:. HFUAE_
UPPER 6.34LOWER 19.79
UPPER 6.34LOWER 19.79
UPPER 6.54
LOWER 20.41
UPPER 8.82LOWE R 15.38
UPPER
LOWER
®
40236
10A
LIMIT - p
VAL_COMB _- pME
20168t40;47..174
',,,.o,I
20.68 41.09 61.64
20.68
20.68
Fb/=L
HEAD
I .....
5.17
25.65
5.17
15.65
5.38
16.20
29.50 44.26 6.89
36.06 54.05 12.00
6 44 20.68 26.13
9.51 ! 20.68 30.20
lUPPER 6.55 20.68 27.23
LOWER 20.41 I 20.68 40.09
SIGN CONVENTION: t "P = SUCTION
40536
10B
LIMIT - p ULT
COMB COMI
. . 38.82
20,68 36.33 54.54
I
20.68 , 2585 38.82
20.68 36.33
26.06
36.88
27.57
32.68
21.23
21.58
26.06
36.88 I
40322 {8A
ULT ,LIMIT - p
;!LAE_vALVE_
/
10.27 20.68 I 30.95
2068
2068
20.68
20.68
39.16 0.55 20.68
45.30 0.90 20.68
40.88 5.38 20.68
61.64 _ 20.68
54.54 20.48 20.68 [ 41.16
I
39.09 10.82 20.68 i 31.51
55.30 20.68 20.68 ! 41.37
t
41.37 6.89 20.68 ! 27.58
COMB !
61.78 !
46.47
61.78
47.30
62.05
41.37
49.02 22.06 20.68 ! 42.75 I 64.12
31.85365 20.681243,i36 
32.40 11.58 20 68 i 32 27 i 48.4039.09 10.82 ! 20.68 31.51 47.30
55.30 ; 20.68 ,tj__20.6_ 41.37 62.05
+p = RAM
J 0RIGPTAE PAGE
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"! 3 _TABLE __-7. WING LrPPERSURFACE LOAD RC_h'SITiES - ALl ;10DELS.
_,_CH 1.25 LOAb COI TD!TEOIC
PANEl• IDENTIFICATION
REGION
WING
FORWARD
WING
AFT BOX
NUMBER
40322
40236
WING.
TiP
40536
41036
41316
41348
' LOAD INTENSITY (ULTIMATE), LBS/rN
STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
DIRECTION tL CHORDWISE I SPANWISE J
NX
NY
N×Y
NX
NY
NXY
455 11
<063 , -11ss
120 I 290
..... J
1--
NX -1.305
NY } -14,325
f
NXY L-- 2,354
NX t -1.435
NY -9.156
NXY i 2,237
k--
NX { 571
NY ! .16,98Z
NXY 4,80?
NX i -1,433
" NY ( -IG,BOf}J
! NXY j 2,483
658 I 306
• 16,338 -16,986
1,316 2,541
f -$18 }
-16.409
4,173
450 i
.9.499
3.227
162
-17,948
4,292
-1,028
.9,412
2,750 !
MONOCOQUE
51
.529
191
-1.193
-11,638
2,099
-3.171
-11.424
4,647
-2.219
6,423
3,209
-1,587
-12,183
3,310
-1,190
.7,263
3,285
"CONDITION 31: MACH 1.26 nz = 2.5, W _ 690,000 LB., Ve = 265 KEAS
E
PANEL IDENTIFICATION
REGION J
I
NUMBER DIRECTION
NX
WING- l 40322 NYFORWARD
NXY
WING-
AFT BOX
40236
40536
J
41036
41316
41348
NX
NY
NXY
NX
NY
NXY
WING
TIP
NX
; NY
NXY
NX
NY
NXY
NX
NY
NXY
"LOAD INTENSITY (ULTIMATE), kN/m
STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CHORDWISE
80
186
21
115
-2.861
230
.228
-2,508
412
.251
-I,603
392
_PANWISE
2
-208
51
54
-2,975
445
-91
-2,874
731
-79
-1,663
565
MONOCOQUE
100
-2.974
I)42
-251
-1,891
435
9
-93
33
-20g
-2,038
368
-555
-2,000
814
389
-1,125
562
28 -278
-3,143 -2.133
752 58O
-1B0
-1,648
482
"CONDITION 31: MACH 1.25. n z = 2.5, M = 313,ooo kg. V = 490 km/h
PRI,]CED]I_TGPAGE BLANK NOT FILEED
.209
-1,272
575
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contain ti_e thermally induced inpl--ane loads for the wing upper surface for each of
the Task I models, with the poirtt design re_ior_s noted.
The NACTP_AN ther_l stresses are converzefl to strains for input to the structural
analysis computer programs. The stresses and cqs+_alen_ strains are sho_m in
Table 11-8 for each structural arra_gement for the_ _wo temperat_re conditions
inveszigated.
In addition to the thermally induced inplane loads, the average temperature and
tner_'_l gradient within an elemen.t are required to complete the defini++io_ o_ the
po_t design environment. Time-temperature histories were calculated for repre-
sentative _tructure at ti_e point design regions; see Section 6 (Structural
Temperatures) for a detail :_escription of this analysis. For the sake of cor_iete-
mess, a t_plca! example of the temperature data is shown in Table 11-9. This data
is for the Cinordwise arrangemenl, surfa_e pemels and indicates the component
temperatares, average temperature, and the temperature gradients for the critical
Tack I load conditions.
For _his example_ only point design regions 402_;6, 40536j am_ 40322 are shown; zhe
temperatures for all poirJt design regions are i_-cluded in the following wing point
design environment summary tables.
+
S
Wing Point Design Environment - Task
The 5asis for the detail structural evaluation of the Task [ concept is the point
design environment; this enviro_ent was defined as comprehensively as feasible to
_rovide credence to the selection of the best structural arrangement.
The wing point design environment was demfined for each wing straetural arrangement
for the Task I critical design load conditions. The chordwise arrangement wing
point design environments are presented ia Tables !!-i0 through 11-1%
Spanwise arrangement environments in Tables 11-16 through i!-21_ and Lhe point
design enviro._ments for %he Monocoque arrangemen_ in TaLles 11-22 through 11-27.
_l-a9
I WING
LOCATION
l FORWARD
I Box
i AFT BOX
L TIP
TAB ,I_ ii-8. S_.I_RY 0P TEI?;CT}{EP_IALST_SSE_ A_{D
S_FAINS - TASK I
CHORDW_SESTIFFENEDARRANGEMENT
1
CONDITION 20 START OF CRUISE _ CONDITIO_ ).2 MIDCRUISE
POINT STRESSES (psi) STRAINS x 10"6 1 STRESSES (psi) T STRAINS x 10 .6
•,,,,42o] 7, T;; TS; _T 1o_o3_IT;_L -T6 [A,U _ ; !
-9,606 i- . ' " , . I
3,439 I .2443 I 2.324 -226 i .161 ! 426 ' -11.269 i -8,666 244 1.741 _ .583 I= 45
!-255 id83 !.I91-73 .224 ) -2,776 ! -2 997
-1.388 i
-489 .1,115 ; -1,223 "I
1,422 ! 235 I -91 ] 15 ! -17 1427 i 528 -359 j 94 ! -35 _ -66 ]
162 ! 288 I 52t t0 ] 19 [ 931 -49 -205 176 ] 3 ! -14 ; 32 i
_ 2.9 k_'? L_d l_ol___!J_ __.___34_t_ 667 _ ljL195 !__ L L_
DESIGN
REGION
40322
40236
40536
41036
41316
41_L .
SPANW lEE STIFFENED ARRANGEMENT
.... [I Fo_wA.o40322] 6,60_520P 2,,,.!-_,_
Bu_ t " I ' t I_D6 4040236 , 3 883 i 3,125 212 255 39
AFT BOX 40536 1,898 907 " 743 I 125 60 _ 13641o363o. : 493._,6 _0_ 32_ 5,,
1 41316 t 1350 t: 126 I 655 ! 89 [ 8 [ 5i
MONOCOOUE ARRANGEMENT
Bo× 40o_]I 1101010{ 996_ 33Bf 6591666
41036 I 10 126 -77 1 8
41316 , 100 [ 229 ' 382 I 7 t 1'5
E', , 41,6_j 5j ,,_L o7 Lo3j:o,
NOTE: STRESSES ARE ULTIMATE AVERAGE STRESSES.
STRAINS ARE IN/IN
-12,160 740 !-800 _11 136 ]
13,656 16, !6,oI2=,
' _ I 204 -174 I2.2610,= 103_3339'6!:I_ _ 36; _1 i
_46 1_9 261! 36 ] 6 ! 46 i
=6!1446=i_._o 6.9 ._57,22_126q
_6 l O_2 1,940l 36 ) 71 126 i: 61
•-5i .{61_ <390 7_1 !.236 i_69 !-13_
=o, ,o=I... =
i-o._ L 7661 -_67] ..= -51 ! -_ L23 I
CHORDWISE STIFFENED ARRANGEMENT
WING
LOCATION
FORWARD
BOX
AFT BOX
CONDITION 20 START OF CRUSE
,'O,NTI _:,,--&ETi'.",;;-Y ST&A,,--S;.
%%
40236 i -23711 16,844 i 16,023 226 161
40536 I 3372 7,688 : .6.432 ! -32 ' 73
41036 1 9,804 1,620 I -627 ! 94 15
41316 1,117 1,996 ! 3,592 ! 1 19
41_8 I __._% ___ 9_o I .z_,_o_ --.ITIP
SPANWISE STIFFENED ARRANGEMENT
8oxFORWARD 40322 -46,608 36,280 I 1,510 !-4451.346 l o
; 40236 t -26,772 .21.546 1,462
13,086 i -6,254 -5,123 125 i -60 .1 i!i:
AFT BOX 40536 ]
41036 ; 21,153 i 3,399 -2,041 ! 202 i 32 1120 J 3'764 }. 31 9 308 , 882 4 516 t 89 _ 8
r,,. ! 41_ 1 _','=_'L 66d 193, ,,,,,,,,,,__ L 2:76._
MONOCOOUE ARRANGEMENT
.........
,O,WARD40322 2,1 ,30 ? 5sF99733Y.96_ T4.619! 52_,.92_
BOX 76 7'460 ] 13'376 241 71 I 128
_ll_,_ij 556
140236 ] 69,016 [ 2330 1-6591
' I
[40_36 : -9.487 [ -4,316 { <gl 'I 121 ! 115 i 241931 ,:301268 4971 -238 [289
AFT B0X
t/41036 I 69 II _31 ] 1 ] 14! 14169 5957 1213 135 i 57I
270 I-1303 ! -2813 f 710 t-12 ! -27
[|4134841316 t 68934 ,J 2.634.554t 0.30.37:i-0.3115 j_-0.1' '1 -5392' [ -6667 |-682 I .51 r 54TIP"
,_ , -_ _....... :___'-- __ __
NOTE: STRESSES ARE UL]IMATE AVERAGE STRESSES.
STRAINS ARE m/m
l CONDITION 22 MID CRUISE ]
10-6 I STRESSES (kPa) T STRAINSx10 .6
i_---+ ' _=Y _ - k----:--_4
14 i 6g,168 !l 76.75g _ 951 ,.660 -732 , 25
426 i .77,697 i -51,129 1,682 i.741 i-583 1 45
-224 19,140 1-19,974 -9,570 183 191 i 265 !
-17 I 9,839 I -3,640 2.475 _ 94 35 66
93! 336 t 1_13 _.213I 3 I 14 ! 32 !
-64,052 ! B,I02 -800 1-511 I 138
-63949 -1041 -898 -610 28
-21,394 t'6'522 -151 , -204 !-174
3,751 -2,296 139 36 _1
889 [ 1.800 r 36 -B ! 48
4647 -1096 ] 23 j 44. J_.____. ! 29
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-32
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General F._selage _mv_ r'o_:_:_ent- T_.sk Y
T_:e <'_se!a_e point design environme:_ was spe:ified for eash stage of _!:e
str:ctu_'a! in\'estigatio_s csndueted during -_IteTask I analytical s_m_ies, Specifi-
cally for t_e f,:se!age, tke two stages of analysis inc!ulei:
• Initial Screening - A preliminary parametric f'rame spacing st,J.:lyto
ascertain _he spaci_g associate#, wizb mJ_i_r_,£r_we_g-ht {-lesign; then _sln£
this spacing to perfo_ a structural ana_.ysis to screen _he fuselage
_anel candidates and to determine the most f_rowisiug concept{s) fcr the next
sLage of analysis.
• Devaii Concept Ans!ysis - A de_ai! analysis of the surviving concept(s,
from the i:itial screening analysis.
The details inc!,J.dei in the definition of eacf_ of _he poi_.t _lesign enviro_-_tc_._ts
progressed with the stage of design u:_aer considerF_.tion.
For t1_e initial scree::_ug analyses only inplane loads (_'_xand N ] due _o vertical
xy
shear and bo_; benciug were consi,mered in the ana!)'sis of the shell with no atzempt
to incl,_tde t],e effect of _resscre or temperature. In line with this phi!osophy_
the rrm:__e were s_abjected to a ,_ery r_tdimentary analysis _asefl on the theory cleric,ca
1:y Shanley in Reference 3.
In support of ¢he Detail Concept Ana!ysis_ a more detail poi_.t design enviro_.en¢
v_s specifled and included not only the inplane !oed_, but also inc!_ide_-I the ef_ecbs
of pressure and _emperazure.
Fuselage Cabin Press,_re - Task i
As previously discussed only the point design environment definefi for the de%ai!
comceFt analysis i.,_cluded normal pressure; conservatively_ only the in_erna! cabin
preset.re was considered for t_tis analysis,
The two critical flight conditions investigated during the detail concept analyses
were the sta_._-of-cruise condition and a Mach 1.2 transonic climb con_itisn.
zz-5o
The uabin oressc_res a_,d assoeiate_ flight para::_eters for these ec<:di_io.u_ are
she_¢_, in Table .... 8.
Fuselage In<erna! Loads - Task I
The basis for rhe Task I internal loads was existing body shear and b_=nding _,iomenL
diagrams as specified in References ! and 2. These diagrams_ are r,resented in
Vigures !!-!! and i1-i2 and were used with the e:<ceptior, of the specified _-g taxi
condition vision _ms consilerel _o stringent an_! arbitrarily reduced to the !o_._,er'
va! _es noted hy d__b.ei lines. The sign convention for those ultimate shears and
bending moments are displayed on the ordinate of these diagrams.
!n_err.a! Loads - Air!cads - Internal loa_s were Jcfined for each stage of the
;ao_ analyses The s=resses and associated inpla_te loads were aerived asing
theoretical bending (.tiC/I] and shear (V_:/I) distributions.
Fo_" the stz.uctural analyses oorBacted daring the initial screening, panel load
intensities were ea!culatad and are presented in Tables 11-2o and !!-30. T__e first
ta?_ie reflects _he load intensi_ies used for the para._-etric frame spacin_ study
and the la_er table presents those loads employed for ti_.e structural screening
of the fuselage pane__ candidates. All !oad_ indicated on toth ts,bles are _itimate
values and reflect the section properties associated with the stage of the design
under consider'_tiou. The fuselage panel load inte_sities used for the Task I
detail concepts analysis are displayed in Table 11-31.
In_erna! Loads - Ther_l - As previously men¢ioned im the general fuselage environ-
menz disc assio_ only the _ "" _'--a_a_,/_m_ conducted during the detail conoeDt analysis
contained the effe<_ts of pressure and temperature. Table 11-32 contains the
te_\merature gradients and average temperature of the skin panels for the two flight
conditions considered. Temperature values are sho_ for skin _aneis located at the
_op_ side, and botto,_a of the fuselage cross section at each of the point design
regions. The corresponding values ffor the fuselage frames are shown in Section 6,
Table 6-4.
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TABLE 11-28. _JSELr%_ CABZ_I PRESSUPJZ :.- TASK I
CONDITION
START-OF-CRUISE
TRANSONIC
CLIMB AT
M1.2
w-r.
X 10 .3 LBS
MACH
NO.
660
690
2.7
1.2
LOAD
FACTOR Ve I
nz Keas I
|
2.5 460 I
2.5 372 I
1. ULTIMATE p = 1.5 × LIMIT p
-.7-= . T
El=..-
TABLE 1!-29. FUSELAGE PANTL I.OAD 7N_ENSYTZS,
PAP_A_TRIC F_CV,_ SPACID_G STUDY - TASK I
ALT.
X 10 3 FT.
61.5
38.2
CABIN (1)
PRESSURE
(PSI)
17.55
17.55
: 2
E.
_L
m
B
LOCATION
UPPER PANEL
SIDE PANEL
LOWER PANEL
FUSELAGE PANEL LOAD INTENSITIES (ULT.), LB/IN
DIRECTION
•, L _.
N x
Nxy
N x
Nxy
FS 20O0
13200
170
0
1400
-13200
170
_-r _
FS 2500
17600
255
0
2100
-17600
255
N X
Nxy
FS 3000
13200
170
0
1400
-13200
170
ii
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r - =
TABt_ il _'-1 mTe_-^'_ P?d'TEL__- ..... o.,_=_j_. LOAD IHTENSITIES.
....___,ihG STUDY ...... I
LOCATION
UPPER PANEL
SIDE PANEL
LOWER PANEL
FUSELAGE PANEL LOAD INTENSITIES (ULT.), LB/IN
DI RECTION
Nx
Nxy
N X
Nxy
N X
Nxy
FS 2000, FS 3000
-I...F
11600
412
377
..J-L
11700 11600
417 413
406 300
1357 1330
-11650 -12000
412 426
15700
629
422
FS 250O
_J"-L
14600
597
545
1361
-11700
415
2025
-16100
645
2000
-16800
670
-k
15690
629
416
1998
15900
633
TABLY !!-31. FUSELAGE PAK_EI_LOAD INTENSITZZ,
DETAILED CONCEPT ANALYSIS - TASK I
LOCATION
UPPER PANEL
SI DE PANE L
LOWER PANEL
FUSELAGE PANEL LOAD INTENSITIES (ULT.), LB/IN.
D! RECTION FS 750 FS 2000 FS 2500
N x
Nxy
Nx
Nxy
N x
Nxy
1580
5O
1580
50
-1580
5O
11630
412
1230
1360
15730
629
1230
2025
FS 3000
11630
412
1230
1360
-11670
415
(1) ULTIMATE LOAD = 1.5 X LIMIT LOADS
(2) CRITICAL DESIGN CONDITION: START-OF-CRUISE
ii-54
t.,-._'.'_<, _-T,, _ _ . ,,,-r"n_
__,_.,:'T__._. AHD ,.,PAD_..__ FOR
SKIN-r, r,_ _ "_A_v
i_$EIAGE
NOTES:
1. BASED ON HOT DAY (STD+SK)
4200 n.mi. FLIGHT PROFILE.
2. HAT-STIFFENED PANELS,
EXCEPT ZEE-STI FFENED
AT FS 750.
3. 'TOP', 'BOTTOM" AT q;
'SIDE' AT 90 ° OR ABOVE
WI NG.
PANEL SCHEMATIC
INSULATION
T i STIFFENER CROWN
E-l F-L
To EXTERIOR SKIN
TEMPERATURES IN F
R_
R
LOCAT! ON
TOP
FS
SIDE
FS
75O
2000
2500
3000
75O
2000
2500
3000
BOTTOM
FS 750
3000
FLIGHT CONDITION
START OF CRUISE MACH 1.2 DESCENT
T i-T o TAV G T i-T o TAV G
-105
.175
-186
-174
-106
-157
-171
-147
-106
-177
342
295
281
292
332
324
311
301
333
278
+111
+171
+181
+170
+109
+156
+170
+142
114
144
I56
145
108
129
139
122
J
+109
+171
109
141
k
L i
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FuseLage 2oint Dcsi_n Envi_<_.cnt _ Task i
V
Tae fuselage point _esign environments for the JnJtia! screening invesvigation
_c!ude only the iu_iane loads due to vertical smear and body bending l_aJs and
• _-_ ^ 11-29_;ere previously presented in .r.__,e_ and II-3C).
The more 5ez9i! poi_..t design c_virorment <_sed in the detail co_:_ept analyses is
shc}r_: in _ao.e7 il-33 for the u_s_ critical Task I load conditio:_j i.e._ start-of-
cruise condiZion. This table inc_udec the imp!ace loads; normal pressures, pa_el
temperature gradie_Tts; and average pane] temperaL _re for the four point design
reg[o.n_. The stated inplane ioa_g and normal pressures arc ritimate va!ces.
AiRPIA/,[E DES!GI[ E_rlROI,_EITt - TASK IiA
The Task ilA config.tration change J_vestiga_ion was a s_ady :o define the effects
of airplane _onfiguration and m_s properties c_anges on the flutter character-
istics of the Task !I airplane configuration. To attain trois objective an abbreviated
design cycle was conducted using the Task I chordwise structural model w_th _he
aforementloned configuratior, and mass revisions. In m:ppo_'t of the strength
analysis _onducted during this investigation_ the wing point design environment was
defined for the flutter critical flight condizion (Mach 0.9). The fuselage poinz
design environment was not specified for this investigation since the flight
condition under consideration was non-critical for the fuselage structure.
The critical flight conditions were the symmetric flight conditions at Mach O.9_
V C and VA. ,_at_c aeroelastic loads were calcalated for these eondition_ w_th the
following load factors: positive l-g_ 2.5-g steady maneuver, 2.5-g transient
maneuver, and a negative ]-g.
Since the wing configuration cringe occurred o_]tboard of the wing fin, appro×i-
zmtely butt line 600_ neg!igib!c effect on the inboard aerodynamic pressures can
bc expected. The Task ! aerodynamic pressure defi_ed for the wing point design
regions are e.ppiicabie for the Task !IA investigation_ Condition 12 on Table 11-3.
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In addltJon, the T.'_sk I gue! tank pressures defined in Table ]i-6 f,_l" flight
coi__ ilion !2 are approp-_iaLe.
The NAST_b%_ redundant analysis solu±ior_ provided internal forces and stresses for
the I._a_h 0.9 flight condition. The wing surface load intensities for this contrition
arc sho_7_'_in Table 12-_4. For co_,parison purposes the load intensi_ies for tL_
Task I and Tas_ YZB models are _ncluded. No temperature conditions were considered
for the Task ZIA interim.a! load runs.
The wing point design environment for the 2.5-g symmetric fl_ght-stesdy ,_neuver
comd_tiom at _ch 0.90 (Vc) is shown Ln Table 11-35, Th_ euvironment was used
to conduct a simplified weight comparison study at several point design regions,
see Section 12 for the results of this analysis.
AIRP _IJ-NE DESIGN E]YTiROI_}Yf - TASK lib
The T_sk lIB De,all Engineeri_z Studies were conducted by exercising the design
cycle twice; firsT,, for _ baseline strength design airplane and then performing an
itera_ion on that design to incorporate _he stiff__ess requirement dictatecl by the
flutter optimization study. The wing and fuselage point design er._iroaments
were defined i_-_s_pport of the stress analy_i_ associated with each of the above
decign cycles.
The location of the poinv design regions (wing and fuselage) were approximately
the same as those specified _or the Task I and Task IIA efforts, The wing regions
are mhow_., in Figure ii-i and the regions for Task lIB fuse_[age_ which _ras modeled
in more detail than the earlier versions_ are presented in Figure !1-13. The
structural definition of the Task lib point design regions is different _rom those
specified for _he earlier tasks; i,e._ the most promi_ing Task I arrangeme_t
(chord_,¢ise/monoeoque hybrid design) was utilized for the Task YIB investigation,
A description of this arrangement is presented in Figure II_IL.
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STRUCTURAL
APPROACH
_ING
FUSELAGE
STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS
TASK lib
WING
BASIC WING SURFACE PANELS
CHORDWISE STIFFENED -
WII_G TIP PANELS
MONOCOQUE
ALUM. BRAZED HONEYCOMB
SUBSTR UCTURE
METALLIC RIB CAPS
SUBMERGED SPAR CAPS - B/PI
REINFORCED {AFT BOX REGION)
"[RUSS AND CIRCULAR-ARC WEBS
MAT'L -- TtBAI-4V ANN.
FUSELAGE
• SHELL (SI<IN/STRINGERI
HAT-STIFFENED CC)NC EPT
(fvIIDBODY AND AFT BODYI
ZEE,ST|FFENED CONCEPT
((FOREBODY) ':_
MAT'L - I'iBAI-4V At,IN.
• FRAMES c_FLOATING FRAMES
Ti6AI-4V ANN,
: _ T._S__lIBFIGURE ii-ii_' 3TRUCT:JRALARRAI'TC_',}_D[T _ '"
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Desig_ load Condi_iens - Task lib
k.j
A .suJ;:maz'yof +.he nt_mber and t_rpe of load conditions " ,_- 4in ....t-_ated for eac!_ of tree
Task lIB designs is sho_t_ in Table 11-36. A total of nineteen conditio:,s were
iuclu,_e_ in the s t,rength design] analysis. Phe strer__gth/stiffness o_esign cycle
incorporated a_ditional gust and landin_ conditions for a total of twenty-five
con£i'sions. From a review of t} _ _,[AS__RAN internal loads runs the critical load
e,_nditions were defined for each design. 2he:3e eritica_] condilicns are listed in
Table 11-37 for the strength desigr:. Ube corresponding conditions for the stz'e.ug_h/
stiffness Jesign are comtained in Table 21-38.
l._ing Aerodynam__c Pressures - Task lib
The Task liB airplane co:_figuration _,_as ide:_tica! to that studied in the Task !IA
configuration change investigation. %_ne wing tip configuration change had
neg2igible effect on tl_ aero_lynamic pressu__-es dist1_ib_tiom inboard of wing fin
(BL 600) and those p-_essares specified fo__ the Task I configmra_ion_ Table i!-3_
are also applicable tc this configuratlos. The Task ! poi_rt design pressures are
repeated in Table 11-39 wit:_ the equivalent Task liB flight condition numbers.
Fuel Tank Pressures - Task IIB
In addition to the wing tip revision incor2orated on the Task II airplane config-
uration, the loca_ion of the fuel tanks and the fuel usage schedules were modified
to provide an aftward shift i_ the center of gravivy. Phis modificaZlo:_ required
a reanalFsis of the fuel tank pressures.
A schematic of the Task IZB fuel tank boundaries are shown in Figure 11-15, the
fael heights for the "wet bay" regions are presented i_ Table i!-_0. The !o:_gi-
tudinal (nx) and vertical (nz, load factors for the critical Task II conditions
are summarized in Table 11-41.
A summary of the fuel tank pressures for point design region, s L0236_ 40536 and
40322 are contained in Table !!-_2. This table presents the fuel inertia head and
zi-62
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T_Tr _,l_!_n. S_,il/{RY OF _]EL i_iGi{TS TASk{ lIB
POINT DESIGN REGION 40236 ! 40536 40322
TANK NO. 11A 1 13 50
,,..,
COND_
@
®
®
@
®
®
®
®
®
38.5
38.5
38.5
38.5
38.5
38.5
J
38.5
FUEL HEIGHT (IN.)
24.5
TABIE !!-h!. S_,_Y_RY OF LOAD FAC]_ORS - TASK fin
35.5
35,5
35.5
35.5
35.5
35.5
35.5
12,0
POINT DESIGN
REGION
t
40236 ,[ 40536
40322
LOAD FACTORS (LIMIT)
COND. n x nz n x n z nx n z
®
@
®
@
@
@
@
@
-0.46
-0.37
.0.27
-0.31
-0.17
0.02
-0.14
-0.14
2.52
2.68
2.62
2.56
2.75
2.75
2.51
2.50
-0.46
-0.37
.0,27
-0.31
-0.17
0.02
-0.14
-0.14
2.52
2.68
2,62
2,56
2.75
2.75
2.51
2.50
-0.46
-0.37
-0.27
.0.31
-0,17
0.02
-0.14
-0.14
2.50
2,50
2.50
2,51
2.51
2.51
2,50
2.50
1. SIGN CONVENTION
+ n x = AFTWARD
+ nz = UPWARD
V
V
11.-65
i
i
ii
D
F_
I
_J
P_
I
I-]
L_
:.1-6_
v@.ive pressure cc_npone.n%s as _,Tei! as the coni?oi_]ed pres_-_re8 for Lr_e criLio&±
Task Yl c:Judi_._o_s. !._- add_io._b the a!t_mate values (1.5 r,ir,tes ii_,i_,) o< tke
combine< pressc_re are specified.
Wing In<ernal Loads - Task IIB
T_e internee loads for the Task Ii designs were determined _ising the UAST_AN
redludant-structure analysis cola ....). Finite element models (3-D) were &se& wi<n
the specific fiexibiiiLies of the design being considered, i.e.; strengW: and
s_rength/sLiffness designs. A detai=ed descrlp%ion of the Task I-_ models is
containel in Section 9.
Internal loads - Air!cads - Representative wing upper surface and lower s_rface
loads are presented in Figcres 11-16 and 11-17 for the Task lIB final design.
These loads are disp!aycd on the wing p!anfor_ of the structural model and ref!ec_
the _)axJmum upper surface chordwise compression and lower surface chordwise tension
conditions. All inp!ane load intensi_ies (Nx,Ny _ and Nxy, presented are u!tlma_e
values with the app!icah!e thermal _nduced loads indicated in parenthesis. See
"Section 9 for a mere comprehensive listing of wing load intensizies.
A comparison of the wing surface load intensities between the streng_h and final
designs is sho_r_ in Table !!-h3. __:ese loads intensities correspond to a 2.5-g
sy:mmetric maneuver conditions at Mash 1.25.
Internal Loads - There,! - The NASTRJJq solution contained the thermal loads for the
three critical temperature conditions: start-of-cruise; mid-cruise, _nd a K 1.25
descent condition, The corresponding upper and lower surface ther_rai stresses anf,
corresponding strains for these conditions are shown in Table !!-k4 and 11-45.
These values are ultimate values which are used in the detail stress ana_ysis of
the st_uctural components. In addition tO stresses (strains) due to the thermal
expansion of the mo_el elements, the local temperature gradients and average
temperatures are calculated and included in the point design environment. Complete
temperature h_stories were developed for the wing st_'uct_re at se!evt]ve de_ig_,
point to f_rnish this data. Section 6 contains a dezail description of metkods _<sed
i_ el tannlng t]_ese {empernt_res. V
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TA[_LE 11-43. CO_.[PAF{IZ0r,_ OF WING SURFACE LOAD I_J'_N_T_F_ - TASK ITP._
!_LAC;_[].25 LOAD CO_[DI?TON
-____i"
PANEL IDENTIFICATION
REGION
WING-
FORWARD
WING-
AFT BOX
WING TIP
NUMBER
40322
40236
40536
41036
41316
41348
*LOAD INTENSITY (ULTIMATE), LBS/IN.
DIRECTION
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
Nx
Ny
Nxy
HYBRID
(STRENGTH)
UPPER LOWER
-151 597
-1106 1400
130 215
-67 246
i 15196
-14650
453 i 367
-1073 1099
-14303 14014
1495 1599
-1812 1297
-4220 3588
2106 1909
-1638 1405
-12407 11188
4OO9 2990
-1207 1379
-6897 6657
2284 2281
HYBRID
(FINAL)
UPPER
-242
- 1032
102
-183
l -16456
491
-831
i -16372
1615
-2464
-5645
1915
-1931
-13240
4072
-1200
-9006
2666
LOWER
434
1425
166
62
16622
781
699
15508
1646
1898
4697
1812
1656
11333
2739
1431
8090
2556
*LOAD CONDITIONS:
TASK II-B CONDITION 12: MACH 1.25, nz = 2.5, W -- 690,000 LB, Ve = 294 KEAS
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT F_
il-75
WING
LOCATION
FORWARD
BOX
AFT BOX
WING TIP
! POINT
I
DESIGN
REGION
40322
I 40236
I 40536
!
41036
41316
41348
STRESSES (psi) (_)
(7x
-3503
55
-802
12058
-2234
-716
!
I Oy TI
2290
i
I
i 1292
i 1076
I
i 1612
i
-3611
! -1425
J
-1039
3412
1519
2174
-1344
-648
STRAINS x 106(IN/IN) (1)
6x 6y
-220 144
4 47
-51 39
793 106
-150 -242
-48 -96
,7
-179
588
262
375
-236
-114
CONDITION(_), @
FORWARD
BOX
AFT BOX
WING TIP
40322
40236
40536
41036
41316
41348
MID-CRUISE
-2522
1396
-348
-2036
-446
-691
7140
1322
1121
-5646
-586
-1916
-438
2875
1981
321
-76
-822
-159
88
-22
-134
-30
-46
449
48
41
-372
-39
-129
-75
496
342
55
-13
-144
CONDITION (_, _ MACH 1.25 DESCENT
40322 -285 -224 408 -18FORWARD
BOX
AFT BOX
WING TIP
40236
40536
41036
41316
41348
-1371
156
-13044
1286
7O
185
152
-6715
2811
-472
-750
-31
-2499
1025
-350
-86
10
-858
86
5
ULTIMATE STRESS (STRAIN) = 1.25 x LIMIT STRESS (STRAIN)
-14 70
7 -129
6 -5
-442 -431
189 180
-32 -61
11-76
mm TABLE i!-}_5. StD._._RYOF _J_G LOWER _7H,F_CF TI_,iAL _ REo°¢_,,_,,_
AIC, STRAINS, TASK !IB
m
E
B
i : :[[TU --[
CONDITION
WING
LOCATION
FORWARD
BOX
AFT BOX
WING TIP
(_), (_ START
PO INT
DESIGN
REGION
140322
G x
OF CRUISE
STRESSES (psi) STRAINS x 10 "6 (IN/IN)
T 7Oy
3698-3151 -1965
_'X
-198
@y
232
140236
140536
141036
141316
141348
-1418
-902
13912
1035
1615
3800
3950
3710
3224
-3071
-218
-2526
39
-2373
136
-89
-57
892
-206
-15
36
56
244
-170
3
-330
664
624
542
-416
24
CONDITION G' (_) MID-CRUISE
FORWA RD
BOX
AFT BOX
WING TiP
140322
140236
140536
141036
141316
141348
-2171
-3310
-115
519
-646
162
i
I
I
10046
2162
2248
-4745
275
525
[ -2138
6254
5723
1608
-278
289
-136
-208
-7
33
-43
11
632
75
78
-304
19
35
r
, -359
1051)
962
270
-49
51
CONDITION
FORWARD
BOX
AFT BOX
WING TIP
(_, (_) MACH 1.25 DESCENT
r
140322
140236
140536
141036
141316
141348
711 -164
-574 221
820 540
-12949 -6946
2144 4682
424 1049
-249
366
699
-2336
1700
182
45
-36
52
-830
144
28
-10
7
19
-445
314
70
ULTIMATE STRESS (STRAIN) = 1.25 x LIMIT STRESS (STRAIN)
-42
62
112
-393
298
32
!J_-77
<5
,_, i i!-4(,
_mr_,_e prmser.ts tmmgeratures for _e six point design regions f'or the
following five fml_t co:_dizioms:
F
• _.._acL0.90 climb
• _.[ach 1,2_5 climb
• ,_4ach ] .95 :__escen"
• '.'._ach P.7 s_art of cruise
• ?/.ach 2.7 mid-cruise
Te._.pcratures for the ._omimml Much 2. _ conditions are obtui:,:ed frmm analysi,_ at
the MacL, 2.62_ hot day (stan,_s-_d +SK) cruise profile. Subscrigted tempcra_c.res in
the table are defined as fo!lo_s:
_ uppe_- s_;rface panel o_ter skim
"!
m upper s__rfale panel inner skin
"k
T 7 lower S,_.rface panel inner ski:_
Lo_er surface panel outer skin
-iO
_TinF, Point Desig;_ Environment - Task ZIB
The wing point design !oad/temperatL_re cnvirormlent for the stre_gth and final
design aiz'planes "_rere defined fo_" their, _rit_,_al !o__ conditions, see Tables 11-37
and 11-38. The definition of the wing suri'ace enviro._aent in eluded: inplane load
intensities_ inplane thermal st,'aims, _.ormal press_tres_ and the average structural
temperate_re and gradient.
_J
Table 11-47 through 11-51 contain the _¢i_g point design cnvironment for the strength
design airplane. The co_respondimg environmet]t for the final design (strength/
stiffness) airplane are _resented in Tables il-52 through 11-56,
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Fosei_ge Cabin Pressure - Task lib
_]esign p_'essures for" the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft are based on providing a
oOCo ft, cabin altitude at a flight a!tit_de of 70_000 feet. _ese cond_Li=_
produce _ normal _ifferen_a! p_ess_re of __I_.2 p_ l.e._ _omln_,,_"_ _ab_ pressur_
combined with a,k!en_ pressure.
_<axlmum deslg_,_ flifferentla! pres,,are Includes a tolera_-ce _,ic_ accolnts fcr ';e='i-
azions in static rcference_ _e¢_t_r valve tolerance_ ._rld relief valve -o!eramce_.
A graphic display of these + _ .... = are
_o=e_ao,_e_ ii!J.stra_ed in Section L, Figure k__j)
A< envelope of ,]ifferencial pressure values used to dete-*mine _oad$ on the
pressurized cabin i_ shown i_ Figure 11-18.
,_rl_erla Seczlon, See<ion _ for a more detailedSee the structural Deslgn ' "+ -
descripzion of the criteria for applying these pressures i_ the strucn_ra! desig_
a_alyses.
The ultimate cabin pressures (1.50 times limit) for the crltlca! fii_]-_ ccnditio:_s
are contained in Table 11-57. Thls table inci_des a list of f!igkt coudf<ions a__:
Ident[ffed by the NAgTRAN condition numbers and tke associamed flight parameters
for these conditions.
Fuselage Internal Loads -Task lib
The f_aselage air and thermal loads were defined u_zing the 3-D structural model
which included a detail fuselage model. For the Task lIB red_ndant - structure
analyses two design cycles were conducted; strength design and strength/stiff_ess
design. The fuselage flexibilities were held constant for these two design
iteratiors. The load intensities (air!oad and thermal) are _iscussed in the
following text.
Internal Loads - Airloads - Ultimate internal loads for the primary strJctu_'e o? ti_e
fuselage _ere defined for each of the _lesizn cycleg included in the Task i19
inve st igat ion.
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NASTRA N
COND.
NO_
®
®
®
®
@
@
@
®
@-@
_A.J,-__ 1!-_7.
WEIGHT
x 10 .3 LB
7O0
690
690
690
445
660
550
i 700
i 430
L
_JSE]AOE
MACH
NO,
0.90
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
2.70
2.70
0.90
LOAD
FACTOR
{%)
2.5
2.5
-1.0
2.5
2.5
Me
I (KEA8)
282,4
294.3
294,3
372.0
420.0
ALT.
x 10 .3 FT
36.0
48.0
48.0
38.2
34.0
CABIN
PRESSURE
ULT.
(psi)
16.95
17.55
17.55
17.55
16.50
2.5
1.0
2.5
1.o
460.0
433.6
282.4
100.0
61.5
64.0
30.0
S.L.
17.55
17.55
15.30
0
J
TABLE 11-58. CO_,-_AP,ISON OF _-_JSELAGE PA_,_L LOAD IN_NSIT_S -
ct I TT'_r_n-'_TAF]K iI_, HACH 1.25 LOAD _C_Ikr_,;_
LOCATION
UPPER
PANEL
SIDE
PANEL
LOWER
PANEL
DIRECTION
N x
Nxy
Nx
Nxy
NK
N_y
(1} FUSELAGE PANEL LOAD INTENSITIES (ULT.I, LB/IN.
FS 900
473
33
-121
158
LDG
GEAR
WELL
STRENGTH DESIGN STRENGTH/STIFFNESS
FS 1910 FS 2525 FS 2900 FS 900 FS 1910 FS 2900 FS 2900
-3867 -1002 535 497 3078
158 156 67 29 103
270
594
WING
61 82
1127 257
772 909
178 B1
.156 -4 -107 -257
169 452 1218 394
LDG
HI _( 1070 GEAR WING WING -728
8 WELL 75
(1) LOAD CONDITION-CONDITION 12 : MACH 1.25, Nz = 2,5, W = 690,000 LB., Ve = 294 KEAS
11-92
= 2
mhe i_terua! forces/stresses were determined d_ing the NAo_, sc)l_t]on and
co_<verte<l to load intensities ]:_ythe a:u<i!iary running loads program. A co:::pari-
_;on of the poin_ design load Jnte_sities for _he st_'eLgt} ar.d strength/s'_iffness
desizns are shown in _ab!e ]l-Do. These ioad_ reflect tke Lc;a! state of the
"ex-.,reme fiber" Jpper and lower centerline ioane!s ;_.nd the high-shear side panel
for the 2.5-g sy_:etric maneuver condition a% Much 1.25.
Representative load intensities for the final s_reng_i/s.i_.<es$ _i_'; ....___'e pre-
sente_ in :?igure 11-19 and _i ._m _" _ load_T are _itima_e loads and .......... -
t!_.emaximum compression and te_:sion condition resperti_e!y.
Internal Loads - Thereto! - Three critiea! temFeraturc comditioLs _.;ere included in
..... _- !.25 descentthe i_ASTP_hI[ so_utlon: star t-of-cruise_ mid-cruisej and a _,_._c{_
co_:dition. See Tables 11-37 and ii-_$ for a descriptio_ of the fligho parameters
ang the x_en_y_ng NAS_]A[[ condition n_mbors.
The load inte;}qities for the critical hot conditions are indicate] in pare_.<hesis
on the aforemer:tioned Pigares 11-19 anti 11-20. The start-o_-_ruzse condition,
Co odin,ion 2D, was the _redominant hot condition.
In addition to the above thermal stresses, the local temperatdre gradie_:ts and
average temperatures were ca=_ala_ed for inclusion in the fuselage point design
environment ,,
Section 6 contains a detail description of the results of the Task IIB therntal
analysis. For the sake of completeness_ fuselage skin Danei gradients and average
temperatures are shows on Table 11-59 for the four point design regions at various
circ.amferential locations. In addition to the LLree con£itions included in the
_[A,STRAN solution, the temperatures for a Much !.25 climb condition are shown. As
can be seen Yrom a review of this tab!e; the temperatures associated with this
c_r_ndJtion are ne_iigible and were not included in the NASTPAN solution.
....._,"_ 11-93
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_A_] 71 __o.. HTSFTA_ SKTN RAI'_T.S
NOTES:
I. BASED ON HOT DAY (STD+RK)
4200n m, FLtGHTPROFILE
2. HAT STIFFENED PANELS
EXCEPT ZEE-STIF FENED
AT FS 750.
3. 'TOP', "BOTTOM' AT Ct;
'SIDE' AT 90 ° OR ABOVE WING,
TEMPERATURES IN F
,-q r_Tfi,'%S:_ IIY_
P&.N_EL SCHEMATIC
INSU[ ATION
T i STIFFENER CROWN
_J--t
..... '_ T O EXTERIOR SKIN
LOCATION
TOP
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
SIDE
FS 750
2000
2500 +22
3000 +23
BOTTOM
FS 750 _12
3000 +28
FLIGHT CONDITION
MACH 1.2
CLIMB
Ti-T o TAVG
9 I 55
423 I 53 '
*24 I 54
+23 I 53 l
l
+12 49
_21 _ 50
START OF
CRt.JISF
Ti T O TAVG
-105 342
175 295
186 281
-174 292
-106 332
-157 324
I
MID TO END
OF CRtIISF
] T i T. TAV o
]
-11 . 380
-11 r 374
i
II i 372
-11 I 371
-11 369
-11 304
50 -171 311 -11 393
47 -147 301 _ -11 358
50 _10 ! • -,1 ,70
4, I -1,7I I -'°
MACH 1.2
DESCENT
T, T O TAV G
+111 l i14
+171 i 144
+181 I 156
+170 I 145
_ __ p______
+109 [ 108
+156 I 129
TEMPERATURES IN K
FLIGHT CONDITION
+170 r 139
+142 [ 122
I
+109' 109
4171 141
LOCATION
To._._P
FS 750
20OO
2500
3000
SIDE
FS 750
20OO
25OO
3OOO
BOTTOM
FS 750
3OO0
MACH 1,2
CLIMB
Ti-T o TAVC
+6 296
43 296
+3 296
+3 296
START OF MID TO FND
CRUISE OF CRUISE
Ti-T o TAVG Ti-T o TAVG
-74 336 -103 I 40g
-41 3t9 - 89 ) 409
-35 316 - 82 I 408
-41 319 - 89 I 408
+8 295 --70 333 - 99 t 405
+4 296 -50 323 - 95 I 417
+4 296 --42 319 ; - 88 I 417
+5 295 -., , 31, i -8' l_JO3
---_--I--_ ..... _
i
+7 295 -70 J 333 ' -100 l 405
! +4 296 ; -35 I 315 ! -- 86 I 403
L ,.. l I .
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FI_II_9 9
MACH 1.2
DESCENT
Ti-T o TAVG
-31 I 368
-42 I 385
-40 I 3g0
-42 I 384
-29 i 364
-37 I 388
-36 1 393
-34 ( 376
-29 1 364
-42 1 381
ruse!age Point Design Environment Task 1i5
_ue f:_selmge point _esign !omd/Den]perature environments _'c_rthe strength and final
(.?Dreng_h/stiffness_, design airpZanes were defined for their crizic_3 3ea,;i con-
iltlon;_. The point desif.:_ envlro_nent was _efl_ed a_ each po_'nz des!_n !ocatio:_
(FS 900, FS !piO_ FS 2525, and F2_ 2900! for vario,._ circamferenzia! !oca_ions
around the shell. The specific panel !oad/temperat=re enviro.:_ent corres gon_ _o
_he panel !oca_io:_s _.sef, on the 3-D stru.ct_ral model. FiE_L_rc _ _o_ i!l_stravcs
zhe }[ASTR_a3,[panel identifica%ion system. The fuse!a,_e poin=_ design er;vir-nments for
the stren,s.t"n J.esign airp_'ane a_'e skovn in Tables il-60 tLroagi-, 1--65. These n<_inz
de_i;zr_ environments encomosss s_>: desJ_l_ !_a_ conditions.
_'i_.eccrrespond_ng point £esign envirenments for the fina,: design are contained in
Tat!es 11-6.6 through 11-69 for the following design condi<ions.
• $_arz-of-Cro.ise, ]4ach 2.7
_.[id-cruise_ _'lach 2.7
S_a_,ic Gust at l<ach 0.90
• D_rnamic landing Conditions (4)
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